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Abstract
Walkability research has broadened in the past few years, being performed by researchers
in different fields such as urban planning, public health, and transportation planning. Definitions
of walkability and methods of operationalizing the concept vary widely. Since the results of
studies that incorporate walkability may well have policy implications, it is important to consider
the potential impacts of different definitions and methods of measurement.
This thesis investigates to what extent walkability indices may differ when either the
composition of the indices is changed or when different quantitative methods of standardization
are used to summarize their component measures. The association of these different walkability
indices with socio-demographic variables is also investigated to determine the variability in such
associations. The thesis also investigates to what extent changing the spatial extent of a study
area, in this case the definition of an urbanized area, may also lead to differences in how
walkability measures may be associated with socio-demographic variables.
In the analysis process, several methodological innovations were developed such as
applying new detailed GIS analysis, developing two accessibility measures and two accessibility
indices, creating a comprehensive walkability index, and applying the latest methods from spatial
econometrics.
The results from investigating the research questions showed that even though
walkability scores across the study area are different based on index compositions or index
standardization methods, their association with socio-demographics is fairly consistent. When
xiii

investigated for areas with different extents, the association between walkability and sociodemographics differed more.

xiv

Chapter one:
Introduction
1.1. Walkability definition
Walkability is a concept defined differently by different authors. In the simplest terms,
walkability represents the ability to walk in a place, but the walkable place has to meet several
conditions, both quantitative - related to the physical built environment characteristics, and
qualitative - related to the aesthetic and social values of the place.
One of the most comprehensive definitions of walkability is given by Michael
Southworth in the article Designing the Walkable City (2005): “Walkability is the extent to which
the built environment supports and encourages walking by providing for pedestrian comfort and
safety, connecting people with varied destinations within a reasonable amount of time and effort,
and offering visual interest in journeys throughout the network” (Southworth, 2005, p. 248). For
him the criteria that make a city walkable are: street connectivity, linkage with other
transportation modes, mixed land uses, safety, quality of path, and “path context” (Southworth,
2005, p. 249).
Victoria Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org) defines walkability as the “overall
walking conditions in an area” and it includes the following criteria: “quality of pedestrian
facilities, roadway conditions, land use patterns, community support, security and comfort for
walking” (Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2013b).
1

The Federal Highway Administration defines a walkable community as “one where it is
easy and safe to walk to goods and services (i.e., grocery stores, post offices, health clinics, etc.).
Walkable communities encourage pedestrian activity, expand transportation options, and have
safe

and

inviting

streets

that

serve

people

with

different

ranges

of

mobility.”

(http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov). This definition implies that road connectivity and safety,
accessibility to destinations, different transport modes including walking, and aesthetic and
interesting street design accessible to all people, are important to walkability.
Dan Burden from Walkable Communities, Inc. states that “a key measure of walkability
and livability is the number of children walking or bicycling to school” (Burden, 2001, p. 4). If
children in a community walk to school, not due to unfortunate circumstances of poverty, but as
a traditional, natural way of life, it means that schools are located close to their homes and that
the roads are safe for them to travel. If children, as the most vulnerable age-segment population
can walk safely, then the community is safe for everybody.
Lo emphasizes the importance of understanding the role of pedestrians in creating the
pedestrian space and of who is defining walkability. Based on different discourse contexts from
traffic engineering, transportation planning, urban design, public health, and sociology, she
classifies walkability metrics into: flow capacity, multimodal connections, sense of place and
aesthetics, civic engagement, and public health and active living (Lo, 2009, p. 149). The author
criticizes measures like flow capacity which was designed initially as level of service for
vehicles and road conditions and later adapted to pedestrians, but this adaptation treats people as
cars and doesn’t consider the social value of lively streets. “The standard treats pedestrians as
atomistic and antisocial entities. It requires a space to be maintained at all times between

2

pedestrians and shop frontages or other pedestrians in order to prevent them from bumping into
walls or other people” (Lo, 2009, p. 151).
1.1.1. Walkability importance
Regardless of definition nuances and different criteria emphasis, walkability is important
for promoting walking as a green and equitable mode of transportation which helps resource
conservation and reduces congestion (Southworth, 2005). Walkability is also an essential factor
in enhancing the livability and quality of life of a community, a basis for sustainable cities
(Southworth, 2007) and has numerous benefits to the individuals’ health and to the environment,
economy, social capital and social justice in a community.
In his book, Walkable City, Jeff Speck states that “walkability is both an end and a
means, as well as a measure. While the physical and social rewards of walking are many,
walkability is perhaps most useful as it contributes to urban vitality and most meaningful as an
indicator of that vitality” (Speck, 2012, p. 4). In studying cities around the world and trying to
help American cities increase their livability, he realized that “what works best in the best cities
is walkability” (Speck, 2012, p. 4). For him a walk in the city has to be useful by switching the
emphasis from car to pedestrian, and by allowing people to reach different destinations through
walking or public transit. His walk has to be safe, comfortable and interesting, too (Speck, 2012).
Achieving walkability by creating walkable places is the most feasible in the cities where
the conditions are already seeded: most of the people of different status live in the cities, most of
the roads are built in the cities, and most of the destinations are found in the city. It is just an
issue of how to adapt and design these conditions for making them walkable criteria. The
importance of walking in the urban environment is emphasized by Jan Gehl in his book Cities for
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People. Simply, he states that “life happens on foot” (Gehl, 2010, p. 119) and explains further
that “regardless of the purpose, a walk in city space is a ‘forum’ for the social activities that take
place along the way as an integral part of pedestrian activities” (Gehl, 2010, p. 120).
1.2. Walkability and urban planning
Walkability ideas can be traced back in the history of urban planning to the 1960s and
1970s, when people opposed the big automobile-oriented plans for redeveloping cities, when
architects like Christopher Alexander, and activists like Jane Jacobs, advocated for “community
participation” in urban rehabilitation plans (Hall, 2002, p.281). Christopher Alexander was
searching for the element that gives life to the cities, he wanted to give “a more humane
character to the environment” (Walker, 2003, p. 1058). He was criticizing the architects and
designers of that time because they “fail to put new life into the city, because they merely imitate
the appearance of the old, its concrete substance: they fail to unearth its inner nature”
(Alexander, 1965, p. 3).
Jane Jacobs was criticizing modern urban planning and design ideas of replacing slumlike parts of the city with big, cold, monumental buildings surrounded by empty streets and
parks: “What will the projects look like? They will be spacious, parklike, and uncrowded. They
will feature long green vistas. … They will be clean, impressive, and monumental. They will have
all the attributes of a well-kept, dignified cemetery” (Jacobs, 1958). She was emphasizing the
role of the streets in the city and their sidewalks full of people which make the city alive and
safer, the role of dense and diverse land uses which increase walking opportunities (Jacobs,
2011).
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Lively streets, sidewalks, safety, density, diversity in a city, they are all criteria of
walkability and for about three decades they have been included in new design movements like
New Urbanism and Smart Growth. Such movements oppose the sprawl development that
became widespread in the United States after World War II. Urban sprawl is characterized by
land use separation, single-family homes as the main residential land use, curvilinear roads, and
lots of cul-de-sacs; it promotes personal vehicle transportation and is not pedestrian-friendly
(Hanks, 2008). Sprawl development contributes to air pollution from vehicle emissions, it
increases traffic crashes, it decreases physical activity, and it increases health problems like
overweight, obesity, and cardiovascular risk. It also has an effect on mental health from stress
generated during commuting time and from social isolation (Frumkin, 2002).
As a response to urban sprawl, New Urbanism promotes diverse, compact, walkable,
mixed-use and transit oriented neighborhood development (Knaap & Talen, 2005). Its principles
are walkability, connectivity, mixed land use and diversity, mixed housing, quality architecture
and urban design, traditional neighborhood structure, increased density, green transportation,
sustainability and quality of life (www.newurbanism.org).
Although the principles are good, New Urbanism faces criticism, too. During its history,
urban planning was accused of environmental determinism, for trying to solve social problems
by modifying the built environment (Archer, 2013; Talen, 1999). By advocating creating a sense
of community, New Urbanism can be viewed as deterministic, because relationships exceed
neighborhoods limits and are not constrained to the neighborhood space (Talen, 1999). Other
critiques of New Urbanism include the concern for appearance of the design more than the social
and environmental issues that are found in real cities, the Disney-like advertising of the new
place scenery (Southworth, 1997) and the likely income segregation due to the high value of the
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housing in this kind of new walkable, sometimes even gated, communities (Talen, 1999).
Another limitation of New Urbanism is the emphasis on “the community sphere over the public
sphere” (Hanks, 2008, p. 337) thus not allowing the residents the challenge of meeting people
with different opinions, inhibiting their creativity (Hanks, 2008). New Urbanism is creating
communities in the suburban space, avoiding the city problems.
Another movement that appeared as a response to the sprawl development is Smart
Growth. Unlike New Urbanism which was initiated by architects and urban planners, Smart
Growth was created by environmentalists and policy planners (Knaap & Talen, 2005). It has
similar principles to New Urbanism like walkability, mixed land use, diverse and compact
housing, variety of transport means, but it also adds the importance of green spaces, natural
environment, and sense of place, improving existing communities, and encouraging community
involvement in fair and cost effective decisions (www.epa.gov).
Walkability is a common principle for different urban movements today and improving
walkability in a place is a good thing for the people inhabiting it. It has been hypothesized that
walkable communities have the benefit of increasing social capital. Studies have been done to
test this hypothesis, and some found a positive relationship between walkability and social
capital levels, with people being more sociable, interacting more with their neighbors, and
getting more politically involved in the walkable communities, than people living in less
walkable neighborhoods (Leyden, 2003; Rogers, Halstead, Gardner, & Carlson, 2011). However,
this connection is not conclusive because social capital is also influenced by historical and
geographical factors of the neighborhood and not only by the built environment characteristics
(Hanibuchi et al., 2012).
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Equity and justice for everyone are values included in the Environmental Justice
research, which studies the disproportionate effect of environmental hazards on people of
different classes, races, ethnicities and other vulnerable populations. As a characteristic of the
built environment that has impact on people’s physical and mental health, and on their
transportation ability, walkability can also be studied from the angle of environmental justice.
Studies that analyzed walkability and environmental justice found that most of the time
socioeconomic disadvantaged people live in walkable neighborhoods and walk more for
transport because they cannot afford personal vehicles (Turrell, Haynes, Wilson, & Giles-Corti,
2012), and sometimes they have better walking access to the neighborhood parks (Cutts, Darby,
Boone, & Brewis, 2009). But their walkable communities or neighborhoods parks lack aesthetic
qualities and have high rates of crimes and traffic crashes which inhibit leisure walking for
physical exercise (Neckerman et al., 2009). For socioeconomic disadvantaged populations access
to healthy food stores, to physical exercise facilities, and the safety risk in neighborhoods are
factors more significant in influencing their obesity related health issues, than the built
environment’s walkability (G. S. Lovasi, Hutson, Guerra, & Neckerman, 2009).
In environmental justice research it is important to consider all the types of vulnerable
populations that can be affected by the environment. Universal design is “The design of products
and environments to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for
adaptation or specialized design” (Center for Universal Design, referenced in Kochtitzky, 2011).
Gray et al. (2012) examined several published instruments that measured the walkability,
bikeability and recreation features of the built environment, to see if they incorporated or not
principles of universal design such as equitable use, tolerance for error, low physical effort,
simple and intuitive use, etc. Their results reveal the necessity of expanding the perspectives of
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walkability research by including universal design principles and issues that people with
disabilities have in their interaction with the built environment (Gray, Zimmerman, & Rimmer,
2012).
After one hundred years of urban planning, finally today, in the post-modernism time, in
the post-automobile era, and in the post-industrial cities, “achieving the vision of lively, safe,
sustainable and healthy cities has become a general and urgent desire” (Gehl, 2010, 6). And the
ways to achieve “lively, safe, sustainable and healthy cities” point towards walkability. It’s
possible to obtain a lively city, when “more people are invited to walk, bike and stay in city
space” (Gehl, 2010, 6), a safe city when there are more people walking in the city and pedestrian
activity opportunities are denser, a sustainable city when the transportation system is based
mainly on walking, cycling and public transport, and a healthy city when people increase their
physical activity by walking or cycling for utilitarian or recreational purposes (Gehl, 2010).
1.3. Walkability and public health
Urban planning and public health had common grounds when the planning movement
was challenged at the end of the nineteenth century to solve sanitary housing problems in the
slums of the crowded industrial inner cities (D. L. Frank & Kavage, 2008). Since planning
subsequently became more involved with housing, city design and land use zoning, the two
disciplines grew apart. After a century of successfully fighting infectious diseases, at present
public health faces issues like chronic diseases such as diabetes, depression, asthma, obesity,
traffic crashes, all of which switch the focus of research to the built environment (Dannenberg,
Frumkin, & Jackson, 2011), bringing urban planning and public health back together, into
interdisciplinary research.
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A significant moment for this reunion was the publication of Urban Sprawl and Public
Health in 2004, by Frumkin, Frank and Jackson (Speck, 2012), which acknowledged and
documented the influence of the built environment on people’s health. The revelation of
connecting the built environment and health conditions happened in 1999 to Dr. Richard Jackson
when, seeing an old women walking in the hot summer sun in an Atlanta suburban area, he
realized that the health problems she might have at that time were not “remote disease risks” but
were also caused by the built environment conditions (Speck, 2006; Speck, 2012).
Many studies have already been done to test the health benefits of walkable
neighborhood design, with the main focus of the health benefits related to physical activity and
weight related issues, such as overweight and obesity. According to the World Health
Organization in 2008 “more than 1.4 billion adults, 20 or older, were overweight” and “more
than 10% of the world’s adult population was obese” (World Health Organization, 2013). The
health problems due to overweight and obesity are cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
musculoskeletal disorders, and some cancers (World Health Organization, 2013). Since the main
causes of overweight and obesity are high fat food and physical inactivity, walkability as a
measure of the built environment might be an important factor in influencing people’s physical
activity behavior.
Several articles report on the influence of the built environment on physical activity
behavior as part of ecological models (Sallis, 2009; Van Dyck, Deforche, Cardon, & De
Bourdeaudhuij, 2009) which include “psychological, sociocultural, policy and physical
environmental factors” (Van Dyck et al., 2009, p. 496). The results, obtained using either
perceived neighborhood features and self-reported physical activity (Saelens, Sallis, Black, &
Chen, 2003), or objectively measured walkability indices and physical activity levels (L. D.
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Frank, Schmid, Sallis, Chapman, & Saelens, 2005), attest to the association between
neighborhood environment and physical activity.
The PLACE study (Physical Activity in Localities and Community Environments)
performed in Australia (Owen et al., 2007) found a positive relationship between an objectively
measured walkability index and walking for transport, but no significant relationship between
walkability and walking for recreation. In the U.S., the Neighborhood Quality of Life Study
(NQLS) (Sallis, Saelens et al., 2009) found that adults living in highly walkable neighborhoods
were more physically active either through walking for transport or walking for recreation than
the adults living in low walkable neighborhoods. The results were similar in Europe, regarding
the influence of walkable environments in increasing physical activity through walking and
cycling (Sundquist et al., 2011; Van Dyck et al., 2009; Van Holle et al., 2012). Studying 11
countries across the world, Sallis et al. found significant associations between neighborhood
environments and physical activity, proving that creating more walkable neighborhoods can be
an international policy issue (Sallis, Bowles et al., 2009).
Compared to walking for transport, the connection between built environment
characteristics and physical activity for recreation is harder to determine, and in some cases the
prediction of walking for exercise is very weak (G. Lovasi et al., 2008). This can be due to
different cultural backgrounds and is thus hard to be generalized across the world, and due to the
different impacts the environment quality can have on people. A recent study on neighborhood
environments from Belgium, Australia and the USA found that perceived residential density,
aesthetic features, and perceived pedestrian barriers in the neighborhood were the variables
associated with walking for recreation (Van Dyck et al., 2013).
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One limitation of these kinds of studies is residence self-selection bias, which occurs
when people choose to live in more walkable neighborhoods because they have a more
physically active and social lifestyle and because they can afford it (G. R. McCormack & Shiell,
2011). However, after controlling for neighborhood selection and preference, Frank et al., found
that people from highly walkable neighborhoods walked more and drove less, compared to
people living in low walkable neighborhoods (L. D. Frank, Saelens, Powell, & Chapman, 2007).
Another limitation of most of the studies that attest to the association between the built
environment and physical activity is the use of a cross-sectional design which represents just a
snapshot in time and which cannot account for the causality in determining if changes in the
physical activity behavior happen before or after changes in the built environment (G. R.
McCormack & Shiell, 2011) (e.g. building a walking trail in the neighborhood). One solution to
this can be longitudinal and quasi-experimental design studies (G. McCormack et al., 2004)
which attest the change in the studied variables over a longer time, and before and after changes
in the built environment. But these studies are not that common because of the long duration they
require and of the difficulty of moving people from a neighborhood to another to determine if
their exposure to a different neighborhood design affects their physical activity behavior.
One study used both cross-sectional and longitudinal design on low-income, mostly
African-American women from the southeastern US, by relocating some in neo-traditional
neighborhoods and others in suburban neighborhoods, but the results didn’t show a significant
difference in the amount of walking for participants living in the two kinds of neighborhood
(Wells & Yang, 2008). Another study that used cross-sectional and quasi-longitudinal design
analyses and controlled for residential preferences and self-selection, proved that the
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neighborhood design and its changes had influence in the residents’ physical activity levels in
both scenarios (Handy, Cao, & Mokhtarian, 2008).
Even though the relationship between built environment and health outcomes is not
direct, but mediated through physical activity, and in some cases is not a linear relationship, but a
complex one (Carlson, Aytur, Gardner, & Rogers, 2012), walkability studies that focus on health
outcomes are numerous. For the ones that analyze obesity, overweight and Body Mass Index
(BMI) the connection with built environment is not so clear and more research is needed. Some
cross-sectional studies found a relationship between active transport and weight, with more
walking or cycling related to a lower body weight and lower obesity rates (Bassett Jr, Pucher,
Buehler, Thompson, & Crouter, 2008), but there are also studies that found weak or no
connections between the two (Wanner, Götschi, Martin-Diener, Kahlmeier, & Martin, 2012).
Gebel et al. emphasize the importance of matching perceived walkability with the
objectively measured walkability in a neighborhood. In a four-year longitudinal study, they
found that people who lived in a high-walkable community, but thought it wasn’t walkable,
reduced their minutes of walking for transport, and their BMI increased, compared to the people
with matched perceptions (Gebel, Bauman, Sugiyama, & Owen, 2011).
Some studies have researched the connection between walkability and cardiovascular
health, and found associations between neighborhood walkability and higher levels of
cardiorespiratory fitness (Hoehner, Handy, Yan, Blair, & Berrigan, 2011), or between high
walkability and lower levels of cardiovascular disease risk (Li, Harmer, Cardinal, &
Vongjaturapat, 2009). But this connection needs also more research that considers the same
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limitations of neighborhood self-selection and cross-sectional design, and which will also include
“air quality and social context” in the analysis (G. S. Lovasi, Grady, & Rundle, 2012).
Another aspect of health where walkability research can have an impact is the mental
health improvement promoted through walking in a walkable neighborhood where aesthetic and
quality characteristics, green spaces and social capital are present (Robertson, Robertson, Jepson,
& Maxwell, 2012; Sullivan & Chang, 2011). In a cross-sectional study of neighborhood
walkability and depression in King County, Washington, Berke et al. found that walkability had
more influence on older men’s depression symptoms - higher walkability being associated with
lower depression levels (Berke, Gottlieb, Moudon, & Larson, 2007). Duncan et al. working in
Boston, Massachusetts, found that the built environment can influence the depression levels in
youth, although this varied by “spatial scale, gender and race/ethnicity” (D. T. Duncan et al.,
2013).
Related to the health benefits that walkable neighborhoods can affect are also
environmental benefits, notably the effect on air pollution. The air pollutants generated through
vehicle use are “fine particulate matter, air toxins, carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen,
and volatile organic compounds” (D. L. Frank & Kavage, 2008), and highly walkable
neighborhoods show a decrease in nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds emissions (L.
D. Frank et al., 2006). More studies are needed for this aspect of how walkability influences
people’s health.
1.4. Walkability – multidisciplinary research
Apart from the urban planning discipline with its subfields of urban design and
transportation planning (Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & Killingsworth, 2002), and public health,
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walkability research can benefit from sociology, psychology, exercise science, and leisure
studies, in explaining the relationship between physical activity behavior and the built
environment (Sallis, 2009). Important are also the contributions from the Environmental Justice
field which investigate how the vulnerable populations are affected or not by the neighborhood
walkability and safety. Geographical knowledge and advancements in GIS (Geographic
Information System) methods for measuring walkability criteria, by creating new measures and
by incorporating spatial statistics modeling into the analysis, bring new insights into walkability
research.
To obtain overall walkability values for neighborhoods, several criteria are added into a
composite index. Walkability criteria can be grouped into objective and subjective types, or quantitative
and qualitative types (see Table 1.1.). The most common criteria used in objective walkability

indices are street connectivity, land use mix, dwelling density, net retail area, and accessibility
to destinations. These criteria use parcel data, street network and other census variables which
are processed through GIS analysis and quantified into different measures.
Examples of other objective-quantitative criteria are linkage with other modes of
transportation (such as bus, subway, train), which enables a better external connectivity for the
neighborhood (Southworth, 2005), and percentage of green space around a user defined route or
location, which uses remote sensing and GIS techniques on the web platform (Lwin &
Murayama, 2011).
Safety is a walkability criterion that can be measured both qualitatively, with perceptions
data obtained from surveys (Tucker-Seeley, Subramanian, Li, & Sorensen, 2009), and
quantitatively using the number of pedestrian crashes and the number of crimes in a
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neighborhood (Zhu & Lee, 2008). Safety is one of the most important walkability criteria
because, similar to the aesthetic quality of a place, it makes the connection between physical
measures of the built environment and people, but it can have a more direct impact on people’s
lives. Also, people’s perception of safety is significant (Tucker-Seeley et al., 2009) because if
they feel threatened, they will not enjoy walking in the neighborhood for physical exercise, but
they will walk for transport out of necessity, as often happens in low socioeconomic status
neighborhoods.
Table 1.1. Types of walkability criteria

Type

Quantitative

Objective
connectivity
accessibility
land use mix
net retail area
dwelling density
safety (crimes, crashes)
percentage of green space

Subjective
imageability
enclosure
human scale
transparency
complexity

linkage with other transport modes

Qualitative

path quality (number of trees,
pollution level, crosswalks)

safety (people’s perception)
aesthetics

The built environment has qualitative characteristics, too. For example the streets, as the
basic element for several objective walkability criteria, represent not only the flow, the
movement of people and cars, but together with their sidewalks, they are part of the public space
and contribute to public life and social interaction. Thus, the elements of the streetscape such as
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trees, benches, terraces, and other street furniture which encourage stationary activities like
sitting, reading, standing, eating, talking, etc. are important in promoting and enhancing the
liveliness of the streets and the cities (Mehta, 2007). These lively elements are included in
qualitative walkability criteria.
Through field work or photos/video assessment, these qualities of the built environment
can also be determined. Ewing and Handy (2009) took an imaginative approach and measured
the quality of urban design represented by imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency
and complexity, from proportion of historic buildings, number of plazas, parks, outdoor dining
establishments, noise levels, landscape features, proportion of street walls on both sides,
proportion of sky ahead, number of long sight lines, amount of street furniture, proportion of first
floors with windows, number of dominant building colors, amount of accent color, amount of
public art, etc. (Ewing & Handy, 2009).
Walkability research can take many forms. Some studies focus on objective measures of
walkability criteria, quantifying the measures and composing the index, some focus on validating
the measures and the index against survey data with people’s perceptions of the neighborhood
walkability or with audit data. Some focus on statistical modeling to see if the built environment
characteristics correlate or not with socio-demographic variables, or physical activity and other
health related variables. Some studies focus their research on improving the walkability of an
area. This requires a longer time and a joint effort from community organizations, city planners
and policy makers to use the research results and to make a step further in effectively improving
the built environment which encourages walking in the studied area.
Though not many of this kind, one successful study of walkability improvements was
done in Seattle with the main purpose of making Seattle the most walkable city in the country
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(Deehr & Shumann, 2009). The “Active Seattle” project gathered together a variety of agencies
including the State Department of Transportation, Seattle and King County public health
departments, universities, nonprofit and community organizations, in a common effort to make
improvements happen, starting with minor things like road signals, traffic calming, sidewalk
repairs, and trail networks (Deehr & Shumann, 2009). The project continues today and it is an
example to be followed by other cities in the United States and around the world.
During the past several years walkability research has flourished and continues to be
applied around the world, such as the United States (L. D. Frank et al., 2010), Canada (Glazier,
Weyman, Creatore, Gozdyra, & Moineddin, 2012), Australia (Leslie et al., 2007), UK
(Millington et al., 2009), Belgium (Van Dyck et al., 2009), Sweden (Sundquist et al., 2011),
Check Republic (Dobesova & Krivka, 2012), Iran (Lotfi & Koohsari, 2011), Indonesia (Sutikno
& Kurniawan, 2013), Hong Kong (Cerin, Chan, Macfarlane, Lee, & Lai, 2011). The
International Physical Activity and the Environment Network (IPEN) was formed in 2004 to
encourage collaboration and communication between different countries in the research of the
built environment correlates with physical activity (www.ipenproject.org). Several countries
have joined the project and use the same IPEN methodology based on an objectively measured
walkability index obtained through Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis. As cultural,
social, economic and geographical conditions are different in different parts of the world, it is
important to perform walkability research in different countries, even if the methodology is
common.
The present walkability study analyzes walkability indices for the Tampa-St. Petersburg
urbanized area, an area well known for its urban sprawl development pattern. Specific
walkability studies for the Tampa Bay area are lacking, and this is one of the main motivations in
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applying indices to this region. Based on a pedestrian danger index, developed by Dangerous by
Design (Ernst, Lang, & Davis, 2011) which ranks the main metropolitan areas in the United
States, Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater metropolitan area is ranked the second most dangerous
place to walk, after Orlando-Kissimmee, FL. But, walkability indices values can vary inside the
area and checking this variation along with which criteria have low values can be a foundation
for improving them, and this is another motivation of this thesis.
Acknowledging the importance of qualitative criteria in adding more detail and value to
the walkability research, but also the difficulty of obtaining qualitative data for such a large study
area in the available time frame, this thesis uses only objective measures of walkability criteria,
such as: connectivity, accessibility, land use mix, dwelling density and net retail area. These are
combined in two indices varying the criteria included, to see how the walkability values change
across the studied area.
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Chapter two:
Literature review
2.1. Walkability criteria
Objectively assessed walkability values for neighborhoods are obtained by combining
several walkability criteria into an index. These criteria can be represented by one or several
measures calculated using GIS analysis. The built environment correlates for walking are
commonly grouped into five dimensions (the 5 Ds): density, diversity, design, destination
accessibility and distance to transit (Ewing & Cervero, 2010), and these include the walkability
criteria and their measures (Table 2.1.).
Table 2.1. The 5 Ds variables of the built environment and some of their measures
The 5 Ds

Measures

Density

dwelling/ population/employment density

Diversity

land use mix

Design

connectivity measures (e.g. intersection density)
streetscape measures (e.g. number of trees, number of
crosswalks

Destination accessibility

accessibility measures (e.g. distance to destinations,
number of destinations around a location)

Distance to transit

e.g. distance to the nearest bus-stop,
number of bus stops
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Density represents variables like population/ housing units/ employment per unit of area;
diversity is given by the extent of different land use types in a neighborhood; design is
determined primarily by street characteristics and pattern; destination accessibility represents the
ease of reaching different destination locations, and distance to transit is represented by the
shortest street distance from residences to the closest transit stop (Ewing & Cervero, 2010).
2.1.1. Connectivity
Connectivity is the most ubiquitously used objective walkability criterion. According to
the Victoria Transport Policy Institute (2012), “Connectivity refers to the density of connections
in path or road network and the directness of links. A well-connected road or path network has
many short links, numerous intersections, and minimal dead-ends (cul-de-sacs). As connectivity
increases, travel distances decrease and route options increase, allowing more direct travel
between destinations, creating a more accessible and resilient system.” (Victoria Transport
Policy Institute, 2012).
Streets are the basic elements in the connectivity criterion and they represent the dynamic
and flow of moving from one place to another, being typically used in a simplified form, as a
street centerline network. When sidewalk data are available to be added in GIS analysis they give
more realistic and improved connectivity values in a neighborhood (Chin, Van Niel, Giles-Corti,
& Knuiman, 2008), because they are parts of the road built mainly for walking and their presence
in a neighborhood is more likely to encourage people to walk. Barriers in the walking path such
as end of streets, highways, railroads, lake, rivers, and topographic features can obstruct access
and decrease the connectivity values (Southworth, 2005).
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Neighborhood street patterns have changed considerably over time, especially in
response to the increase in personal automobile usage and its associated sprawl development
(Southworth & Owens, 1993). At the beginning of the 20th century the gridiron was the common
form of street pattern, characteristic to the inner cities. This pattern confers a better connectivity,
more walking choices and closer destinations, and it is a feature of the most walkable
neighborhoods (Cozens & Hillier, 2008; Southworth & Owens, 1993).
Opposite to the gridiron is the cul-de-sac pattern. ‘Cul-de-sac’ is a French word which
means “bottom of the sack”, representing the end part of a road, or dead-end. This street
development pattern is specific to the suburban areas and it evolved from being represented by
short and straight streets with small number of dwelling units, to become wider and longer with
more houses and often with a circular space at the end (Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2004). A culde-sac or “loops and lollipops” street pattern is criticized for decreasing the interconnectedness
of the roads, the walking choices in a neighborhood, and as inhibiting travel to the closest
destinations (Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2004). Even though walking along the cul-de-sacs can
be boring with no visual interest, or clear and logical pattern, they are favored by residents for
being quiet, safe, private and without heavy traffic. This pattern can be improved by
interconnecting the dead-ends through walking and cycling paths and by adding creative green
spaces which can give more character and distinctiveness to the neighborhood (Southworth &
Ben-Joseph, 2004).
Studying the neighborhood street patterns for suburban areas, Michael Southworth and
Peter M. Owens (1993), describe five forms comparatively represented in Figure 2.1. From the
gridiron street pattern common around 1900, the pattern changed into “fragmented parallel”
around the 1950s with narrow and elongated blocks in L shape and with streets creating T
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intersections and L corners; similar to this, the “warped parallel” pattern followed around 1960s
but with curvilinear streets instead. “Loops and lollipops” pattern appeared around 1970s
dominated by street loops and cul-de-sacs. The last suburban street pattern named “lollipops on a
stick” by the authors had an increase in cul-de-sacs compared to the previous pattern (Figure
2.1.). Suggestively, the same figure gives for each street pattern the number of blocks,
intersections, access points and street length, all of them decreasing from gridiron to “lollipops
on a stick” pattern, compared to the increase of the number of cul-de-sacs. This evolution of the

Figure 2.1. “Comparative analysis of neighborhood street patterns” (Southworth & Owens, 1993,
p. 280) (Permission granted by Taylor & Francis).
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street pattern denotes the transition from high to poor connectivity neighborhoods, which favor a
more private space and are car dependent (Southworth & Owens, 1993).
2.1.1.1. Connectivity measures
The street network is used as a proxy for pedestrian connectivity measures especially
when sidewalks and pedestrian paths data are missing. Several connectivity measures have been
developed in different disciplines, and they can be adapted for GIS analysis and included in
walkability indices. When street network measures are used, the main roads, like interstates and
highways, with heavy traffic and several lanes are usually omitted from the analysis because they
are considered non-pedestrian friendly (Dobesova & Krivka, 2012; Schlossberg & Brown, 2004).
There is no one best connectivity measure that can capture the whole connectivity of an
area, and researchers in different fields (e.g. geographers, transportation engineers, urban
planners) have developed and/or applied the ones fitted to their study interest. Since connectivity
is a complex criterion, using more than one measure in a study area can add more information
and capture aspects of connectivity that only one measure cannot, and can attenuate the
limitations that one of the measures can have. Being dependent on the street network directly
(e.g. intersection density, gamma index) or indirectly (e.g. block length), the measures are
correlated, and using all of them in statistical modeling can generate erroneous results because of
this. Thus choosing one measure in analysis or the two least correlated, or combining them
through factor reduction techniques, is a better approach.
Table 2.2 (below) presents several connectivity measures together with their description,
justification and significance. These are: intersection density, percent 4-way intersections, culde-sac density, connected node ratio, street density, gamma index, link-node ratio, block density,
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block length, block size, pedestrian route directness, pedestrian catchment area, metric reach, and
directional distance.
The first set of measures presented in Table 2.2. are point data connectivity measures
generated from the road network data: intersection density, percent 4-way intersections and culde-sac density. These are counted for each unit of analysis, and divided with the land area
surface (excluding rivers and water bodies). Intersection density is one of the most commonly
used connectivity measures in walkability studies and it includes the intersections with three or
more unique road segments. A combined measure, that uses intersections and cul-de-sacs, is
connected node ratio. One limitation of this measure can be a scenario with a neighborhood
without cul-de-sacs and a very small number of intersections. In this case, connected node ratio
would have a great value, but the overall connectivity would still be poor.
The second set of measures is represented by connectivity measures that include also the
linear information of the road data: street density, gamma index, and link-node ratio. Street
density measure has a limitation in the scenario when the streets in the unit of analysis are long
but don’t intersect each other often, like in the “fragmented parallel” pattern (Figure 2.1.) which
results in a poor connectivity of the neighborhood. Gamma index and link-node ratio introduce
elements from graph theory, links and nodes, obtained from the same road data. Nodes are both
intersections and cul-de-sacs points and links are generated by fragmenting the roads into
segments between intersection points. The formula for gamma index has at denominator the
maximum possible number of links represented by 3 * (# nodes – 2), explained by the fact that in
a planar graph links intersect only by nodes (Dill, 2004). A limitation with link-node ratio is that
it doesn’t account for the length of the links, and even if their number is high, they might be
curvilinear and long, affecting thus the directness of the road (Dill, 2004).
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Table 2.2. Connectivity measures
Connectivity
measure
Intersection density

Description

Rationale

Reference

= number of road intersections per land

Having more intersections in an area

(L. D. Frank et

area unit

means that people have more choices to get al., 2010)
to destinations and to decide a shorter
route.
High value = better connectivity

Percent 4-way

= percent of 4-way intersections from all

4-way intersections are characteristic to the

intersections

road intersections in the unit of analysis

gridiron street pattern common to high

(Dill, 2004)

connectivity neighborhoods.
High value = better connectivity
Cul-de-sac density

= number of cul-de-sacs per land area unit

Since cul-de-sacs are the end parts of the

(Schlossberg &

roads they do not allow for further

Brown, 2004)

continuation of a trip.
Low value = better connectivity
Connected Node

= number of intersections divided by the

When there are no cul-de-sacs in an area,

Ratio

sum of cul-de-sacs and intersections in the

CNR has the maximum value of 1.

(CNR)

area unit

High value = better connectivity

Street density

= total number of linear units (e.g. miles,

Having more streets in an area means more

kilometers) of streets per land area unit

choices of trip routes and connections (if

(Dill, 2004)

the streets intersect).
High value = high connectivity
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Table 2.2. (Continued)
Connectivity
measure
Gamma index

Description

Rationale

= number of links in the network divided

Values range between 0 and 1, with 1

by “the maximum possible number of links

representing a 100% connected network.

between nodes” in the area unit

High value = better connectivity

-

links = road segments

-

nodes = intersections and cul-de-sacs

-

maximum possible number of links is

Reference

3 * (# nodes – 2)

Link-node ratio

= number of links divided by the number

When the number of links is greater than

of nodes in the unit of analysis

the number of nodes, it means there are

(Dill, 2004)

fewer cul-de-sacs in the area and the roads
are more connected.
High value = better connectivity
Block density

= the number of blocks per area unit

Because census blocks are delimited by

(census blocks)

roads on all sides, having more blocks in
an area means more roads.
High value = better connectivity

Block length

= mean or median block length in the unit

When blocks are long, the roads bordering

of analysis

them are long and don’t have many
intersections along the way.
Low value = better connectivity
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Table 2.2. (Continued)
Connectivity
measure
Block size

Description

Rationale

Reference

= mean or median block area or block

When blocks are small the roads

(Dill, 2004; Song

perimeter in the unit of analysis

delineating them have more

& Knaap, 2004)

interconnections.
Low value = better connectivity
Pedestrian route

= mean or median value for the ratio of the When the road network distance has a

directness

network distance to the straight line

more direct path towards the destination,

(Figure 2.2.a)

(Euclidean) distance between two points,

the value approaches the Euclidean

origin and destination, in the unit of

distance value. Lowest value = 1.

analysis

Low values = better connectivity

(Dill, 2004)

Pedestrian catchment = mean or median value for the proportion

When the surface of the service area

(Chin et al., 2008;

area (Figure 2.2.b)

of the area obtained walking on the street

around a location expands and covers

Schlossberg &

network (service area) to the area obtained

almost the entire circle surface around the

Brown, 2004)

using Euclidean radius around a destination location, it means that there are many roads
(Euclidean buffer), in the unit of analysis

well-connected around the location.
High value = better connectivity
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a

b

c

Figure 2.2. Census blocks in different urban areas: a) downtown, b) city neighborhood and c) suburban area.
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The third set of measures described is represented by connectivity measures based on the
area information of the blocks inside the unit of analysis: block density, block length, block size.
Census block administrative units are bordered by roads or streams on all sides and their data are
available, so they are more commonly used in research. Inside an urbanized area, census blocks
have different shapes and sizes, with regular forms, mainly rectangular in downtowns, and
gradually becoming irregular and larger in other parts of the city and suburban neighborhoods
(Figure 2.2.). When the blocks’ shapes are regular (like rectangular) the block length can easily
be calculated from the longest side of the rectangular. When their shapes are irregular, the block
length can be determined from the maximum elongation distance of the shape.
Next, two measures which have similar rationale and methodology are presented:
pedestrian route directness and pedestrian catchment area (Figure 2.3.). Pedestrian route
directness compares the distance walked on the road network to the straight line (Euclidean)
distance between two locations, origin and destination. Pedestrian catchment area compares the
walking surface (also named service area - obtained by joining the end points of the roads
accessible within a threshold distance from a location), to the surface of a circle with the same
radius as the threshold distance for the service area, both generated around a location, origin or
destination. These two measures from connectivity overlap the accessibility criteria because they
use destinations to assess the ease of access from residential locations towards destinations.
Eight connectivity measures were calculated in this thesis and applied to the study area.
They are presented in detail in the method section, along with their choice justification.
Pedestrian route directness and pedestrian catchment area were chosen to represent the
accessibility criteria.
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a

b

Figure 2.3. Schematic representations of a) pedestrian route directness and b) pedestrian
catchment area.

2.1.2. Accessibility
“Accessibility (also called access or convenience) refers to the ability to reach desired
goods, services, activities and destinations (together called opportunities)” (Victoria Transport
Policy Institute, 2013a). When daily activity destinations are close to home and also accessible in
a reasonable time by walking, without any obstacles on the way, then the neighborhood has a
better walkability score. By incorporating destinations, accessibility criterion overlaps the one of
land use mix, because the destination types correspond and belong to the land use types. And, by
including the ease of access on the road network to the destinations, accessibility has common
aspects with the connectivity criterion.
Accessibility implies two kinds of locations, origins and destinations, and the distances
between them, differentiated by transport mode and travel purpose. Destinations can be classified
in several ways. For example, a classification could be based on their significance in influencing
people to walk. In their research results, Moudon et al. found that proximity to grocery stores and
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restaurants was significant in promoting walking, compared to the big stores, shopping centers,
malls, museums, theaters and hospitals which were less associated with walking. Their study also
found the presence of parks and trails insignificant in encouraging walking in the neighborhood
(Moudon et al., 2006). Another way to classify the common daily destinations in categories is
based on their land use, such as: education, financial, health, shopping, social and recreational
(Mavoa, Witten, McCreanor, & O’Sullivan, 2012).
A study performed in Halifax, Canada (Millward, Spinney, & Scott, 2013) determined
that home and workplace were the most common origin and destination locations for transport
walking, and shopping and to/from work were the most common purposes of travel. In their case,
commercial locations (grocery stores, restaurants, shopping centers) and bus stops were amongst
the major destinations.
When used in walkability studies, the mode of transportation for accessibility is walking.
Though people walk longer or shorter distances depending on climate, age, culture, social status,
etc., it is considered that the distance most people are willing to walk to a destination is between
400 m (0.25 mile) and 800 m (0.5 mile), or 5 to 10 minutes, measured in travel time (Mavoa et
al., 2012; Schlossberg & Brown, 2004). In the Halifax study, most of the walking distances were
shorter than 600 m with very few greater than 1200 m (Millward et al., 2013). In Brisbane,
Australia, the mean distance people walked from home to transit stops was 600 m and from
transit stop to other destinations was 470 m (Burke & Brown, 2007). Average or median values
of distances to destinations can be used to rank neighborhoods from highly walkable to low
walkable, with distances less than 0.25 miles representing highly walkable neighborhoods
(Mantri, 2008).
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2.1.2.1. Accessibility measures
The concept of accessibility has been studied and operationalized for a long time in
transportation planning, urban planning, geography, and economic disciplines, with different
emphasizes and approaches. Thus, accessibility has different classifications and different ways of
measurement.
From the perspective of land use and transport studies, Geurs and Van Wee (2004) group
accessibility measures into four categories: infrastructure-based measures used in the
transportation field with focus on performance and level of service variables; location-based
measures used in the geography and urban planning fields with applications such as the count of
destinations around a geographical location; person-based measures applied in space-time
geography which studies the individuals’ travel patterns and activity constraints; and utilitybased measures studied in economic research with focus on benefits resulting from access to
different destinations (Geurs & VAn Wee, 2004).
Another classification of accessibility measures from the urban planning perspective
include (1) cumulative opportunities measures which count the number of destinations that can
be reached around a location in a given time or distance; (2) gravity-based measures, which
count the number of destinations around a location, by weighting them depending on the travel
cost or their characteristics such as size, number of stores, number of jobs, etc.; (3) utility-based
measures which calculate the accessibility in a location for different people based on their travel
behavior and their choices and preferences of destinations; (4) constraints-based measures which
count the number of destinations reachable by people in different time intervals; and (5)
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composite accessibility measures which use people’s travel behavior under the time constraint
for counting the available destinations (El-Geneidy & Levinson, 2006; Handy & Clifton, 2001).
In this classification the measures are gradually becoming more difficult to implement
and the data required more difficult to be obtained, especially when they involve travel behavior
and people’s preferences for different destinations. The simplest type, cumulative opportunity
measures, has the limitation of not differentiating the destinations based on distance, travel cost
or attractiveness, and of using a binary approach for separating destinations inside or outside the
area determined by the threshold distance, with opportunities very close to the border, but
outside, being omitted from analysis (El-Geneidy & Levinson, 2006). But this type has the
advantage of ease of application and, depending on the research objective, it is still used.
Gravity-based measures overcome the limitations of the first type, by weighting the
destinations based on the travel cost, their characteristics, or on the distance between origin and
destinations, with accessibility decreasing as the opportunities are situated further away. This
type can also account for more modes of transportation. The limitation of this measure is the
difficulty in determining appropriate travel costs or destination weights (El-Geneidy & Levinson,
2006). Utility-based measures are more complex because they add travel behavior and
preferences data, and acquiring and implementing them is harder. (El-Geneidy & Levinson,
2006).
Other accessibility measures’ classifications can add more types but also overlap some of
the ones mentioned above. In their systematic review of the built environment and obesity
studies, Feng et al. (2010) group accessibility measures into: (1) travel cost and gravity
measures, similar to the gravity-based measures from the previous classification, and (2) count
and density measures which calculate the number of destinations in the unit of analysis (count)
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or it divides this number to the area unit (density). These are similar to the cumulative
opportunity measures. Their classification adds nearest neighbor distance measures which
calculate the distance from an origin location to the closest destination (Feng, Glass, Curriero,
Stewart, & Schwartz, 2010).
When used in walkability studies the accessibility types can be adapted to the nonmotorized transportation mode (walking or bicycling), but they require more detailed data
because the distances are smaller in this case and other factors like weather, time of day, relief,
etc. can affect the choices of people to walk to different destinations. The accessibility measures
adapted so far belong mainly to the cumulative opportunity approach, nearest neighbor distance,
and sometimes to the gravity-based measures (like Walk Score®, www.walkscore.com).
Cumulative opportunity measures can be operationalized by creating surfaces based on
the Euclidean distance (buffers) or network distance (service areas) around the destinations and
counting the number of residences inside it, or by counting the number of destinations around a
home location. To calculate pedestrian accessibility, Song and Knaap (2004) used the percentage
of single family dwelling units within a ¼ mile network distance of any commercial use or bus
stop, from all single family dwelling units inside the unit of analysis, with higher values meaning
greater pedestrian access. To represent the neighborhood accessibility they used median distance
from every single-family residential parcel to the nearest destination (commercial, transit stop,
park) in the neighborhood, with shorter median distance values meaning a better accessibility
(Song & Knaap, 2004).
The accessibility measures applied in this thesis belong to the cumulative opportunity
measures and nearest neighbor distance measures and they are calculated separately for transit
stops and non-transit destinations using a threshold distance of a quarter mile.
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2.1.3. Land use mix
Land use mix is a walkability criterion which denotes the degree of variety in the land use
types in a neighborhood. Land use zoning practice started in the early twentieth as a tool of urban
planners to separate land uses based on their functionality with the intent of improving the slums,
and isolating residential and commercial areas from industrial ones (Frumkin, Wendel, Abrams,
& Malizia, 2011). This regulated development is considered to be one of the factors that
contributed to the increase of urban sprawl with all its associated health consequences (Kashef,
2010). Today, land use mix is included in walkability research, and it can be seen as an argument
against zoning. Studies have shown that living in a neighborhood with a greater diversity of land
uses increases the likelihood of people walking to different activities (destinations), or to the
transit stops, thus increasing public transport usage and decreasing automobile dependency
(Frank, L. D., Pivo, G., 1994).
2.1.3.1. Land use mix measures
Different land use mix (LUM) measures can be found in the literature, developed by
authors in different fields, with differences in their approach based on research objectives, data,
time, and computational constraints. Even though this thesis uses just one land use mix measure the most commonly used in walkability studies (entropy index), other measures are also listed
below to show that quantifying land use mix can vary.
Entropy index – has its roots in the entropy measure introduced in physics by Rudolf
Clausius in 1850 and expressed in the second law of thermodynamics, as a measure of a system’s
disorder and uncertainty (www.britannica.com). In 1948 Claude E. Shannon introduced entropy
in Information Theory, representing “the variety of information produced by a given message”
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(Claramunt, 2005). Since then the concept of entropy has been used in different fields, such as
statistics, sociology, linguistics, biology, chemistry, etc.
In walkability studies, entropy represents the land use mix, as a degree of heterogeneity
or homogeneity of land use types in an area, and it has the formula:

LUM

=−

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖
log 𝑛

, where pi represents the proportion of the land use i,

and n is the number of land uses (L. D. Frank, Andresen, & Schmid, 2004). The range of the
entropy index values is between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning homogeneity of land uses with a single
land type present in the unit of analysis, and 1 meaning heterogeneity with all land types evenly
distributed.
The land use type categories that are included in the entropy index vary between studies,
and some authors recommend separating the types based on their relevance to walking for
transport or walking for recreation (Brown et al., 2009; Christian et al., 2011; M. J. Duncan et
al., 2010). Below are several categories used in research:
-

Residential, commercial, office, institutional (L. D. Frank et al., 2004)

-

Commercial, office, residential (L. D. Frank et al., 2005)

-

Education, entertainment, single-family residential, multifamily residential, retail, office
(using building floor area for each land type) (L. D. Frank et al., 2006)

-

Residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, other (Cerin, Leslie, Owen, & Bauman,
2007)

-

Residential, commercial, industrial, recreation, other (using zoning data to assign a type
for vacant lands and include them in the calculation) (Leslie et al., 2007)
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-

Residential, retail (excluding “big boxes” of 300,000 square feet or bigger), entertainment
(including restaurants), office, institutional/civic (including schools and community
institutions) (L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012)

-

Commercial, residential, recreational, industrial/institutional, other – for walking as
transport and recreation; and commercial, residential, industrial/institutional – for
transport walking (M. J. Duncan et al., 2010)

-

Residential, retail, office, health/welfare/community, entertainment/culture/recreation –
for transport walking; adding public open space, sporting infrastructure, primary and
rural land uses for recreational walking (Christian et al., 2011)

-

Living, commercial, services, industrial, institutional, recreational, other, water
(Dobesova & Krivka, 2012)
Another difference in applying the entropy index is the way to represent the n value from

the denominator: either as the total number of land types used in the analysis, being fixed for all
the units of analysis (Cerin et al., 2007); or as the total number of the land types present in the
unit of analysis, in this case n varying between 0 and the maximum number of analyzed types (L.
D. Frank et al., 2005).
Brown et al. (2009) analyzed the two versions of entropy index applied by Frank et al.
(2005) with three categories and by Frank et al. (2006) with six categories (listed above). Using
simplified graphics they show that even if the number of categories is different they can give the
same entropy results (Table 2.3. – scenario 1) (Brown et al., 2009). In Table 2.3. – scenario 1, the
value of n changes according to the number of land types present in the unit of analysis, so the
entropy is 1 in both cases (a and b). If n is kept constant to represent the total number of land
types in both cases, then the entropy value for the second scenario will be lower, this situation
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reflecting better the mixture of types, which is easily observed visually in the two diagrams (see
calculations for scenario 1, Table 2.3.).
They also demonstrate that the index does not tell which land use type is more
predominant in the unit of analysis (Table 2.3. – scenario 2) or which combination of land use
types more or less associated with walking are present (Table 2.3. – scenario 3), the indices
rendering the same values for different proportions of land use types or for different
combinations of types (Brown et al., 2009).
Another limitation of the index illustrated in Brown et al., happens when land use types
exist but they are not included in the analysis, and the index calculation ignores them. As shown
in Table 2.3. – scenario 4, the first case has 3⁄4 industrial land, which is not counted in the final
score, and the analyzed types present, residential and retail, cover each only 1⁄8 of the total area.
In the second case, industrial land is not present and residential and retail lands cover each half
of the analyzed area. Both cases give the same entropy index value of 1, when the not-included
land is ignored. One solution given by Frank et al. (2004) is to calculate the proportion of each
analyzed land use to the total area of the unit of analysis, including the land type that are not of
interest. In this way in Table 2.3. – scenario 4, the first case would have a lower entropy value, of
0.75 (Brown et al., 2009; L. D. Frank et al., 2004).
As a variation of the entropy index, mean entropy was developed by Cervero and
Kockelman, but their approach in defining the spatial unit is different. They used hectare grid
cells (with developed land) to divide the unit of analysis (tract), and to calculate the entropy
index for each half-mile radius around a cell.
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Table 2.3. Entropy index – schematic exemplification of different scenarios (adapted from Brown et al., 2009)
No.

Entropy scenarios
a

1.

Calculations
b
1

1

a) Entropy = 1 = 6 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦 + 6 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦 +
1
6

1

1

6

6

𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 + 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒 +

LUM = −

1

𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

6∗0.167∗(−1.79)
1.79

6

=1

1

1

b) Entropy = 1 = 2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦 + 2 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦
LUM = −

2∗0.5∗(−0.69)
0.69

=1

If n = 6 in both cases, then in case b, Entropy = 0.39
LUM = −

2.

2∗0.5∗(−0.69)
1.79

= 0.39

1

3

a) Entropy = 0.81 = 4 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 4 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
LUM = −

0.25∗(−1.386)+0.75∗(−0.287)
0.69

b) Entropy = 0.81 =
LUM = −

3
4

= 0.81

1

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 4 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙

0.75∗(−0.287)+0.25∗(−1.386)
0.69

= 0.81
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Table 2.3. (Continued)
No.

Entropy scenarios
a

3.

Calculations
b
1

3

4

4

a) Entropy = 0.81 = 𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦
LUM = −

0.25∗(−1.386)+0.75∗(−0.287)
0.69

= 0.81

3

1

4

4

b) Entropy = 0.81 = 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦
LUM = −

4.

0.75∗(−0.287)+0.25∗(−1.386)
0.69

= 0.81

a) if industrial = unscored:
1

1

Entropy = 1 = 2 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 2 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
if industrial included for pi calculations:
1

1

Entropy = 0.75 = 8 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 8 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 +
3
4

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑)
LUM = −

2∗0.125∗(−2.079)
0.69

= 0.75

1

1

2

2

b) Entropy = 1 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
LUM = −

2∗0.5∗(−0.69)
0.69

=1
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Then the index was averaged for each tract, accounting this way for small area tracts that don’t
allow for a high land use mixture (Cervero & Kockelman, 1996; Kockelman, 1997). Its formula
𝑃𝑗𝑘 ∗ln(𝑃𝑗𝑘 )

is: Mean entropy =− ∑𝑘

∑𝑗

ln(𝐽)

𝐾

, where K is the number of actively developed hectares in

the tract, and Pjk is the proportion of land use type j within a half mile radius of developed area
surrounding the kth hectare (Kockelman, 1997).
Other land use mix measures found in the literature are presented in Table 2.4. Some of
them have specific names and were acknowledged and adopted in other studies. Some are just
different ways of measuring land use mix, but their methodology or ideas can be implemented in
other studies, and thus they were also mentioned.
Land use mix measures can be quite simple, like the binary approach of identifying if a
neighborhood has or not nonresidential land use types, but they can be enough for some research
studies. Acquiring the data in this case is done through field inspection or by surveying the
residents about the presence of retail and other nonresidential activity places around their home
(Krizek, 2003). Using employment data can be a measure of land use mix because the job types
represent the land use type of workplace. These can be used in different ways, such as by
counting the workers from service or retail fields in a unit of analysis, or by calculating the ration
between workers and all residents in a neighborhood. Another way is by analyzing the
proportion of residents who walk to work (Smith et al., 2008), which would imply that the
workplaces are in proximity of the residences in the same neighborhood or close to it. To
overcome the limitation of counting the residents who live in a neighborhood but work in
another one, census data such as LEHD (Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics) can be
used because it has both workplace and residence characteristics for a unit of analysis.
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Vertical mixture, as a “proportion of commercial/retail parcels with more than one landuse category on the site” (Cervero & Kockelman, 1996), considers places with multistory
buildings which have retail at the bottom floor and residential or other businesses types above.
Having different land use types representing different activities in the same location means that
people have more choices of destinations in that place. This measure overlaps with the
accessibility to destinations measures.
Mixed Use Index (MXI) was created by van den Hoek with the purpose of being a simple
index for urban settings which allows easy comparability between study areas. The
recommended ratio is 50/50, when residential and the other land uses with a diversity of
activities, are equally present, and classical examples of this ratio are in city centers of
Amsterdam and Barcelona (van den Hoek, Joost W., 2008). Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI)
used by Eriksson et al. (2012) in their walkability research originates in economics and the
proportions represent the market share in an area, with lower values meaning more competitive
markets (www.investinganswers.com/financial-dictionary).
Dissimilarity index was developed by Cervero and Kockelman (1996) by dividing each
unit of analysis (tract) into grid cells (hectares with developed land), assigning the main land use
to each cell and comparing its dissimilarity with the predominant land use in the neighboring
cells. Thus each cell gets an index and the tract is assigned the average value of cells indices
(Cervero & Kockelman, 1996). Even though this index is fine-grained because it uses hectaresize grid cells, it does not consider the number of land uses different than the main one in the
analyzed cell (Krizek, 2003).
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Table 2.4. Other Land Use Mix measures
LUM measure
Binary approach

Description

Rationale

“Presence or absence of nonresidential uses

The presence of nonresidential land

within a neighborhood”

uses means that the neighborhood

References
(Krizek, 2003)

has at least two land uses.
Employment data

-

number of retail or service workers in

Higher values represent more

(Krizek, 2003; Smith

the unit of analysis

business in the neighborhood, and

et al., 2008; Wells &

ratio between workers or service

thus a higher chance of a higher

Yang, 2008)

workers to the number of residents

degree of land uses mix.

proportion of residents who walk to
work in a neighborhood

Vertical mixture

“Proportion of commercial/retail parcels

Higher values mean higher vertical

(Cervero &

with more than one land-use category on the

mixture of land use types.

Kockelman, 1996)

site”
Mixed Use Index

Proportion between residential and non-

Recommended ratio is 50/50, when

(van den Hoek, Joost

(MXI)

residential land use, measured as floor space

residential and the other land uses

W., 2008)

with a diversity of activities, are
equally present.
Herfindahl-Hirschman

Sum of the squared proportions of each land

High values represent low land use

(Eriksson, Arvidsson,

index (HHI)

use type. HHI = p12 + p22 + …+ pn2

mix.

Gebel, Ohlsson, &
Sundquist, 2012)
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Table 2.4. (Continued)
LUM measure
Dissimilarity index

Description

Rationale

References

Dissimilarity of the predominant land uses in

Higher values means that the land

the unit of analysis with the one the

use types in the unit of analysis are

(Cervero &

neighboring units.

more dispersed across the area.

Kockelman, 1996;

1

𝑋𝑖𝑘

𝐾

8

∑𝑘 ∑8𝑖

Kockelman, 1997)

, “where K is the number of

actively developed hectares in the tract and
Xik is 1 if the central active hectare’s use type
differs from that of a neighboring hectare,
and 0 otherwise”.
Spatial diversity

Spatial version of Shannon’s index.
𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑖
Hs = − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑝𝑖 )

A higher value means that the land

(Claramunt, 2005)

use types are evenly distributed.

𝑖
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Spatial diversity index was proposed by Claramunt (2005) and is a modification of
Shannon’s index, which has the formula H =−𝐾 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑝𝑖 ) , where pi represents a type
proportion and K is a positive constant. Claramunt adds the spatial information based on the
rules that “when different entities are closer diversity increases” and “when similar entities are
closer, diversity decreases” and replaces the K coefficient with a ratio of intra-distance (djint)
determined as “the average distance between the entities of a same class” and extra-distance
(djext) determined as “the average distance between the entities of a given class and the entities of
the other classes” (Claramunt, 2005). This index can be considered a combination of the
classical entropy index detailed above, by using Shannon’s index, and of the dissimilarity index,
by using the intra and extra distances of land use types.
2.1.4. Dwelling density
Dwelling or residential density is another walkability criterion and it represents the
number of residential units per land area unit. When the entire land surface from the unit of
analysis is used as denominator, the result is a gross dwelling density. When only the residential
land types are used at the denominator, the ratio represents the net dwelling density (L. D. Frank
et al., 2010). Higher values for the dwelling density are typical to urban core areas which are
usually more walkable (Dobesova & Krivka, 2012). Lower values are found in suburban areas
characterized by single-family housing units on big land parcels, dependent on cars to get to
destinations (Song & Knaap, 2004).
Other measures of density are population and employment densities which represent the
number of people and workers per land area unit (Cervero & Kockelman, 1996). Even though
sometimes residential density is associated with physical activity and transport walking
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(Eriksson et al., 2012), and population and employment densities associated with utilitarian
walking (Frank, L. D., Pivo, G., 1994), density measures shouldn’t be used alone to assess the
connection between built environment and physical activity levels (Forsyth, Oakes, Schmitz, &
Hearst, 2007), but together with other built environment measures or walkability criteria, in
walkability studies.
2.1.5. Net retail area
Net retail area is another walkability criterion representing the diversity dimension
together with land use mix measures. Net retail area, also named retail floor area ratio, is defined
as the ratio between retail buildings floor area and the retail land area in the neighborhood (Cerin
et al., 2007; L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012; Leslie et al., 2007). Low values signify stores
with large parking lots, like shopping malls, where people are usually driving. High values
represent small retail shops, closer to the road, which can encourage people to walk and are more
attractive to pedestrians (Dobesova & Krivka, 2012; L. D. Frank et al., 2010; Leslie et al., 2007).
Compared to the other criteria presented above, this one is not so common in walkability
studies because it requires buildings footprint data which are harder to acquire. When the parcel
data include total living area values, they can be used for net retail area ratio. In this case, for
multistory retail buildings they represent all the floors areas and net retail area can have values
greater than 1 (IPEN, 2012). A walkability study performed in Tehran city used parking space
data for this criterion, due to the lack of building footprint data (Lotfi & Koohsari, 2011).
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2.2. Walkability index
2.2.1. Walkability index creation
Objectively measured walkability indices are created by combining several criteria, the
most common being the ones mentioned above: connectivity, accessibility, land use mix,
dwelling density, and net retail area. The ways of combining the criteria as well as the inclusion
or not of criteria into the index can vary between studies, based on data availability and research
objective, along with the weights the criteria have in the index. One reason for combining them
into an index is because walkability criteria are often highly correlated (L. D. Frank et al., 2005)
as measures of the same built environment, which can include common elements. For example,
some accessibility and connectivity measures are based on the same road network, and
destinations used in accessibility measures represent different land use parcels, which are
included in land use mix measures.
The walkability index is usually a part of a bigger research, as in the health related
studies, and developing the index methodology is not a research objective all the time. Thus,
using walkability index formulas that have been created and validated in previous research is
enough in some situations. Other studies focus more on developing walkability index fitted to a
specific study area incorporating as many local characteristics as possible based on data
availability. Table 2.5. presents several walkability index methods found in the literature.
One of the most common walkability indices used at present was introduced by Frank et
al. (L. D. Frank et al., 2006; L. D. Frank et al., 2010) and it was adopted by IPEN project (the
International Physical Activity and the Environment Network) and proposed to be used in
walkability studies around the world for comparability (Dobesova & Krivka, 2012; L. D. Frank
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et al., 2006; L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012; Lotfi & Koohsari, 2011). The index is a linear
combination of the standardized values (z-scores) for intersection density, net residential density,
retail floor area ratio and land use mix, using a factor of 2 for the intersection density. This
weighting was justified through previous research results which proved the “strong influence of
street connectivity on non-motorized travel choice” (L. D. Frank et al., 2010).
This index was applied in other studies with some variations of the criteria included (less
or more) and using other weighting values. One version of the walkability index uses the same
criteria as above, with intersection density counted once, and it converts the measures into
deciles before combining them into the index (Cerin et al., 2007; Coffee, Howard, Paquet, Hugo,
& Daniel, 2013; Leslie et al., 2007). Sundquist et al. (2010) used only residential density,
intersection density and land use mix for their index, because retail building floor area data are
not available in Sweden. Combining just three criteria instead of four was their reason for a 1.5
weight of the street connectivity measure (Sundquist et al., 2011). To overcome the lack of
building footprint data for net retail area criterion, Lotfi & Koohsari used parking space data for
their study in Tehran city and applied the same index as the one proposed by Frank et al., (2010)
(Lotfi & Koohsari, 2011).
Sometimes this index (of IPEN project) is extended with other criteria, in places where
more data are available and adding them to the index would represent the locale better. An
example is a study performed in New York City, which added subway stop density criterion
without weighting any of them (Freeman et al., 2012). Another method of standardizing the same
walkability criteria and combining them into an index is by transforming their values into deciles
and summing them, creating walkability scores with values between 4 – 40 (Cerin et al., 2007;
Coffee et al., 2013; Leslie et al., 2007).
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Table 2.5. Walkability indices
Index method
Sum of z-scores

-

Sum of deciles
Principal component analysis

Factor analysis

Linear combination of adjusted
criteria (1-100 scale) with weights
determined through factor analysis.
Averaged criteria adjusted to a
1-100 scale

Walk Score® methodology

Criteria
intersection density
dwelling density
net retail area
land use mix
Same as above

-

population density
dwelling density
retail stores and services
street connectivity
housing density
number of retail employees
street design (block area)
Same as above

-

population density
employment density
intersection density
number of destinations
number of transit stops
percent of street length with sidewalks
destinations
population density
intersection density
block length

References
(L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012)

(Cerin et al., 2007; Coffee et al., 2013;
Leslie et al., 2007)
(Glazier et al., 2012)

(Krizek, 2003)

(Vargo, Stone, & Glanz, 2012)

www.walkscore.com
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Walkability indices were also developed using other criteria and through other
combinations. Glazier et al. (2012) created a walkability index for Toronto, Canada, comprised
of: population density, dwelling density, street connectivity (number of intersections), and retail
stores and services available (counted) within a 10-minute walking distance from census tract
centroids. First they selected these criteria from several more variables using factor analysis, and
then they combined the criteria through principal component analysis and assigned the first
principal component to represent the walkability index (Glazier et al., 2012).
Krizek (2003) created the neighborhood accessibility (NA) index at a more detailed unit
of analysis obtained by tessellating the study area with 150-meter grid cells, producing a
continuous surface of the values. The NA index is composed of: housing density, number of
retail employees (as a measure of land use mix) and street design. These measures are calculated
for each grid cell, and account for the neighboring cells by assigning to each cell the average
value of the measure for all cells comprised in a quarter-mile radius distance. The NA index for
each cell is obtained by combining all these continuous measures’ values through factor analysis,
and keeping the factor that had the highest loadings of the measures and that accounted for most
of their variation. He creates the index because the three measures are highly correlated, but in
the same time they each cover specific aspects of the built environment (Krizek, 2003).
Vargo et al. (2012) calculated two walkability indices. One, based on Krizek’s (2003)
neighborhood accessibility index, using the same measures of household density, retail
employees and street design (block area), and the same grid cell approach, but they combined
them linearly after they adjusted them to a 0-100 scale and determined their weights through
factor analysis. The second index was created based on six variables: population, employment,
and intersection density, number of destinations (acquired from Google Earth), number of transit
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stops, and percent of street length with sidewalks (acquired from Google Maps). These were
calculated for each half-mile radius around the studied locations (residential and employment
location for each survey participant) and they were also adjusted to a 0-100 scale and then
averaged. They tested both individual measures and their composite indices using regression
analysis and the results showed that for predicting walking, the composite measures, like
walkability indices, are better than the single measures. They also encourage the use of free data
(Google and Census) when creating the walkability indices (Vargo et al., 2012).
Walk Score® (www.walkscore.com) is a walkability index publicly available at
www.walkscore.com which estimates the walkability score for a user input address based on
nearby destinations like grocery stores, restaurants, schools, parks, etc. weighted by the walking
distances traveled to get there, and based on population density, intersection density and block
length criteria. The index uses free data sources like Google, Open Street Map, US Census and it
can be calculated for larger areas like neighborhoods or cities. The index values can range
between 0 and 100 and the values are further grouped into five classes to determine the kind of
place, neighborhood or city (Table 2.6.) (www.walkscore.com).
Table 2.6. Walk Score ranking (reproduced from http://www.walkscore.com/methodology.shtml)
Walk Score®
90–100
70–89
50–69
25–49
0–24

Description
Walker's Paradise
Daily errands do not require a car.
Very Walkable
Most errands can be accomplished on foot.
Somewhat Walkable
Some errands can be accomplished on foot.
Car-Dependent
Most errands require a car.
Car-Dependent
Almost all errands require a car.
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Table 2.5. presented seven ways of combining the walkability criteria into an index. No
study compared these methodologies, and it cannot be stated which method is better. The simpler
linear combination of standardized criteria values or of the values adjusted to a scale can be
enough in some studies and can be easier reproduced for comparability in different areas. Factor
reduction techniques (such as factor analysis or principal component analysis) can also be used
to create an index, and they have the advantage of reducing the collinearity from the criteria
included. Where the accessibility criterion was included (in the examples from Table 2.5) it was
as a count of destinations around a location, inside the unit of analysis. Walk Score uses the
decay function to weight the destinations based on distance, and if possible and applicable this
approach would render more accurate results than the count one.
One study analyzing the associations between street connectivity and active
transportation (Berrigan, Pickle, & Dill, 2010) calculated nine connectivity measures and used
factor analysis and principal component analysis to combine them. This study is one of the few
that uses more than one or two connectivity measures. Though the thesis did not apply factor
analysis and principal component analysis, the study was used like an example to follow when
creating the connectivity index for this thesis. The same logic of combining more measures into
an index was applied for the accessibility measures in this thesis.
2.2.2. Walkability index validation
After the walkability indices are developed, especially new versions and new
combinations, it is recommended to validate them through audit or survey. Audit instruments
were developed to assess the walkability in a neighborhood and they capture more than the
measures used in the objective indices, like quality and aesthetics of the path. The audits are
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tested in the field and the results are statistically analyzed with inter- and intra-rater reliability
methods (Cerin et al., 2011; Clifton, Livi Smith, & Rodriguez, 2007; Millington et al., 2009).
Hajna et al. (2013) performed both the GIS based walkability index (formed of street
connectivity, residential density and land use mix criteria) and the walkability audit measure, and
compared their results through correlation analysis. The high correlation coefficients between the
two different ways of assessing the walkability demonstrate that the GIS based index can be a
reliable tool for walkability research (Hajna, Dasgupta, Halparin, & Ross, 2013).
The validation of walkability indices can be also performed through field observations, or
through comparing residents’ perceptions about their neighborhood with the calculated
walkability values (Leslie et al., 2007). Databases like Household Travel Survey Data, US
Census journey to work data, Transportation Tomorrow Survey (Canada) and other more
localized survey data, can be used to obtain variables such as number of walking trips, vehicle
miles of travel, number of cars per family, and to apply them in statistical analysis to investigate
if the index is a predictor for walking and physical activity (L. D. Frank et al., 2010; Glazier et
al., 2012).
To validate his neighborhood accessibility index, Krizek (2003) asked a panel of experts
from transportation, urban planning, geography, urban design and public affair fields to rate a
sample of neighborhoods from his study area based on high resolution aerial photographs and
“anecdotal evidence of the particular neighborhood”, bringing subjective criteria into the
analysis. Then he applied all the measures, objectively and subjectively determined, in regression
modeling, and the results showed that the three index measures are statistically significant and
explain a high percent of the subjective measures (Krizek, 2003).
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The Walk Score® index was also validated by comparing it with other objective
walkability indices that included accessibility to destinations as one of their criteria, and it was
found to be a reliable measure for estimating the access to nearby destinations (Carr, Dunsiger,
& Marcus, 2011), or for estimating the neighborhood walkability (D. T. Duncan, Aldstadt,
Whalen, Melly, & Gortmaker, 2011).
2.2.3. Walkability index analysis
After a walkability index is created, the neighborhoods can be ranked based on the index
values and, by adding socio-economic variables, they can be grouped into: high walkability and
low income, high walkability and high income, low walkability and low income, low walkability
and high income (L. D. Frank et al., 2010). Descriptive statistics of walkability measures and
socio-economic variables can be added to selected neighborhoods from the extremes of the highlow quadrants (L. D. Frank et al., 2010). Correlation analysis between walkability indices
determined through different methods can be used to compare them (Hajna et al., 2013), or it can
be used to assess the index relationship with other measures, for example comparing Walk
Score® with the number of destinations obtained through other GIS methods (Carr et al., 2011).
A walkability index (or its criteria) can be used in regression analysis either as the
dependent or independent variable and it can be tested against health or travel related variables,
controlling for socio-demographic characteristics, to see if the walkability measures are
statistically significant in influencing physical activity and travel behavior outcomes (Eriksson et
al., 2012; L. D. Frank et al., 2005).
Some recent walkability studies went further with statistical modelling techniques and
applied spatial regression modeling which accounts for the spatial dependence found in
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geographically referenced data. Duncan et al. (2012) analyzed the spatial inequalities in walkable
neighborhood amenities for the census tracts of Boston, Massachusetts, using Walk Score values
as the dependent variable, and variables related to race, ethnicity and socioeconomic status, as
the independent variables in the model. Their results showed that socio-demographic variables
had spatial autocorrelation in the area, but the residuals from OLS regression modeling did not.
In their case applying spatial models was not required. The authors explain the spatial
autocorrelation of demographics through historical residential segregation, and they suggest that
the composite measure, Walk Score®, might not be suitable for inequalities studies in that area
(D. T. Duncan et al., 2012).
As a measure of the georeferenced built environment, walkability presents spatial
variability based on the spatial distribution of its constitutive criteria and on the population
characteristics in an area. Thus, when walkability indices and the socio-demographic
characteristic are investigated for their association, it is recommended to test for spatial
autocorrelation in the data and if present in OLS residuals, to account for it through spatial
models.
2.3. Thesis statement
Knowing the importance of walkability in improving so many parts of life and society,
like different health problems, social cohesion, economic, environmental and equity conditions,
this study contributes to walkability research by creating several walkability indices for the
Tampa Bay Area, a region typically viewed as car-dependent. The aggregated walkability scores
given by the Walk Score website (www.walkscore.com) for the three main cities in the study
area are, on a scale of 1-100: 46 for Tampa, 40 for St. Petersburg, and 41 for Clearwater. The
values are not encouraging, compared to the top ranked walkable cities such as New York City
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(88) and San Francisco (84), but they are not surprising either, due to the main urban sprawl
development pattern.
The two indices used in the present study are based on GIS measures of connectivity,
accessibility, land use mix, dwelling density and net retail area. One applies the most common
linear combination formula used by Frank et al. (L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012), and
another one adds more connectivity and accessibly measures to the formula. Before including
into the walkability indices, the measures are standardized in three different ways, and thus each
walkability index has three versions. The indices’ versions are mapped and compared based on
different statistical tests, and their association with socio-economic and demographic variables is
investigated through OLS and spatial regression modeling.
By performing the above mentioned analyses (creating walkability measures and criteria,
combining walkability indices, comparing, and investigating them against socio-demographic
characteristics) the study tries to answer three research questions:


Research question 1 - intra-index comparison: How does the method of
standardization affect walkability indices and their analysis, including their
association with census socio-economic and demographic variables?



Research question 2 - inter-index comparison: How does the composition affect
walkability indices and their analysis, including their association with census
socio-economic and demographic variables?


Research question 3: What happens when the study area extent is changed for the
walkability indices and how does it influence their association with census socioeconomic and demographic variables?
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2.3.1. Significance and innovations of the study
This thesis investigates to what extent walkability indices may differ when either the
composition of the indices is changed or when different quantitative methods of standardization
are used to summarize their component measures. The association of these different walkability
indices with socio-demographic variables is also investigated to determine the variability in such
associations. Since many areas of research (e.g.s urban planning, public health) now incorporate
measures of walkability into their analyses, the goal of this thesis is to demonstrate whether
different definitions of walkability and different approaches to their quantification may lead to
quite different results. The thesis also investigates to what extent changing the spatial extent of a
study area, in this case the definition of an urbanized area, may also lead to differences in how
walkability measures may be associated with socio-demographic variables.
This thesis is innovative in a number of ways, as listed below, by:


developing new methods for walkability measures



developing two new accessibility measures



creating two new accessibility indices



creating a new comprehensive walkability index



developing a new standardization method for walkability measures



applying intra-index and inter-index comparisons



using the latest methods in spatial regression modeling to investigate the
association between the walkability indices and socio-economic and demographic
characteristics.



providing the first quantitative walkability research for the Tampa Bay area.
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Chapter three:
Study area and data

3.1. Study area
The study area used in this thesis is located in Florida, part of the Tampa – St. Petersburg
urbanized area. The initial idea of the research was to have the walkability indices calculated for
the whole Tampa – St. Petersburg urbanized area. As defined by the US Census Bureau,
urbanized area represents “densely developed territory that contains 50,000 or more people” (US
Census Bureau, 2012). The Tampa – St. Petersburg urbanized area extends over three main
counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas and Pasco, and due to lack of data in Pasco county (like transit
stops and building footprints), its part inside Pasco county was taken out from the analysis
(Figure 3.1.).
The defined study area is situated in Hillsborough and Pinellas counties and it includes
three main cities: Tampa, St. Petersburg and Clearwater. The study area is covered both by
census incorporated places and by census designated places (Figure 3.2.). Census incorporated
places are legal entities with government functions which can include cities, towns, villages and
boroughs, and census designated places (CDP) are statistical entities without legal functions,
established to delineate population concentrations (US Census Bureau, 2012).
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Figure 3.1. Tampa – St. Petersburg urbanized area and study area.

Figure 3.2. Census incorporated and designated places in the study area.
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The unit of analysis used in the thesis is the census tract, which is a county statistical
subdivision with an average population size of 4000 people (US Census Bureau, 2012).
Compared to the census blocks, which never cross the urbanized area border, census tracts can
cross it, and for this reason the border tracts were clipped to the study area extent. During the
analysis four tracts were excluded because they represent mainly one entity in the entire tract and
their results rendered outliers for the measures. These are the tracts represented by MacDill Air
Force Base, University of South Florida, Tampa International Airport, and a regional park.

Figure 3.3. Tracts excluded from analysis.
3.2. Data
The data used in this thesis come from different sources (Table 3.1.). The geography files
like tracts, counties, roads, etc. are mostly from TIGER/LINE ® Shapefiles of Census 2012.
Parcel data were acquired from the Florida Geographic Data Library (FGDL) which processed
the original data from the Florida Department of Revenue. The socio-economic and demographic
variables used in the regression modeling were also acquired mainly from FGDL, which
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processed the data from the Census American Community Survey. Transit stops data were
acquired from General Transit Feed Specification which collects data from transit agencies
worldwide. The two transit agencies expanding over the study area are HART - Hillsborough
Area Regional Transit in Hillsborough County and PSTA - Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
in Pinellas County. The building footprint data used for the net retail area criteria were obtained
by request from the City of Tampa GIS department for Hillsborough County. The building
footprint data for the retail parcels inside Pinellas County were manually digitized by the author
using high resolution imagery from the Florida Images Inventory.
Table 3.1. Data sources
Source

Data files

Year

Website

Census 2012
TIGER/LINE ®
Shapefiles
American
Community Survey
Florida Geographic
Data Library
(FGDL)

E.g. tracts, blocks,
counties, etc.

2012

https://www.census.gov/cgibin/geo/shapefiles2012/main

General Transit
Feed Specification
City of Tampa GIS
Department
Florida Images
Inventory
Digitized by author

Median household
income
Parcel data
Point data destinations
Socio-economic and
demographic variables
Transit stops data
Building footprint data

http://www.census.gov/acs/www/
2012

http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/
2013

High resolution images
Building footprint data
for retail parcels in
Pinellas County

www.fgdl.org

By request
http://www.tampagov.net/geographicinformation-systems
http://mumrah.freac.fsu.edu/
SWFWMD/imageryhome/

2013
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Chapter four:
Methods
4.1. Walkability indices
Two walkability indices were calculated in this thesis: one based on the literature and one
newly created index. The first index, W1, is the index proposed by Frank et al (2010) and used
by the IPEN projects, and it is the most common walkability index used in research so far. The
second index, W2, created by the author for this thesis, adds two accessibility indices and more
connectivity measures to the first index.
Figure 4.1. represents schematically the two walkability indices. Walkability as a whole
is symbolized by the ellipse, and it includes the objective criteria. The measures are represented
by circles, and they are assigned to each criterion depending on the number of measures obtained
for the respective criterion. In the first index connectivity is measured by intersection density
counted twice, and the other three criteria represented by one measure. In the second index,
connectivity has eight circles (measures), accessibility nine circles (measures), dwelling density
two overlapping circles representing two averaged measures, and the other two criteria have one
circle, since only one measure was used to quantify them. But, as discussed in the literature
review, walkability can also have also qualitative and other objective measures, and that is why
the criteria symbolized in Figure 4.1. do not cover entirely the ‘walkability ellipse’.
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Figure 4.1. Symbolic representation of the walkability criteria included in analysis.

The first index, W1, with the below formula, is averaging the components, to enable a
better comparability with the second index, which has six components. Also, for this thesis
dwelling density criteria is modified averaging net and gross dwelling densities, instead of using
just one of them.

𝑊1 =

[2 ∗ (𝑖𝑛𝑡. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥 ) + (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)]
5

where int. density = intersection density measure.

(1)
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The second index, W2, with below formula, is more comprehensive by replacing
intersection density with a connectivity index (CI) consisting of 8 measures, and by adding two
accessibility indices (AI), one consisting of 4 measures, and one of 5 measures. Its six
components encompassing a total of 20 measures were also averaged to rescale the walkability
index for comparison with the first one.

𝑊2 =

(2)

𝐶𝐼 + (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥 ) + (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) + 𝐴𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑠 + 𝐴I𝑑𝑒𝑠
6

The 20 walkability measures used are defined later in this chapter along with their methodology.
4.2. Connectivity index
Most of the walkability studies that include connectivity criteria in the walkability index
use one of the connectivity measures, predominantly the intersection density. Frank et al, 2010,
and the IPEN project walkability studies apply a weight of 2 for the intersection density. For
comparison, the thesis performs one index similar to their studies, thus one version of
connectivity criteria used for the walkability index will be 2*(intersection density). For the
second walkability index, the eight connectivity measures calculated were combined into a
connectivity index. The connectivity index (3) groups the measures based on what aspects of
connectivity the measures capture: the pattern of streets or the type of the pattern:

𝐶𝐼 = (

(𝑖𝑛𝑡.𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑠𝑡𝑟. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) +(𝑏𝑘. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)+(𝑏𝑘. 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)
4

(𝑝𝑒𝑟. 4 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡.) + 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + (𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 )+(𝑐𝑢𝑙−𝑑𝑒−𝑠𝑎𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)
4

+

(3)

)/2

where 𝐶𝐼 = connectivity index; int. density = intersection density, str. density = street density, bk.
density = block density, bk. length = block length, per. 4 more int. = percent 4 and more way
intersections, CNR = connected node ratio, gamma = gamma index.
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Intersection density, street density, block density and block length are grouped together
and averaged, because they capture the pattern of streets across the unit of analysis. Intersection
density, street density and block density are the highest correlated between all the measures
because they include tract area as their denominator (count or length divided by tract area), so
they reflect directly the tract area’s extent. Block length measure represents the mean value of all
census blocks in the tract and it is this way indirectly connected to the area information of the
tract. Ideally, for a good connectivity, intersection density, street density and block density would
be high and block lengths short.
Percent 4 or more way intersections, connected node ratio, gamma index, and cul-de-sac
density were averaged together because they capture the type of street pattern in a tract, not the
tract extent. Percent 4 or more way intersections, connected node ratio and gamma index, can
represent a small part of the tract but still have high values. When present in the tract, cul-de-sacs
influence connected node ratio and gamma index by lower their values. Ideally, the first three
measures would have high values, and cul-de-sac density a low value.

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of connectivity measures.
As a comparison of how the two parts of the index influence connectivity, figure 4.2.
represents two tracts: tract 1- small, represented in green and tract 2- larger, in yellow, which
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includes tract 1 in its extent. Percent 4 or more way intersections, connected node ratio and
gamma index would render similar values for the two tracts, but the second tract has a larger total
area and thus its connectivity value is lower than the first tract. To capture this difference,
intersection density, street density or block density would need to be added because they
incorporate the tract area information in their calculations.
When used in independent connectivity studies, keeping the two groups of connectivity
measures might be more significant, to see the variability of the street pattern and of the type of
street pattern in an area. Because this thesis uses the connectivity index in a walkability index,
the two groups were averaged, for rescaling.
4.3. Accessibility indices
Accessibility measures calculated for this thesis are grouped in four types based on:
service area, pedestrian catchment area, closest network distance and pedestrian route directness.
These were each calculated for transit stops and non-transit destinations, with the difference that
destinations have two measures that capture the service area aspect. Two indices were created for
both: stops and destinations, with the following formulas:
For transit stops:

𝐴𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 =

(𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. ) +

(𝑛𝑒𝑡. 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡. ) + (𝑝𝑒𝑑. 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ. 𝑎𝑟. ) + 𝑃𝑅𝐷
∗ (𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. )
3
2

(4)

where Ai = accessibility index; ser. ar. = percent residential units inside transit stops service
areas; net. dist. = median value of all network distances from residential units to the closest
transit stops excluding distances greater then a ¼ mile; ped. catch. ar. = pedestrian catchment
area; PRD = pedestrian route directness.
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For non-transit destinations:

𝐴𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠. =

[(𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑟.𝑎𝑟.)+(𝑚𝑒𝑑. 𝑠𝑒𝑟.𝑎𝑟.)+

(5)
(𝑝𝑒𝑑. 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ. 𝑎𝑟.)+(𝑛𝑒𝑡. 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡.)+𝑃𝑅𝐷
∗ (𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑟.𝑎𝑟.)]
3

3

where AI = accessibility index; zero ser. ar. = percent of residential units that are not included in
any non-transit service areas; med. ser. ar. = median number of destinations that residential units
have access to; ped. catch. ar. = pedestrian catchment area; net. dist. = median value of all
network distances from residential units to the closest non-transit destination excluding distances
grated then a ¼ mile; PRD = pedestrian route directness.
The reason for combining the accessibility measures in two indices separated by
destination type - transit or non-transit, is due to their different significance. Transit stops
represent intermediate destination locations which facilitate connections between transportation
modes (walking, bicycling, public transit), and their proximity would increase transportation
choices. Non-transit destinations are locations where people go with a purpose (utilitarian,
recreational, work) and stay different time periods representing thus the end of a journey.
The accessibility index for transit stops is composed of: service area measure, which
represents the percent of residential units inside transit service area, and the average of network
distance, pedestrian catchment area and pedestrian route directness, weighted by the raw value of
the first measure (percent of residential units inside transit service area).
Network distance, pedestrian catchment area and pedestrian route directness measures
capture the street pattern around transit stops and the percent of residential units inside service
area captures how efficient the transit is. For example, a tract can have high values for the three
averaged measures, but the stops can actually serve just a small percent of tract’s population.
That is why the average is weighted by the residential units’ percent. A high percent would
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render good overall tract transit accessibility. The two components of the index are averaged, to
rescale the accessibility for stops index.
The index for non-transit destinations has similar rationale, but it includes the two
measures representing service area: percent of residential units in no service area and the median
number of destinations accessible to residential units. The part representing the street pattern is
composed of the same three measures averaged: network distance, pedestrian catchment area and
pedestrian route directness. These are weighted by the flipped percent of residential units with no
access to destinations. In this case, a high value for the percent would also render good overall
destination accessibility. The three components of the index are averaged, to rescale the
accessibility for destinations index.
4.4. Measures
4.4.1. Choice of measures
The five criteria of connectivity, accessibility, land use mix, dwelling density and net
retail area, are used in this thesis to calculate the second, newly developed, walkability index for
the Tampa-St. Petersburg urbanized area. Based on the literature review, eight connectivity
measures were selected to represent the connectivity criterion, nine to represent accessibility, two
for dwelling density, and one for each land use mix, and net retail area criteria. The reason of
choosing more than one measure for connectivity and accessibility criteria is due to their
complexity and to the inability of only one measure to encompass all of their aspects. Using
more measures which cover different perspectives, or that complement each other or attenuate
the limitations one of them could have, is a wiser approach that can more accurately represent
reality.
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From the connectivity measures presented in the literature review, intersection density
was selected for being the most commonly used connectivity measure in walkability studies.
Cul-de-sac density was selected as an opposite measure of intersection density, a high value of
cul-de-sac density in an area lowering the overall walkability score, compared to the intersection
density whose high values would render a good walkability. Connected node ratio was chosen
because it combines both intersections and cul-de-sacs into the same measure. The limitation of
connected node ratio when its value is high but the whole area does not have a high number of
intersections can be compensated with the intersection density measure. This way, having high
values for intersection density and for connected node ratio in the same unit of analysis,
increases the chances of a good walkability score.
As a measure of the gridiron street pattern, percent 4-way intersections was selected and
modified for this thesis to include also the intersections with more than 4 road segments, because
these 4 more way intersections increase the number of routes available for reaching destinations,
even though they might be more dangerous. This measure compensates the intersection density
measure. For example, an area can have a high value for intersection density, but a low percent
of 4-way intersections. Or it can have a high percent of 4-way intersections covering just a small
part of the total area, with an overall low value for intersection density. Ideally would be to have
both intersection density and percent 4-way intersections with high values for the same unit of
analysis.
Street density was selected as a measure of connectivity which includes the linear
information of the roads (their length), and gamma index was selected for incorporating both
road segments and nodes (intersections and cul-de-sac) into the same measure. Their high values
would increase the walkability in an area. The limitation of the streets being long but mostly
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parallel which gives a high value for street density, but represents a poor connected area, is
compensated by the intersection density or block density measure. Link node ratio, was omitted
because of its limitation of not accounting for the length of the links, and the possibility of
having a high value but with curvilinear and long links which affect the directness of the road.
From the connectivity measures based on areal information, block density and block
length were selected. Block size (perimeter or area) measure was omitted because the size
information is already included in the block density measure. Block length was chosen because it
incorporates the shape information besides the size of the block (see Figure 2.2.), and this way it
can compensate block density measure when a suburban area has very small and numerous
blocks, along with very odd shaped and elongated blocks in the same unit of analysis. For a good
walkability, block density needs to be high and block length low.
As connectivity measures which overlap the accessibility criterion, pedestrian catchment
area and pedestrian route directness were decided to be included for accessibility, because they
use destination points and service areas around them, along with their network distance, to assess
the ease of access from residential locations to the destinations.
Accessibility measures were calculated separately for transit stops and for non-transit
destinations and they belong to the cumulative opportunity measures (service area related) and to
the nearest neighbor distance measures. As explained above, pedestrian catchment area and
pedestrian route directness were also included and they were calculated for both transit stops and
non-transit destinations. Using the two kind of measures (cumulative opportunity and nearest
neighbor distance) can compensate the limitation of not using a gravity-based accessibility
approach which would differentiate destinations based on the distance traveled to reach them or
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on their size, attractiveness, etc. This approach was not used in this thesis due to the lack of
detailed data, due to its higher implementation complexity, but also because the chosen measures
were considered enough for the walkability indices.
Dwelling density criterion used both net dwelling density and gross dwelling density
measures to avoid situations of having a unit of analysis with just a small surface of residential
land but with a high vertical concentration of residential units, such as high apartment buildings.
In this case net dwelling density would be very high. By comparison, a tract occupied mostly by
residential land for single family homes, would have a small net dwelling density. By
incorporating the whole tract area in its formula, the gross dwelling density, captures better the
pattern and spread of residential units across the unit of analysis, while net dwelling density
captures the type of residential buildings that occupy the residential land.
Entropy index was the measure chosen to represent land use mix (LUM) criterion
because is the most used so far in walkability studies. Using just one measure for LUM can be a
limitation of the study, but compared to the other measures presented in the literature review
such as the binary approach or the employment data ones, entropy index is a more complex
measure. Amongst the other LUM measures presented in the literature review, dissimilarity
index (Cervero & Kockelman, 1996) would be a good second measure to compensate the entropy
index limitation of not telling how spread the land uses are inside the unit of analysis. But it was
not calculated for this thesis due to time limitation in applying the hectare grid cells tessellation
methodology. As a combination of entropy index and dissimilarity index measures, the spatial
diversity measure (Claramunt, 2005) would be probably the best LUM measure to represent
reality more accurately, but it is also more difficult to implement.
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4.4.2. Connectivity measures
As mentioned above, the connectivity measures used in this thesis are:
1. intersection density

5. street density

2. cul-de-sac density

6. gamma index

3. percent 4 or more-way intersections

7. block density

4. connected node ratio

8. block length

The methodology used in calculating them is presented for each in Table 4.1.
The road data used for the measures excluded interstates, toll roads and ramps, and the
measures were obtained using GIS operations and scripts in the Python programming language.
Intersections, cul-de-sacs, and 4 and more-way intersection points were generated in the same
way using scripting, under the assumption that the roads are topologically in the same plane. The
roads were segmented at each node, and the segments’ vertices at both ends were extracted and
selected in the following way:
-

For intersection points, only the vertices that are replicated three or more times were
selected (Figure 4.3.a).

-

For cul-de-sac points, the vertices which are not replicated were selected, excluding the
ones located at the study area border (Figure 4.3.b).

-

To generate 4 and- more way intersection points, only the vertices replicated 4 or more
times were selected (Figure 4.3.c).
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a

b

c

Figure 4.3. a) Intersections, b) cul-de-sacs and c) 4 and more-way intersections generated.
Table 4.1. Methodology of the connectivity measures used in the thesis
Measure

Methodology

Intersection density

Counting the number of intersections inside each tract and
dividing it with the total land area of the tract.

Cul-de-sac density

Counting the number of cul-de-sacs inside each tract and dividing
it with the total land area of the tract.

Percent 4 and more-way Counting the number of 4 or more-way intersections inside each
intersections

tract, and calculating its percentage from the total number of
intersections in each tract.

Connected node ratio

Dividing the number of intersections with the sum of
intersections and cul-de-sacs.

Street density

Overlaying the roads to the tracts, summing the total miles of
roads in each tract and dividing them with total land area in the
tract.

Gamma index

Dividing the number of links (road segments inside tract) with the
maximum possible number of links between the nodes
(intersections and cul-de-sacs in a tract).
Maximum possible number of links between nodes = 3*(nodes-2)

Block density

Counting the number of census blocks inside each tract and
dividing it with the total tract area.

Block length

Generating bounding circles around each census block and
calculating their diameter. The diameter values were associated
with the tracts and their mean value was obtained for each tract to
represent the block length measure.
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4.4.3. Accessibility measures
Accessibility studies assess the ease of reaching different destinations from starting
locations (e.g. residences) on the road network. The parcel data that represent different kinds of
residential types were selected for residential locations, along with the ones for destinations. The
categories of non-transit destinations were: commercial (e.g. restaurants, theaters, stores –
excluding shopping malls), institutional (e.g. schools, churches, hospitals), and government (e.g.
parks, public colleges). In the original parcel data each residential parcel is assigned a value for
the number of units that reside in the parcel. Some parcels with missing values for the units’
number were assigned values based on comparison with other parcels or based on visual
estimation from the imagery layer. The destinations used in the analysis are separated into two
types: transit stops, and non-transit destinations (such as stores, theaters, schools, etc.). All
accessibility measures are based on a network dataset obtained from census TIGER 2012 roads,
and exclude interstates, toll roads and ramps from the study area.
Based on the literature review, the distance people are willing to walk is a quarter mile
and this was the maximum distance used for the accessibility measures. The level of analysis is
census tract, but the analysis includes the area surrounding the tract, because the tract boundary
is just an administrative limit not a real obstacle, so people from one tract can cross the boundary
to reach destinations in the neighboring tracts. This is the reason why accessibility measures in
this thesis analyze each tract separately, using scripting in the Python programming language for
the GIS operations.
The accessibility measures calculated belong to the cumulative opportunity measures
(service area related measures) and to the nearest neighbor measures and don’t use weights for
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the destinations, but they include the number of buildings as a proxy for the number of
stores/businesses and these are individually counted in the analysis. One limitation here is the
classification of destinations just into transit and non-transit destinations, grouping together all
non-transit destinations.
Nine measures were calculated in total for the accessibility criterion: four measures for
transit stops and five for non-transit destinations, related to service area, pedestrian catchment
area, network distance and pedestrian route directness. They are presented in Table 4.2. and their
description in Table 4.3. The detailed methodology used for calculating these measures is
following in the sections after the tables.
Table 4.2. Names of the accessibility measures used in the thesis
Stops
Service area

1. Stops – service area

Destinations
5. Destinations – zero service area
6. Destinations – median number
of service areas

Pedestrian
catchment area
Network
distance
Pedestrian
route directness

2. Stops – pedestrian
catchment area
3. Stops – network

7. Destinations – pedestrian
catchment area
8. Destinations – network distance

distance
4. Stops – pedestrian
route directness

9. Destinations – pedestrian route
directness
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Table 4.3. Description of the accessibility measures
Signif.*

Name

Description

Stops – service area

Percentage of residential units inside transit stops service area.

Stops – pedestrian

Median value of pedestrian catchment areas around transit stops inside a tract (see Figure

catchment area

2.3., b).

Stops – network distance

Median value of all network distances from residential units to the closest transit stop,
excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile.

Stops – pedestrian route

Median value of pedestrian route directness from residential units to the closest transit

directness

stop, excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile (see Figure 2.3., a).

Destinations – zero

Percentage of residential units that are not included in any non-transit service area.

service area
Destinations – median

Median number of non-transit destinations that residential units have access to, based on

number of service areas

their service area.

Destinations – pedestrian

Median value of pedestrian catchment areas around non-transit destinations.

catchment area

*

Destinations – network

Median network distance from residential units to the closest non-transit destination,

distance

excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile.

Destinations – pedestrian

Median value of pedestrian route directness from residential to the closest non-transit

route directness

destination, excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile.

Note: “Signif.” means “significance”;

- the higher the values the better accessibility;

- the lower the values the better accessibility.
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The methodology for calculating the accessibility measures has four common starting
steps (Figure 4.5.):
1. Each tract from the study area is selected.
2. Each selected tract is expanded (buffered) a quarter mile, henceforth this being named
“tract-buffer” (Figure 4.4.).
3. Centroids of residential parcels are selected inside each tract.
4. Transit stops / non-transit destinations are selected inside each tract-buffer.

Figure 4.4. Buffering the tract.

a

b

Figure 4.5. The results of the first steps for accessibility measures for a) transit stops and b) nontransit destinations.
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4.4.3.1. Transit stops
The total number of transit stops in the study area buffer is 8899, and 446 out of 549
tracts of the study area contain at least one transit stop (Figure 4.6.).

Figure 4.6. Transit stops inside study area buffer.
4.4.3.1.1. Service area
A service area for a transit stop is defined as the area accessible through the road network
from the stop outwards, with a maximum network distance of a ¼ mile. The accessibility
measure based on this definition is the percentage of residential units inside the service area
generated for transit stops in a tract-buffer. The higher values are better, because it means more
people have access to transit stops.
To create this measure the basic steps mentioned above were first performed, and service
areas for the transit stops were generated using the Network Analyst extension from ArcGIS
(ESRI, 2012) (Figure 4.7.). The software is delineating a service area by joining the end points of
the roads reachable from an origin location outwards within a threshold distance.
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a

b

Figure 4.7. Service areas for transit stops at a) tract-buffer level and b) detailed to one transit
stop.

Figure 4.8. Combined service areas for a tract and a tract-buffer, and the residences inside and
outside service area.
Next, using the GIS operation dissolve, service areas polygons were combined into one
service area polygon for each tract-buffer, and this was clipped to the tract boundary. Residential
parcel centroids were counted for the service area polygon inside each tract (Figure 4.8.). The
percent of residential units inside the service area was calculated by dividing the number of
residential units inside the service area polygon, with the number of residential units for the
whole tract.
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4.4.3.1.2. Pedestrian catchment area
A pedestrian catchment area is defined as the proportion of the network service area to
the Euclidean buffer corresponding to a transit stop (see Figure 2.3.b). The measure for this is
the median value of pedestrian catchment areas around transit stops inside a tract. Ideally, the
service area would cover the Euclidean buffer almost completely. This suggests that the roads
around a transit stop are numerous and well connected. Higher values for this measure represent
a better accessibility (and connectivity) of the tract.
This measure uses the service areas for transit stops generated previously, and then their
Euclidean buffers of a ¼ mile distance. The transit stops were selected inside the tract-buffer and
they can be situated inside or outside the tract, or they can be situated inside the tract but with
their service areas and Euclidean buffers extending outside. For this reason, the service areas and
the Euclidean buffers were clipped to the tract extent (Figure 4.9.a). For each transit stop, its
service area was divided by its Euclidean buffer area to obtain the pedestrian catchment value
(Figure 4.9.b). The median of the pedestrian catchment values for a tract was calculated to
represent this accessibility measure.

a

b

Figure 4.9. Service areas and Euclidean buffers a) inside a tract and b) for one transit stop.
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4.4.3.1.3. Closest network distance
The closest network distance is defined as the distance on the road network from a
residential parcel centroid to the nearest transit stop that can be reached in the tract-buffer. The
accessibility measure based on this definition is the median of all the closest network distance
values calculated for residential units in a tract, excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile.
Smaller values denote a better accessibility for the area.
After the first basic steps (Figure 4.5.a), the lines on the road network were generated for
each residential parcel centroid to its corresponding closest transit stop, using the Network
Analyst extension from ArcGIS (Figure 4.10.). Then the links from the residential parcel
centroids and from the transit stops to the closest roads were generated and summed to the initial
network distance to give more accurate values of the network distances (Figure 4.11.).

a

b

Figure 4.10. Network distances from residential centroids to the closest stop in a tract-buffer at
a) tract level and b) detailed.
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Figure 4.11. Links from transit stops and residential parcel centroids to the closest roads.
Next, the values of the closest network distance less or equal to ¼ mile were selected. To
calculate the median, the selected distances were added to a list and the values that correspond to
residential parcels with more than one housing units inside were replicated by the number of
residential units. For example, the closest network distance for a single family residential parcel
was counted once, and the closest network distance corresponding to a condominium residential
parcel was replicated by the number of condominium units. Then the median value of the closest
network distance was assigned to the tract.
4.4.3.1.4. Pedestrian route directness (PRD)
Pedestrian route directness (PRD) is defined as the ratio between the network distance
and the Euclidean distance from an origin to a destination location (Figure 2.3.a). The measure
calculated for this is the median value of pedestrian route directness from residential units
inside tract to the closest transit stop inside tract-buffer, excluding distancea greater than a ¼
mile. Lower values of PRD signify that the network distance is close to the straight line distance,
which denotes a better accessibility (and connectivity) of the tract.
For this measure, the Euclidean line was generated for each residential parcel centroid to
the closest transit stop determined previously (Figure 4.12.). Thus, each residential parcel
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centroid has a network line distance and a Euclidean line distance to the same transit stop (Figure
4.13.). PRD values were calculated by dividing the network distance obtained above with the
corresponding Euclidean distance for each residential parcel centroid. Only the PRD values that
are based on the closest network distances less or equal to a ¼ mile were selected and their
values were added to a list and replicated with the number of residential units they correspond, in
order to obtain the median value and to assign it to the tract.

a

b

Figure 4.12. Euclidean distance from residences to their nearest transit stops a) at tract level and
b) close up.

Figure 4.13. In light blue - network distance and Euclidean distance for a residential centroid to
its closest transit stop.
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4.4.3.2. Non-transit destinations
The accessibility measures for non-transit destinations include the non-transit
destinations with centroids inside the extended (¼ mile) study area, and they total a number of
22108 (Figure 4.14.).

Figure 4.14. Non-transit destination parcels in the study area.
4.4.3.2.1.

Service area

A service area for a non-transit destination is defined as the area accessible through the
road network from the non-transit destination outwards, with a maximum network distance of a
¼ mile. Two accessibility measures are used to represent service areas for non-transit
destinations: the median number of non-transit destinations in the tract-buffer that residential
units have access to; and the percentage of residential units that are not included in any nontransit destination service area. Higher values for the first measure signify that people have
access to more than one destination, which improves the accessibility as a whole. Lower values
for the second measure means that there are not many people in the tract who don’t have access
to any destination. Ideally, this measure would be zero and thus all the people in the tract would
have access to at least one destination.
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Using ArcGIS Network Analyst service areas can be generated only for point locations.
Since non-transit destination parcels are polygons, and some of them expand over a large surface
area, such as parks or large stores, generating their service areas from their centroids outwards,
would not give enough coverage and will not reflect reality, and in some cases their centroidbased service area would cover only the original destination parcel. To address this, several
vertices from the non-transit destination parcel polygons were chosen through the following
steps (Figure 4.15., 1, 2): using GIS operations, the vertices for all destination parcel polygons
were extracted from their border lines (Figure 4.15., 1a, 2a), and the bounding circle for each
polygon was generated (Figure 4.15., 1b, 2b). The bounding circles were transformed into lines
(Figure 4.15., 1c, 2c) to get only the vertices that are on the line or close to it (with a tolerance of
3 feet) (Figure 4.15., 1d, 2d).

1

a

2

a

b

c

b

d

c

d

Figure 4.15. Generating vertices for non-transit destination parcels in 1) a case with a separate
destination parcel and 2) a case with two neighboring destination parcels.
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After deciding the vertices, the analysis continued with the basic four steps (Figure 4.5.,
b) of selecting each tract, buffering it, selecting residential centroids inside tract, and destination
vertices inside tract-buffer. Service areas were generated for non-transit destination vertices
inside each tract-buffer. Because one destination parcel has more than one vertex, their service
areas were combined to have one service area polygon for each destination parcel (Figure 4.16.).

Figure 4.16. Example of combining service areas generated for non-transit destination vertices.
Next, in order to calculate the two measures: median number of non-transit destinations
that residences have access to, and the percentage of residential units that are not included in any
non-transit destination service area, the analysis focused on the residential parcels centroids. To
determine the number of service areas in which residential units reside, the residential centroids
were overlaid to the service areas and replicated for each service area in which they are found.
For example, if one residential parcel has access to 10 destinations, it will be covered with 10
service areas and the residential centroid will be replicated 10 times (Figure 4.17.).
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Figure 4.17. Residential centroids inside and outside service areas for non-transit destinations.
Non-transit destinations can be parcels that have more businesses, like the retail parcels
with more stores inside them. In these situations, the above replicated residential centroids were
again replicated by the number of stores. This gave a value for the number of service areas that
residential centroids are covered by. But, each residential centroid represents one or more
residential units (households), so the number of service areas covering a residential centroid was
replicated by the number of residential units for that centroid. These final replicated values were
added to a list, sorted, and their median was selected as representing the measure (median
number of non-transit destinations that residences have access to). For the second measure, the
residential units outside of any service area, was counted based on residential parcel centroids
outside of service areas. This number was divided with the total of residential units inside the
tract, to obtain the value for this measure (percentage of residential units that are not included in
any non-transit destination service area).
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4.4.3.2.2.

Pedestrian catchment area

A pedestrian catchment area is defined by the proportion of the network service area to
the Euclidean buffer area corresponding to a non-transit destination parcel inside the tract (see
Figure 2.3.b). The measure which represents this is the median value of pedestrian catchment
areas in each tract. When the service area covers the Euclidean buffer almost completely it
means that the roads around a destination are numerous and well connected. Higher values for
this measure represent a better accessibility (and connectivity) of the tract.
Compared to the transit stops analysis which used point data, the methodology for nontransit destinations has extra steps, because the destinations are represented by parcel polygons
and their vertices. Since the service areas for destinations were generated previously based on
selected vertices, the Euclidean buffers were generated for the same selected vertices and
combined into one Euclidean buffer for each non-transit destination (Figure 4.18.). Both service
areas and Euclidean buffers were clipped to the tract extent, and the destination parcels polygons
were excluded from their surfaces (Figure 4.19.).

a

b

Figure 4.18. Service areas and Euclidean buffers for destinations a) at the tract-buffer level and
b) for one destination parcel.
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a

b

Figure 4.19. a) Service areas and b) Euclidean buffers clipped to the tract extent, without
polygons of destination parcels.
Next, for each non-transit destination parcel, the service area was divided with the
corresponding Euclidean buffer to obtain its pedestrian catchment area value. To calculate the
median, pedestrian catchment area values were replicated by the number of businesses the
destination parcels represent.
4.4.3.2.3.

Closest network distance

A closest network distance is defined as the distance on the road network from a
residential parcels centroid to the nearest non-transit destination that can be reached in the tractbuffer. The accessibility measure used based on this definition is the median network distance
from residential units in a tract to the nearest destination in the tract-buffer, excluding
distances greater than a ¼ mile. Smaller values denote a better accessibility for the area.
The closest network distance measure uses point data for non-transit destinations, unlike
service area measure which used destination parcels and their vertices. Some of the data were
directly acquired as point locations and some were parcels converted to their centroids, and they
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are based on the same land use types as the ones used for the service area analysis. Using two
datasets of destinations for the network and service areas measures, can compensate and cover
some aspects of the analysis which are not covered only by one measure.
The methodology steps are similar to the ones applied at transit stops analysis, starting
with the basic steps (Figure 4.5., b). Next, using Network Analyst extension of ArcGIS, lines on
the road network were generated for each residential centroid to its corresponding closest
destination point (Figure 4.20.). Then links from the residential parcel centroids and from the
destination points to the closest roads were generated and summed to the initial network distance
to give more accurate values of the network distances (Figure 4.21.).

Figure 4.20. Network distances from residential centroids to the closest destination.

Figure 4.21. Links from destinations and residential points to the closest roads.
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Next, the values of the closest network distance less or equal to ¼ mile were selected. To
calculate the median, the selected distances were added to a list and the ones that correspond to
residential parcels with more than one housing unit inside were replicated by the number of
residential units. Then the median value of the closest network distance was assigned to the tract.
4.4.3.2.4. Pedestrian route directness (PRD)
Pedestrian route directness (PRD) is defined as the ratio between the network distance
and the Euclidean distance from an origin to a non-transit destination location (see Figure 2.3.a).
The measure calculated for this is the median value of pedestrian route directness from
residential units inside a tract to the closest non-transit destinations inside the tract-buffer,
excluding distances greater than a ¼ mile. Lower values of PRD signify that the network
distance is close to the straight line distance, which denotes a better accessibility (and
connectivity) of the tract.
For this measure, the Euclidean line was generated for each residential parcel centroid to
the closest destination location determined previously (Figure 4.22.). Thus, each residential
parcel centroid has a network line distance and a Euclidean line distance to the same destination.
PRD values were calculated by dividing the network distance obtained above with the
corresponding Euclidean distance for each residential parcel centroid. Only the PRD values that
are based on the closest network distances of less or equal to ¼ mile were selected and their
values were added to a list and replicated with the number of residential units they correspond to,
in order to obtain their median value and to assign it to the tract.
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Figure 4.22. Network distance and Euclidean distance from residential centroids to the closest
destination.
4.4.4. Land Use Mix (LUM)
Land Use Mix (LUM) represents the degree of heterogeneity of land use types in a tract.
The measure chosen to represent the land use mix is the entropy index, with the formula:

LUM

=−

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖
log 𝑛

, where pi is the proportion of a land use type inside the tract, n

is the number of land use types included in the analysis.
Parcel land codes were extracted from parcel data and grouped into four categories
related to walkability: residential, commercial, recreational, institutional (Figure 4.23.). Based on
the discussion from the literature review, the proportion of a land use type was calculated using
the whole tract area, not ignoring other land use types which are not included in analysis. Also,
based on the literature review, n from denominator was kept fix (equal 4) when calculating the
entropy index for each tract, no matter how many land use types included in the analysis were
present in the respective tract.
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Figure 4.23. Residential, commercial, recreational and institutional land types inside tracts.
4.4.5. Dwelling density
For dwelling density criteria, a combined measure, obtained by averaging net dwelling
density and gross dwelling density was calculated. Net dwelling density is defined as the number
of dwelling units per residential land area in a tract. Gross dwelling density is the ratio between
dwelling units and total tract area. Residential parcels were selected from parcel data, excluding
vacant residential and adding mobile home parks (which is not a residential land type in the
original parcel data). Their centroids were generated and counted for each tract, and the number
of residential units associated to the centroids was summed for each tract. To obtain the total
residential land area in a tract, all residential codes were extracted from parcel data and merged
with mobile home parks parcels. Then the residential land surface was calculated for each tract
(Figure 4.24.). The values for net dwelling density were calculated by dividing the number of
residential units in each tract with the total area of residential land in the tract, and the values for
gross dwelling density was obtained by dividing the same residential units’ number with the total
tract area.
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The reason for using both net and gross dwelling density was explained at the choice of
measures section, but even after averaging the two measures, two tracts from downtown Tampa
with a high vertical concentration of residential units, had extremely high values for the dwelling
density, and because of this, they were assigned Null values.

Figure 4.24. Residential centroids and residential land in a tract.
4.4.6. Net retail area
Net retail area is defined as the ratio of the total retail buildings floor area to the total
retail area in a tract. The retail building footprints and retail parcels were overlaid on the tracts
and their area summarized for each tract (Figure 4.25.). Then the ratio of footprints to the parcels
generated the net retail area values for each tract.

Figure 4.25. Retail buildings footprints and retail land inside tracts.
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4.4.7. Summary of measures
Table 4.4. shows all the walkability measures applied in this thesis with their significance.
The measures with interpretation ‘the lower the values the better the measure/walkability’ were
reversed after their standardization, to have the same interpretation as the other measures used in
the indices: ‘the higher the values the better the measure/walkability’.
Table 4.4. Interpretation of the walkability measures
Connectivity measures
Intersection density
Cul-de-sac density

reversed

Percent 4 and more-way intersections
Connected node ratio
Street density
Gamma index
Block density
Block length

reversed

Dwelling density
Entropy index
Net retail area
Accessibility measures
Stops – service area
Stops – pedestrian catchment area
Stops – network distance

reversed
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Table 4.4. (Continued)
Accessibility measures
Stops – pedestrian route directness

reversed

Destinations – zero service areas

reversed

Destinations – median number of service areas
Destinations – pedestrian catchment area
Destinations – network distance

reversed

Destinations – pedestrian route directness

reversed

The other walkability criteria
Dwelling density
Entropy index
Net retail area
Note:

means the higher the measure’s values, the better walkability;
means the lower the measure’s values, the better walkability.

4.5. Methods of standardization
The raw values of the walkability measures, because they have different units of
measurement, were standardized before being included into an index so that all have the same
numeric scale. Walkability research has two main ways of standardizing the values included in
walkability indices: by calculating their z-scores (L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012), or by
grouping the values into classes with equal number of observation, such as deciles (10 classes)
(Cerin et al., 2007; Coffee et al., 2013; Leslie et al., 2007). Both methods are applied in this
thesis, but in addition, the author has developed a third method.
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4.5.1. Z-scores
Z-scores are standardized values obtained by subtracting the mean from the observed
value and dividing the result by the standard deviation: 𝑧 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

. They

represent the number of standard deviations the value is away from the mean. After the values
were standardized, the measures with interpretation ‘the lower the values the better the
measure/walkability’ had their z scores reversed, by multiplying them with -1, to have the
same direction of significance as the most of the measures: ‘the higher the values the better
walkability’ (see Table 4.6.).
4.5.2. Deciles classification
Deciles classification is a method which ranks the total number of values and divides
them into ten classes composed of the same number of values. The walkability studies that use
this method assign class 1 for the lower values and class 10 for high values.
In this thesis, since the total number of tracts (549) is not a multiple of ten, and several
measures have different numbers of Null values, the classes were assigned equal number of
values as far as possible. For example, in the case of measures with values for all tracts (549),
one class was assigned 54 values, and 9 classes were assigned 55 values. Two measures have a
high number of zero values (97 and 35 zeroes) and these values were separated into a class 0. An
issue for deciles method is represented by tie values at the class breaks which cannot be assigned
to different classes, and this sometimes can render 10 classes each with different number of
observations (Figure 4.26.). Similarly as for z scores, the measures with interpretation ‘the lower
the better’ were changed into ‘the higher the better’ interpretation by assigning the low values to
high classes, with the minimum value in class 10.
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Figure 4.26. Example of measure with several tie values.
4.5.3. Modified equal interval classification
One method of standardization proposed in this thesis as an alternative to the deciles
method is a modified equal interval classification (henceforth named ‘equal interval’). Equal
interval classification ranks the values, determines their value range and divides the range in ten
classes, with each class having the same value sub-range.
The methodology for the modified equal interval standardization method applied in this thesis is
as follows:
-

The outlier values were determined as the values lower or greater than the interquartile
range multiplied by 1.5. This was performed using boxplot function in the R statistical
language (R Core Team, 2013).

-

After taking out the outliers’ values, the range of the rest of the values was determined by
subtracting their minimum value from their maximum value and dividing the result by
ten, obtaining thus the sub-range.

-

Class 1 (or class 10 when the measures had reversed interpretation of ‘the lower the
better’) was assigned to the values lower or equal with the sub-range number plus the
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minimum value. The rest of the classes were assigned incrementally by adding the subrange value to the maximum value of the previous class.
-

Next the outliers were assigned to the lowest or highest classes depending at which end
they were situated in the values’ ranking.

-

Null values were ignored, and the high number of zeroes in two measures was assigned to
a class 0.

4.5.4. Deciles or modified equal interval?
The two classification methods differ by the way their new classes represent the original
values. Deciles method forces the values into classes, no matter of the distances between the
values, and the resulted classes have a uniform distribution because they are composed of the
same number of values (Figure 4.27., a). On the other hand, equal interval uses the range of the
values in determining the classes, and the resulted classes have a frequency distribution (Figure
4.27., b) that approaches the distribution of the raw values (Figure 4.27., c) better than the
deciles method. But, both have the limitation of aggregating the values in forced classes and
losing the individual values’ original information, compared to the z scores standardization
method.

a

b

c

Figure 4.27. Example of frequency distributions for a) deciles, b) equal interval classifications,
and for c) raw values.
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4.6.

Walkability indices comparisons
Several methods were applied to compare the walkability indices. The intra-index

comparison was done for each walkability index (W1, W2), and the inter-index comparison was
performed for each standardization method between the two indices (Table 4.5.). Due to the Null
values for some criteria, the walkability indices have values for different total number of tracts:
502 tracts for W1 and 422 for W2, thus the comparisons between W1 and W2 include only the
common tracts for both indices (422 in total).
The comparisons (intra-index and inter-index) were performed through maps, frequency
distribution histograms, summary statistics, correlations (Pearson and Spearman), scatterplots,
difference maps, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, and t-test for correlated samples.
Table 4.5. The two walkability indices with their three standardization methods and the
comparisons between them
Indices composition
= [2 ∗ (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)

+ (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)

+ (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)

+ (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

+ (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥)

+ 𝐴𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑠

+ (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)]/5

+ 𝐴I𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ]/6

Z scores

Intra-index

Methods

𝑾𝟐 = [𝐶𝐼 + (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥)

Inter-index

Z scores

Intra-index

Standardization

𝑾𝟏

i
i
Deciles
Deciles
n
n
Equal interval
Equal interval
t
t
r
r
a
a
For the intra-index
comparison (Table 4.6.), the difference maps werei performed based
i
n
n
on the raw values ford deciles minus equal interval (W1D - W1E, and W2D - Wd2E), since deciles
e
e
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x
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and equal interval standardization methods have values on the same 1 – 10 scale. Difference
maps were also done based on the indices’ ranked values (W1D - W1E, W1Z - W1D, W1Z - W1E,
W2D – W2E, W2Z – W2D, W2Z – W2E). For this step, the index values were sorted ascending and a
value representing its rank (from 1 to maximum number of tracts) was assigned to each tract,
starting with the first tract (with the lowest index value) to the last tract (with the highest index
value). Deciles and equal interval for W1 have several groups of tie values, and their ranking was
calculated by assigning the average value for the ranks in a tie group to all tie values in that
group (Figure 4.28.). This was done using ‘rank’ function from the R ‘base’ package.
For the inter-index comparison (Table 4.6.) the difference maps were performed based on
raw values between the indices for each standardization method (W1Z – W2Z, W1D – W2D, W1E –
W2E).
Table 4.6. Comparing indices by calculating the differences between their values
W1, W2

W2 - W1

intra-index comparison

inter-index comparison

Deciles minus Equal interval

Z scores minus Z scores

Raw values

Ranked values

Z scores

Z scores minus Deciles

Deciles minus Deciles

Ranked values

Raw values

Z scores minus Equal interval

Equal interval minus Equal interval

Ranked values

Raw values
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Figure 4.28. Example of ranking for deciles and equal interval for W1.
The comparisons with Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and t test were performed based on the
raw values: W1D - W1E, and W2D - W2E for intra-index comparison, and W1Z – W2Z, W1D – W2D,
W1E – W2E for inter-index comparison. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is a non-parametric statistic
for correlated samples which tests the null hypothesis that the samples are from populations with
similar distributions. First, for each tract the difference between the two indices’ values is
computed, and then the absolute values for the differences are ranked. Differences of zero are
omitted from further calculations and the tie differences are assigned an average for their ranks
(as explained previously, see Figure 4.27.). The ranks are assigned the original signs, and the
sums for positive and for negative ranks are computed. The smaller value of sums represents the
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test (W). For large samples it has a normal distribution and its
significance is obtained with the following z score formula (Butler, 1985; Corder & Foreman,
2009):

Z=

𝑊−𝑛(𝑛+1)/4
𝑛(𝑛+1)(2𝑛+1)
√
24

,

(6)

where W represents the Wilcoxon test and n the sample size.
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If the samples come from similar distributions, then the number of positive ranks
approximates the number for negative ranks. A statistically significant Wilcoxon test value
would reject this null hypothesis. The parametric test equivalent to Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, ttest for correlated samples, was also performed, but more as a reference, since not all walkability
indices are normally distributed. Assuming normality, the null hypothesis for this test is that the
two samples have the same mean values. Both, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the t-test, were
obtained with the SPSS statistical software (IBM Corp, 2013).
4.7.

Regression modeling
The two walkability indices calculated for each of the three standardization methods

(W1Z, W1D, W1E, W2Z, W2D, W2E) were investigated through regression modeling to determine
the association between walkability indices and census demographic and socio-economic
variables. The regression models have each walkability index as the dependent variable, and
census variables as independent ones. Ten regressors were chosen based either on Environmental
Justice (EJ) research for representing vulnerable populations, or chosen as variables deemed to
be significant for neighborhood selection in walkability studies (see Table 4.7.).
Table 4.7. Description of the independent variables selected for regression modeling
Independent

Description/ Rationale

variable
Population

Represents number of people per square miles of land inside each tract. It is

density

commonly used in research. In walkability studies it is considered that
places with high population density have (or should have) a better
walkability.

% Hispanic

Percentage of Hispanic population in the tract. It is commonly used in EJ
research as representing disadvantaged populations.
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Table 4.7. (Continued)
Independent

Description/ Rationale

variable
% Black

Percentage of African American population in the tract. It is commonly
used in EJ research as representing disadvantaged populations.

% Population

Percentage of population aged under 18 in the tract. It is considered a

aged under 18

vulnerable age range. A walkable environment around residences, or which
connects homes to schools, would decrease this population’s dependency on
motorized transportation modes.

% Population

Percentage of population aged 65 and up, in the tract. It is considered a

aged 65 +

vulnerable range of population, especially for older people whose driving
abilities deteriorate and depend more on a walkable environment in their
daily lives.

% Households

Percentage of households with income below poverty level in the past 12

with income

months. It is a vulnerable population, and walkability can add to their

below poverty

burden, for example when they live in non-walkable areas and they don’t

level

own cars or don’t have access to public transportation.

% Households

Percentage of households that don’t own any personal vehicle. It represents

with 0 vehicles

a vulnerable population if they live in non-walkable areas and they don’t
have access to public transportation.

% Households

Percentage of households that own 2 or more vehicles. It doesn’t represent a

with 2 or more

vulnerable population in the walkability research, but it was chosen as a

vehicles

controlling variable at the other specter of the vehicle ownership variable.

Median income Represents the raw value of the household median income in the past 12
months, for each tract. It was chosen as a controlling variable representing
the socio-economic status.
% Higher

Percentage of population 25 years or older with educational attainment at

education

Bachelor’s degree level or higher. In the walkability research is it
considered that education influences neighborhood selection (L. D. Frank et
al., 2010).
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The census variables were acquired at block group level and aggregated to the tract level,
except for the median household income, which was obtained directly at tract level from the
American Community Survey. The variables for the block groups crossed by the study area
border were estimated based on the block group surface inside the study area. They were
processed for the total number of tracts in the study area (549). Since W1 and W2 have different
total number of tracts, census variables were investigated for normality and transformed where
needed for each walkability index.
The R statistical language with car (Companion to Applied Regression) package (Fox &
Weisberg, 2011) was used to explore the variables with histograms, boxplots and QQ plots. BoxCox transformations were applied to the variables, and using boxplots for different powers
(symbox function) and suggested estimated values (powerTransform function), the best
transformation towards normality was decided. In the end, two transformations were applied to
the independent variables: logarithm and square root. Because the variables that were
transformed with logarithm had a minimum value of zero, and logarithm of zero is undefined,
these variables were shifted by adding 1 to all observations. Population density, median income,
and % higher education were transformed through square root, whereas % Hispanic, % Black, %
population aged 65+, % households with income below poverty level, and % households with 0
vehicles were transformed by applying logarithm. Percent population aged under 18 and %
households with 2 or more vehicles were not transformed because they had a normal distribution
in their original form.
Before starting the regression modeling, two tracts surrounded only by tracts with Null
values for walkability indices were excluded from further analysis, one for 𝑾𝟏 and one for 𝑾𝟐
(Figure 4.29.). This was done mainly for the spatial regression modeling which works best on
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contiguous units of analysis. The coastal tracts or tracts with coastal islands were still kept in the
analysis.

W1

W2

Figure 4.29. Tracts removed from W1 and W2 before the regression modeling.
4.7.1. OLS regression modeling
Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression modeling was performed to find the best model
for each index in order to investigate the associations between walkability index as dependent
variable and census socio-economic and demographic data as independent variables. Using the
formula below, each index was tested with all ten independent variables.
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𝑊𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽10 ∗ 𝑥10 + 𝜀

(7)

where: 𝑊𝑖 represents each of the six walkability index versions; 𝑖 = [1, 6]
𝛽0 … 𝛽10 represent the regression coefficents,
𝑥1 … 𝑥10 are the independent variables presented above, and 𝜀 the error term.
Linear regression is based on several underlying assumptions. It is assumed that the
regression residuals have a zero mean, have a constant variance (homoscedasticity assumption),
have a normal distribution and are independent of the fitted values. It is also preferable that the
predictors used in the model are not highly correlated with each other, satisfying the
multicollinearity assumption.
The R statistical language, with car package functions, and guidelines from Fox and
Weisberg (2011) were used for this analysis. The regression modeling was performed iteratively
starting with a model with all ten independent variables, investigating the results with plots and
diagnostics for the assumptions, modifying the model based on the diagnostics and re-checking
its results, until a best fitted model was decided based on these investigations.

Figure 4.30. Example of residuals plotted against fitted values.
To test the linear relationship between the independent and dependent variables
studentized residuals were plotted against each variable and against the fitted values (Figure
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4.30.). Normality was investigated with quantile-quantile plots and the density distribution of the
residuals (Figure 4.31.). The homoscedasticity assumption was checked with the Breusch-Pagan
test, which has the null hypothesis of constant variance. When this null hypothesis was rejected,
the response variable was transformed (based on the suggested transformation) to improve the
model’s variance and to try to obtain a more constant one. Multicollinearity was investigated
with the model’s Condition Index (obtained with a perturb (Hendrickx, 2012) package function)
which implies that values equal or greater than 30 suggest the presence of multicollinearity
between the predictor variables. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was also calculated for the
predictors to determine the estimation precision in the presence of multicollinearity.

Figure 4.31. Example of normality assumption checks.
The models were diagnosed for outliers and influential observations using plots of
studentized residuals, Bonferonni adjusted p-values, hat-values, Cook’s distance, and the
differences between beta coefficients (Figure 4.32.). Observations with absolute studentized
residual values greater than 2 are considered outliers, and, to adjust for the number of hypotheses
being tested, Bonferonni correction was applied. Hat-values are used to determine high leverage
observations which are far away from the center of regressors and which have a big impact on
the regression coefficients. Cook’s distance is a measure for detecting influential observations,
by including both outlier and leverage information in its formula. The identified outliers and
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influential observations were mapped, and if a reasonable justification was found for their
appearance, like being extreme values for the walkability index, they were taken out from further
regression modelling.

Figure 4.32. Examples of plots for outliers and influential observations identification. (Circles’
sizes in the second plot represent Cook’s distance values).
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Partial F-tests were performed to determine if the independent variables found
statistically insignificant in the regression model should still be included in the final best model.
When insignificant variables are joint to the significant ones, their inclusion in the model impacts
the significance of the variables joint to them and thus they should be kept in the final model.
Backward stepwise regression based on AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) values was also
used as a reference for the variables selection.
Based on the OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) regression modeling, one final model was
decided for each walkability index version (W1 and W2, each with the three standardization
methods). The intra-index and inter-index comparisons for regression results was performed for
the 421 common tracts, and the comparison for the third research questions was done based on
regression modeling results from the W1 (z scores version) in two case: with 421 tracts and with
501 tracts.

Figure 4.33. Example of effect display with W1D as response and % Hispanic as predictor.
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Another comparison method was applied using effect displays from the effects package
(Fox, 2003). These are graphs (Figure 4.33.) that show the influence each predictor has on the
response variable, while keeping the other predictors at their mean values. They also depict the
range in response that the predictors generate and the estimation precisions they have based on
their wide or narrow 95% confidence interval envelop (Fox & Weisberg, 2011). One feature of
the effect plots is their ability to display the original un-transformed predictor values from a
regression model that otherwise uses the transformed version of the predictor. This way any
initial non-linearity between dependent and independent variables is noticeable (as in Figure
4.32. where % Hispanic is log transformed in the model, but displayed with original values in the
graph).
4.4.2. Spatial regression modeling
When the OLS assumption of independent observations is violated, and the analysis uses
geographic data, this violation could be due to the spatial dependence between observations.
Thus the values of one variable in a tract are related to the values from the neighboring tracts.
Spatial autocorrelation measures this spatial dependence by defining the spatial connection
between units (type of neighborhood), creating spatial weights matrix based on it, and applying
statistical tests. The null hypothesis for the spatial autocorrelation is that the values of variables
representing spatial units are randomly distributed in the study area and they are not related to
the values from neighboring units.
The most common methods to determine if spatial units are neighbors are based on
contiguity, or on the distance between the units’ centroids. The contiguity neighborhood methods
mostly used are rook case – when the neighbors share boundaries, and queen case – when the
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spatial units share boundaries and corners. The neighborhood is further operationalized into a
spatial weights matrix, with a binary approach of assigning 1 to the neighboring units and 0 to
the non-neighbors, and applying equal weights to the neighboring units through rawstandardization. Moran’s I statistic is the most common statistical test for assessing the spatial
autocorrelation in the whole study area (global test). Its values range between -1 and 1, with
values closer to 1 representing positive spatial autocorrelation where similar values are
neighbors, and with values approaching -1 representing neighbors with dissimilar values. Zero
means no spatial autocorrelation.
The assumption of independent residuals from classical regression can be verified with a
Moran’s I test for residuals. When the test is significant it means the assumption is violated and
the regression coefficients are biased because of this. The regression modeling can be improved
by applying spatial regression models which account for the spatial autocorrelation. The most
common ones are: spatial lag model, spatial error model, and spatial Durbin model (Table 4.8.).
Table 4.8. Spatial models
Model
Spatial Lag

y = ρWy + Xβ + ε

(8)

Spatial Error

y = Xβ + ε

ε = λWε + ξ

(9)

Spatial Durbin

y = ρWy + Xβ + WXη + ε

ε = λWε + ξ

(10)

Spatial Durbin error

y = Xβ + WXη + ε

ε = λWε + ξ

(11)

Note: y is the vector of responses; ρ, λ, η are spatial coefficients; W is the spatial weights matrix;
X is the matrix of independent variables; β represents the independent variables’ coefficients; ε is
the error terms’ vector; ξ represents the uncorrelated errors.
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The Spatial lag model is used when the value of a response for one spatial unit is
influenced by the values of responses from the neighboring units. The spatial lag model adds to
the OLS regression equation the responses from the neighbors through the spatial weight matrix
(see formula (8) in Table 4.12.). The model assumes normality and constant variance for the
errors. When the spatial coefficient ρ is zero, the model reduces to the OLS regression one (J. P.
LeSage, 2008; Ward & Gleditsch, 2008).
The Spatial error model accounts for the spatial dependence in the error term, when the
residuals from one unit are influenced by residuals from neighboring units. This is represented in
(9) by separating the error term ε in two parts: one of spatially lagged errors through the spatial
weight matrix Wε, with a spatial coefficient λ (lambda), and one part (ξ) of uncorrelated errors
which assume normality and constant variance. When λ is zero, the model reduces to the OLS
regression model. Compared to the spatial lag model where the spatial dependence is explained
through the responses, at the error model the spatial autocorrelation is considered a nuisance,
because it represents spatial dependence in the missing independent variables (Ward &
Gleditsch, 2008).
The Spatial Durbin model accounts for the spatial autocorrelation both in the responses
(ρWy term), as well as in the independent variables (WXη term). This way the response is
explained through the response values from the neighboring units, and through the independent
variables both local and from surrounding units. It has the same assumptions as the previous two
models: errors normally distributed and with constant variance. This model is an extension of the
spatial lag model by including the lagged responses and by adding the lagged independent
variables. It can also nest the spatial error model, if the error term is separated into spatially
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lagged errors λWε and uncorrelated errors ξ. Thus it is also named spatial mixed model. If ρ, η
and λ are zero, the model reduces to the OLS regression model.
There are two approaches for determining which spatial model is best fitted to the data.
One approach (Figure 4.34.) presented in GeoDa manual and also adapted to R (Anselin, 2005;
Anselin, 2007), starts with running the ordinary least square (OLS) regression using spatial
weight matrix, checking Moran’s I test for regression residuals, and if significant, continuing
with Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test statistics. The LM tests, through decision process
diagnostics, establish which model is best: spatial lag or spatial error. If the standard LM tests for
lag and error are non-significant, the OLS results are considered enough for that model. If one of
them is significant, the process continues with estimating the respective significant model: lag or
error. When both standard LM tests are significant, the investigation continues with their robust
versions. The significant robust LM test is chosen next and the analysis concludes with
estimating the respective significant spatial model. When robust LM tests for both lag and error
are significant, the most significant one or the one with the highest test statistic value is selected
and estimated further (Anselin, 2005, p. 199, Figure 23.24). The chosen model is fitted to the
data through maximum likelihood estimation.
The investigation could continue with applying the spatial Durbin model (Figure 4.35.).
To determine if adding the lagged independent variables to the model is statistically significant
compared to using just the spatial lag model, anova function for nested models is applied
between the two: spatial lag and spatial Durbin models (Bivand, Pebesma, & Gómez-Rubio,
2013). When its log likelihood ratio test is significant, it means that spatial Durbin model
explains better the data, and it should be chosen. If anova test value is not significant, then spatial
lag model is a good fit for the data.
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Figure 4.34. Reproduced: “Spatial regression decision process.” (Anselin, 2005, p. 199, Figure
23.24) (Permission granted).
The comparison between spatial Durbin model and the spatial error model is performed
through the likelihood ratio of the common factor test. The null hypothesis of the common factor
is that η, the spatial coefficient of the lagged independent variables, equals the negative product
of ρ (the spatial coefficient of the lagged dependent variable) and β (the regression coefficient for
explanatory variables): η = - ρ*β, or η + ρ*β = 0 (Anselin, 2003; Bivand et al., 2013). When the
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common factor hypothesis is rejected it means that the spatial Durbin model is the best fit, when
it’s not rejected, the spatial error model is the good selection for the data.

Figure 4.35. Adding the spatial Durbin model to Anselin’s chart.
Another approach (Figure 4.36.) of determining the spatial model, named Hendry’s
methodology, applies spatial Durbin model directly to the data, and it investigates its
significance relatively to the other two models which it nests: lag and error. If η = 0, then the
model is a spatial lag, and this one is tested further to see if ρ equals 0 or not. When ρ = 0 the
model becomes a linear regression one. When ρ is significantly different than zero, the lag model
is the one which represents the data best. If η is different than zero, the spatial Durbin model is
chosen, and is further compared with the spatial error model through the common factor
hypothesis. When this hypothesis is rejected, the spatial Durbin model is the final decision. If the
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common factor hypothesis is not rejected, spatial error model is selected and investigated further
to determine if its spatial coefficient λ is zero or not. When λ is significantly different than zero,
the spatial error model represents the final decision. When λ = 0, the best model is the linear
regression one (Angulo & Mur, 2011; Florax, Folmer, & Rey, 2003).

Figure 4.36. Reproduced: “Relationships between different spatial models” (Angulo & Mur,
2011, p. 41, Figure 1) (Permission granted).
Apart from selecting the spatial model, another important aspect in spatial regression
modeling is interpreting the independent variables’ coefficients. In the linear regression model β
coefficient for one explanatory variable x represents the change in the dependent variable with a
unit change in x, while keeping the other independent variables constant. The spatial
autocorrelation present in spatial models makes β insufficient to predict the changes in the
response. Thus, rearranging equations (8) and (10) the matrix X of independent variables will
have explanatory coefficients such as: (I – ρW) -1* β for spatial lag model, and (I – ρW) -1* (Iβ +
Wη) for spatial Durbin model, where I represents the identity matrix. These coefficients explain
the influence the independent variables have on the response in a spatial unit but also the “spill
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over” effects they have on the responses from neighboring units (J. P. LeSage, 2008; Ward &
Gleditsch, 2008).
These spatial effects of the independent variables, along with the feedback effect of the
original unit becoming a neighbor for its neighbors, are named impacts. Since (I – ρW) -1* β and
(I – ρW) -1* (Iβ + Wη) are matrices, the sum of their diagonal elements divided by the number of
explanatory variables, represents the average direct impact. The sum of off-diagonal elements
divided by the number of explanatory variables represents the average indirect impact, and the
sum of all matrix’s elements divided by number of independent variables represents the average
total impact. Thus, total impact = direct impact + indirect impact. Monte Carlo simulations of the
fitted parameters can be used to obtain the impacts’ significance (Bivand et al., 2013; J. LeSage
& Pace, 2009).
When the spatial error model which has the spatial dependence only in the error terms is
the best fitted model, a method of calculating the direct and indirect impacts is given by an
extended error model, named the spatial Durbin error model (see formula (11) in table 4.12.).
This model adds to the spatial error equation the lagged independent variables WXη (11), and
has β coefficients as direct impacts, and η coefficients as indirect impacts (J. LeSage & Pace,
2009).
Spatial regression modeling was performed using the ArcGIS software, the GeoDA
(http://geodacenter.asu.edu/) (Anselin, Ibnu, & Youngihn, 2006) software and the R Statistical
language. ArcGIS was used throughout the analysis as a main theme, and it continued to make
connections between GIS data layers and the statistical part, and helping with mapping the
results. The new thing in this analysis step was using GeoDA spatial analysis software which has
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the option to create contiguity weights. These weights files were further transferred into R and
converted into the spatial weight matrices with the raw-standardization option. The spatial
modeling performed in R used mainly functions from the spdep package (Spatial dependence:
weighting schemes, statistics and models). All spatial functions used the option to ignore the few
coastal tracts that had no adjacent neighbors.
The starting point of the spatial regression modeling were the final models decided at the
OLS regression modeling for each walkability index: W1Z, W1D, W1E, W2Z, W2D, W2E. For
determining which spatial model is suited in each case, Anselin’s chart was followed and the
investigation continues (Figure 4.34.) with the Spatial Durbin model tested between the other
two spatial models (lag and error). After deciding the best spatial model, the impacts were
calculated for it along with their p-values generated through 999 Monte Carlo simulations, using
the impacts function from spdep package (Bivand et al., 2013). It should be noted that although
the term “impacts” was used to be consistent with the literature, the focus in this research is more
one of investigating the associations between the dependent and independent variables rather
than implying causality. In situations when the LM test for residuals autocorrelation was still
significant after deciding the best spatial model using queen contiguity 1 st order spatial matrix,
the modeling continued with different spatial weights (queen contiguity 2 nd order, cumulative or
non-cumulative) until the spatial autocorrelation was accounted for.
The intra-index and inter-index comparisons for the spatial regression results, along with
the comparison for the third research question, were summarized based on tests values that
determined the best final model. The comparison was performed also with maps for residuals
from OLS and spatial regressions, along with their statistical tests. The impacts and the OLS
coefficients for the independent variables are also presented in tables.
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Chapter five:
Results
The results of this thesis are presented in two parts: descriptive results, and analysis
results (Figure 5.1.). The first part includes the maps for the walkability measures, and for the
connectivity and accessibility indices, in the three standardization methods (z scores, deciles and
equal interval), along with maps for the census socio-economic and demographic variables. The
second part includes results for the intra-index and inter-index comparisons of the two
walkability indices based on maps, scatterplots and correlations, difference maps, Wilcoxon and
t tests, and based on classical and spatial regression modeling results.

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of the results chapter.
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5.1. Descriptive results
5.1.1. Walkability measures
The 20 walkability measures were explored with frequency distribution histograms to
investigate the degree of their values’ normality. Figure 5.2. shows the eight connectivity

Cul-de-sac density
Gamma index
Block length

Connected node
ratio

Street density
Block density

Percent 4 or moreway intersections

Intersection density

measures and most of them, except for the connected node ratio, have right skewed distributions.

Figure 5.2. Connectivity measures.
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Figure 5.3. Accessibility measures.
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Destinations pedestrian route
directness

Destinations – zero
service areas

Destinations –
median number of
service areas

Destinations –
pedestrian catchment
area

Destinations –
network distance

Stops – pedestrian
route directness

Stops – network
distance

Stops – pedestrian
catchment area

Stops –
service area

Figure 5.3. shows the distributions for the nine accessibility measures which can be
grouped into four types: almost uniform distribution (for stops – service area and destinations –
zero service areas), almost normal distribution (for stops – network distance and stops –
pedestrian catchment area), right skewed distribution (for stops – pedestrian route directness,
destinations – median number of service areas, and destinations – pedestrian route directness),
and left skewed distribution (for destinations – pedestrian catchment area and destinations –
network distance). Figure 5.4. shows the other measures used, with the entropy index having an
almost normal frequency distribution, and net retail area and dwelling density having right

Dwelling density

Net retail area

Entropy index

skewed distributions.

Figure 5.4. The other three walkability criteria.
During the analysis part of calculating these measures, seven of them rendered Null
values for different number of tracts in the study area, and their rationale is presented in Table
5.1.
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Table 5.1. Measures with Null values
Measure

Null values

Cause

(out of 549)
Stops – pedestrian

67

No transit stops inside tract-buffer.

106

Some tracts had no transit stops inside tract-buffer.

catchment area
Stops – network distance

Other tracts had transit stops, but residential
parcels were further away than the threshold
distance of a ¼ mile.
Stops – pedestrian route

106

Same reasons as previous measure.

11

Some tracts had no destinations inside tract-buffer.

directness
Destinations – network
distance

Other tracts had destinations, but residential
parcels were further away than the threshold
distance of a ¼ mile.

Destinations – pedestrian

11

Same reasons as previous measure.

Net retail area

45

No retail land use type in the tract.

Dwelling density

2

Two very high outlier values were taken out.

route directness

A reference map (Figure 5.5.) was used to discuss the spatial variability of the values for
the measures, criteria, census variables and the walkability indices. The twenty walkability
measures were mapped for each standardization method, using 8 classes with breaks of: -2.5, 1.5, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 for z scores, and 10 classes for deciles and equal interval (except for
two measures with an extra class zero). See Figures 5.6. and 5.7. below, and the rest of them in
appendix B.
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Figure 5.5. Reference map of main places in the study area.
The seven measures which rendered Null values in several tracts of the study area (Table
5.1.) display them as follows: for stops – pedestrian catchment area measure the Null values are
mainly at the border of the study area inside Hillsborough County, especially around Plant City, leaving a
few tracts isolated there. Stops – network distance and stops – pedestrian route directness have 106 tracts
with Null values, adding more Null values to the 67 mentioned before, isolating one tract above Plant
City. Destinations – network distance and destinations – pedestrian route directness have Null values in
11 tracts mainly at the border of the study area. Net retail area has 45 Null values tracts mainly close to
the study area border. And dwelling density measure has two tracts with Null values which were assigned
because they had extreme high values that were skewing the analysis.
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Intersection density
a. Z scores

[-1.672, 5.335]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure 5.6. Example of measure with clustered spatial pattern.
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Stops – network distance*
a. Z scores

[-2.492, 2.688]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure 5.7. Example of measure with scattered spatial pattern.
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Overall, the spatial distribution of the values is similar for each measure across all three
standardization methods. The pattern they display could be visually summarized into two categories:
pattern with clusters of higher values mainly in Tampa City (central and south parts), Plant City, St.
Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo and sometimes in Brandon (Figure 5.6.); and a scattered pattern (Figure
5.7.), where the higher values are spread more across the study area (Table 5.2.).
Table 5.2. Patterns of spatial distribution of the walkability measures
Clustered pattern

Scattered pattern

-

intersection density

-

cul-de-sac density

-

percent 4 and more-way intersections

-

stops – pedestrian catchment area

-

connected node ratio

-

stops – network distance

-

street density

-

stops – pedestrian route directness

-

gamma index

-

destinations – pedestrian catchment

-

block density

-

block length

-

destinations – network distance

-

stops – service area

-

destinations

-

destinations – zero service areas

-

destinations – median number of service

area
–

pedestrian

route

directness
-

entropy index

areas
-

dwelling density

-

net retail area

5.1.2. Connectivity index
The connectivity index was obtained by grouping the eight connectivity measures in two
parts: one that captures the pattern of streets in a tract, and which includes the measures of
intersection density, street density, block density and block length, and one part that captures the
type of street pattern, including the measures of percent 4 and more-way intersections, connected
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node ratio, gamma index and cul-de-sac density. Connectivity index was calculating by averaging the
mean value for each group (see formula below).

𝐶𝐼 = (

(𝑖𝑛𝑡.𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑠𝑡𝑟. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) +(𝑏𝑘. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)+(𝑏𝑘. 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)

+

4

(𝑝𝑒𝑟. 4 𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡.) + 𝐶𝑁𝑅 + (𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 )+(𝑐𝑢𝑙−𝑑𝑒−𝑠𝑎𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)
4

(1)

)/2

where 𝐶𝐼 = connectivity index; int. density = intersection density, str. density = street density, bk.
density = block density, bk. length = block length, per. 4 more int. = percent 4 and more way
intersections, CNR = connected node ratio, gamma = gamma index.
Table 5.3. shows the Pearson correlation values for the raw (unstandardized) connectivity
measures and un-reversed cul-de-sac density and block length measures. The values are the
highest and positive between intersection density and street density and between intersection
density and block density, and the lowest and mainly negative for the correlations which include
cul-de-sac density measure. Block length measure has only negative correlations with the other
connectivity measures, the strongest being with intersection density, street density and block
density measures.
Table 5.3. Correlation values for raw connectivity measures
cul

4more

CNR

str

gamma

bk_den

bk_len

int

0.227

0.601

0.671

0.932

0.645

0.907

-0.772

cul

-

-0.175

-0.427

0.251

-0.364

0.077

-0.160

-

0.629

0.576

0.841

0.708

-0.565

-

0.640

0.847

0.676

-0.695

-

0.621

0.841

-0.745

-

0.753

-0.621

-

-0.758

4more
CNR
str
gamma
bk_den

Note: int = intersection density; cul = cul-de-sac density; 4more = percent 4 or more way
intersections; CNR= connected node ration; str = street density; gamma =gamma index; bk_den
= block density; bk_len = block length.
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a.

Z scores

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure 5.8. Connectivity indices – maps and histograms for the three standardization methods.
The three standardization methods for the connectivity index were mapped using a 7 class
quantile classification for each case, and they display a similar pattern of higher value clusters mainly in
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Tampa City (central and south parts), Temple Terrace, Plant City, St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo and
Tarpon Springs (Figure 5.8.). The values for z scores method range between -1.871 and 2.477 and their
frequency distribution is almost normal (slightly right skewed). The values for deciles range between
1.625 and 10, and their distribution is right skewed. The equal interval method has a minimum of 2.125
and a maximum value of 10, similar to deciles method, with a right skewed histogram.

5.1.3. Accessibility indices
There are two accessibility indices created for the analysis: one for transit stops and one
for non-transit destinations and both are included separately into the second walkability index.
The accessibility index for stops is an average of two terms: one term represented by stops –
service area, and one represented by the average of: stops – pedestrian catchment area, stops –
network distance and stops – pedestrian route directness weighted by the row of stops – service
area (see formula below).

𝐴𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 =

(𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. ) +

(𝑛𝑒𝑡. 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡. ) + (𝑝𝑒𝑑. 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ. 𝑎𝑟. ) + 𝑃𝑅𝐷
∗ (𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. )
3
2

(2)

where Ai = accessibility index; ser. ar. = percent residential units inside transit stops service areas; net.
dist. = median value of all network distances from residential units to the closest transit stops excluding
distances greater then a ¼ mile; ped. catch. ar. = pedestrian catchment area; PRD = pedestrian route
directness.

The three standardization methods for the accessibility index for stops were mapped
using a 7 class quantile classification. They have 106 tracts with Null values, and they display
similar patterns with higher values grouped mainly in Tampa City (center and south), St.
Petersburg, Clearwater and Largo (Figure 5.9.). All three have right skewed frequency
distributions, with a striking similarity between the ones for deciles and equal interval methods.
Z scores values range between -0.626 and 1.640, deciles between 0.501 and 9.511, and equal
interval values range between 0.502 and 9.167.
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a. Z scores

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure 5.9. Accessibility indices for transit stops – maps and histograms for the three
standardization methods. Note: tracts in gray have Null values.
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a. Z scores

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure 5.10. Accessibility indices for non-transit destinations – maps and histograms for the
three standardization methods. Note: tracts in gray have Null values.
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The accessibility index for non-transit destinations is an average of three terms: first term
represented by destinations – zero service areas and the second by destinations – median number
of service areas. The third term is the mean value of destinations – pedestrian catchment area,
destinations – network distance and destinations – pedestrian route directness, weighted by the
flipped raw values for destinations – zero service areas (see formula below).

𝐴𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑠. =

[(𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. ) + (𝑚𝑒𝑑. 𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. ) +

(3)

(𝑝𝑒𝑑. 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ. 𝑎𝑟. ) + (𝑛𝑒𝑡. 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡. ) + 𝑃𝑅𝐷
∗ (𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑠𝑒𝑟. 𝑎𝑟. )]
3
3

where AI = accessibility index; zero ser. ar. = percent of residential units that are not included in any nontransit service areas; med. ser. ar. = median number of destinations that residential units have access to;
ped. catch. ar. = pedestrian catchment area; net. dist. = median value of all network distances from
residential units to the closest non-transit destination excluding distances grated then a ¼ mile; PRD =
pedestrian route directness.

The three standardization methods for the accessibility index for non-transit destinations
were mapped using 7 classes quantile classification. The spatial distribution of the values is similar
for all three standardization methods with higher values mainly in Tampa City (central and
south), Plant City, Brandon, St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo and Tarpon Springs (Figure
5.10.). They also have 11 tracts with Null values. Z scores show a right skewed frequency
distribution of the values, while deciles and equal interval have distribution closer to normal
ones, but still with a right skew at deciles. Z scores values range between -0.917 and 5.043,
deciles between 0.716 and 9.826, and equal interval between 0.720 and 9.608.
For both accessibility indices, deciles and equal interval classification methods have quite
similar ranges and with similar frequency distribution of their values in each case.
5.1.4. Census socio – economic and demographic variables
The ten independent variables used in the regression modeling were mapped for the
whole study area (549 tracts) using a 5 class quantile classification (Figures 5.11. – 5.14.).
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a. Population density

b. % Hispanic

c. % Black

Figure 5.11. Maps and histograms for a) population density, b) % Hispanic and c) % Black.
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In the study area, population density has a concentration of higher values in Tampa
(south and center), NW of Tampa, and in Brandon for Hillsborough County, and in St.
Petersburg, Largo, and Clearwater in Pinellas County. The lower values are more in suburban
areas (except a few Brandon tracts, and the ones from NW Tampa) (Figure 5.11., a). The
variable % Hispanic shows a contrast between the two counties, with the high values tracts
predominately in Hillsborough County in Tampa city (center), Plant City, and extending in
census designated places (Brandon, Riverview, the ones NW of Tampa). A patch of low values
of % Hispanic is in Sun City Center CDP. Pinellas County has mainly low and mid-values for %
Hispanic, with a few high values tracts in Largo, Clearwater and North of St. Petersburg (Figure
5.11., b). The variable % Black displays two main high values concentration, one in
Hillsborough County in South-East Tampa, North Tampa, extending SE towards Brandon,
Riverview. Some high values tracts are also in and close to Plant City, and in South Tampa. In
Pinellas County the main high value concentration is in South St. Petersburg, including
downtown area, with some scattered high value tracts in north around Largo and Clearwater
(Figure 5.11., c).
For % population aged under 18 the high values tracts are scattered around the study
area. In Hillsborough County high values tracts are in the cities (NE Tampa, North Tampa,
Temple Terrace and Plant City), and in census designated places of NW Hillsborough County,
and SE of the county, in and around Riverview, and around Sun City Center. The main patch of
low values for this variable in Hillsborough County is in Sun City Center CDP. Pinellas County
has several higher values tracts in St. Petersburg (South and downtown area), and several
scattered towards the northern parts of the county (Figure 5.12., a). The variable % population
aged 65 and up shows a contrast between the two counties, with predominantly more higher
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values tracts concentrated in Pinellas County, extending from North of St. Petersburg towards
the northern border of the county. In Hillsborough County there are just a few tracts with high
values scattered mainly in census designated places. One patch of high values tracts is
represented by Sun City Center CDP, which is known as a retirement community (Figure 5.12.,
b).
a. % population aged under 18

b. % population aged 65+

Figure 5.12. Maps and histograms for a) % population aged <18 and b) % population aged 65+.
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a. % Households with income below poverty level

b. % Households with 0 vehicles

c. % Households with 2 or more vehicles

Figure 5.13. Maps and histograms for a) % households with income below poverty level, b) %
households with 0 vehicles and c) % households with 2 or more vehicles.
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The variable % households with income below poverty level has a main concentration of
high values in City of Tampa (center) extending towards Brandon and Temple Terrace, with a
few high value tracts around Sun City Center CDP and Plant City. In Pinellas County high value
concentrations are in St. Petersburg (south-downtown area) and in Clearwater-Largo area (Figure
5.13., a). The variable % households with 0 vehicles shows a concentration of higher value tracts
in Tampa City (center) and around it in the census designated places. Pinellas County has a high
values patch in downtown area, with scattered high values tracts towards the north of the county
(Figure 5.13., b). The variable % households with 2 or more vehicles has two main areas with
high value tracts mainly in Hillsborough County: one in the N-NW in census designated places
and in New Tampa neighborhood (North Tampa), and one E-SE from around Plant City
continuing southern east of Brandon, in Riverview and its surroundings. Pinellas County has less
high value tracts across the county, with several concentrated in the north part of the county
(Figure 5.13., c).
Median income variable has concentrations of high value tracts in N-NW parts of
Hillsborough County and in E-SE of Brandon and Riverview. In Pinellas County the tracts with
high values for median income are less and scattered around the county, but they show a
concentration in the northern part (Figure 5.14., a). The variable % higher education has high
value tracts concentrated in northern parts in Hillsborough County in census designated places
and New Tampa neighborhood, in South Tampa, in SE area of Brandon, and in Sun City Center.
Pinellas County has high value tracts concentrated in the north-east part of the county, and in the
south part mainly the coastal tracts (Figure 5.14., b).
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a. Median income

b. % Higher education

Figure 5.14. Maps and histograms for a) median income and b) % higher education.
In summary, the spatial distribution of the independent variables shows several patterns:


as expected, population density is higher in urban areas (cities), than in suburban areas
(census designated places);



the pattern displayed by % Hispanic doesn’t resemble any of the other variables’
patterns;
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the pattern for % households with income below poverty level and for %households with
0 vehicles are quite similar. Percent Black has a similar pattern too, but with more high
value tracts concentrated in two main areas;



the variables % population aged under 18 and % population aged 65+ show, not
surprisingly, opposite patterns, both being extreme ranges of the same “age” variable;



the variables % households with 2 or more vehicles, median income and % higher
education have similar patterns especially in the N-NW and E-SE parts of study area
inside Hillsborough County, and in the northern part of Pinellas County.

Table 5.4. Moran’s I test of the untransformed independent variables for all 549 tracts in two
cases: under randomization assumption and using 9999 permutations
Queen (1st order)

Queen (2nd order)

randomization

permutations

randomization permutations

Population density

0.424 ***

0.428 ***

0.330 ***

0.333 ***

% Hispanic

0.590 ***

0.596 ***

0.495 ***

0.500 ***

% Black

0.680 ***

0.686 ***

0.559 ***

0.564 ***

% age < 18

0.360 ***

0.363 ***

0.287 ***

0.290 ***

% age ≥ 65

0.447 ***

0.451 ***

0.345 ***

0.348 ***

% below poverty

0.452 ***

0.456 ***

0.358 ***

0.361 ***

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.454 ***

0.458 ***

0.333 ***

0.336 ***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

0.457 ***

0.461 ***

0.359 ***

0.362 ***

Median income

0.496 ***

0.500 ***

0.402 ***

0.406 ***

% higher education

0.576 ***

0.581 ***

0.425 ***

0.429 ***

Note: Significance code: 0 ‘***’ 0.001.
The spatial pattern of the 10 independent variables is confirmed also by the highly
significant values of Moran’s I which tests the spatial autocorrelation. Table 5.4. shows Moran’s
I values in two cases: under randomization assumption and using 9999 permutations. Each case
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used two versions of spatial matrices: queen contiguity 1 st order and queen contiguity 2nd order
(cumulative). All Moran’s I values are statistically significant at the level between 0 and 0.001.
The values obtained using permutations are slightly higher than the values obtained using
randomization, and Moran’s I values for queen contiguity 1 st order are higher than the ones
resulted using queen contiguity 2 nd order. Significant spatial autocorrelation values reject the null
hypothesis of randomly distributed variables in the study area and independent of the values in
other neighboring spatial units.
The variables’ frequency distributions are predominantly right skewed, except for %
population aged under 18 and % households with 2 or more vehicles which are close to a normal
distribution (Figures 5.11. - 5.14.). Thus these two variables were not transformed for the
regression analysis. A square root transformation was applied to population density, median
income and % higher education. The remaining variables: % Hispanic, % Black, % population
aged 65+, % households with income below poverty level and % households with 0 vehicles were
applied the logarithm transformation based on the exploratory investigation and the estimated
Box-Cox power transformation. The transformations applied were similar for both cases: with
502 tracts for W1, and with 422 tracts for W2, the ones for the second case being presented in
Figure 5.15.
Table 5.5. shows the summary statistics for the independent variables before being
transformed, for the 422 tracts case. Both cases (502 tracts and 422 tracts) had similar ranges for
each variable. The majority of variables, except for the population density, median income and %
higher education, have minimum value of zero, and from these, the ones that were transformed
had to be shifted a unit, to start at 1, because logarithm of zero is undefined. This shifting is just
a linear transformation of the values and does not affect the regression analysis.
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Variable

Before

Transformation

After

Population
density
0.5

% Hispanic
log

% Black
log

% age < 18
No transformation

% age ≥ 65
log

% below
poverty
log

Figure 5.15. Frequency histograms for independent variables before and after transformation
towards normality (n = 422).
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Variable

Before

Transformation

After

% 0 vehicles
households
log

%≥2
vehicles
households

No transformation

Median
income
0.5

% higher
education
0.5

Figure 5.15. (Continued)

Table 5.5. Summary statistics for independent variables before transformation (n = 422)
Pop. density
% Hispanic
% Black
% age < 18
% age ≥ 65
% below poverty
% 0 vehicles hhlds
% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds
Median income
% higher education

Min.
105.9
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
2500
1.538

Max.
16685.0
80.480
97.834
49.590
82.653
97.638
58.769
84.950
120156
77.337

Median
4250.5
11.130
7.423
20.000
13.941
12.156
6.422
46.330
43315
23.674

Mean
4201.7
16.400
15.722
19.880
17.319
14.735
8.992
46.400
46580
25.653

Std.
1913.340
15.317
21.044
7.687
12.606
10.762
8.600
14.507
17466.46
14.087
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Table 5.6. Pearson correlation values for independent variables (n = 421)
%

%

% age

% age

% below

%0

Median

% higher

Hispanic

Black

< 18

≥ 65

poverty

vehicles vehicles income

education

Pop. density

-0.060

0.032

-0.049

0.095

0.154

0.276

-0.341

-0.248

-0.064

% Hispanic

-

0.347

0.373

-0.508

0.231

-0.005

0.122

-0.127

-0.281

-

0.513

-0.519

0.552

0.365

-0.227

-0.459

-0.408

-

-0.624

0.306

-0.013

0.247

-0.097

-0.282

-

-0.217

0.081

-0.259

-0.014

0.146

-

0.619

-0.498

-0.748

-0.541

-

-0.706

-0.713

-0.420

-

0.747

0.333

-

0.700

% Black
% age < 18
% age ≥ 65
% below poverty
% 0 vehicles hhlds
% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds
Median income

%≥2
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Table 5.6. contains Pearson correlation values of the independent variables used in the
regression modeling for the common 421 tracts (422 tracts minus one isolated tract as explained
in methods chapter). The sign and strength of correlations were similar for the 501 tracts case.
The values show a negative strong correlation for % Hispanic and % population aged 65+. A
positive strong correlation is between % Black and % population aged under 18, between %
Black and % households with income below poverty level, and a negative strong correlation
between % Black and % population aged 65+, % Black and median income, and between %
Black and % higher education. Representing extreme ranges for the “age” dimension, %
population aged under 18 and % population aged 65+ are strong and negatively correlated.
Likewise, % households with 0 vehicles and % households with 2 or more vehicles, representing
the vehicles ownership dimension, have a negative strong correlation. The variable % households
with income below poverty level has a strong positive correlation with % households with 0
vehicles, and negative strong correlations with median income, % higher education and %
households with 2 or more vehicles. Median income has positive strong correlation with %
households with 2 or more vehicles, and with % higher education, but negative strong
correlations with % households with 0 vehicles and with % households with income below
poverty level and % Black already mentioned.
5.2. Analysis results
The analysis results present the intra index comparison for each index, W1 and W2, and
the inter index comparison between W1 and W2, in order to investigate the two main research
questions of the thesis. The supplementary research question comparing W1 for 501 tracts and
421 tracts cases is investigated only with classical and spatial regression results for the z scores
standardization method. As a recap, the two walkability indices are:
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𝑊1 =

[2 ∗ (𝑖𝑛𝑡. 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥) + (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)]
5

(4)

𝑊2 =

𝐶𝐼 + (𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥) + (𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎) + 𝐴𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑠 + 𝐴I𝑑𝑒𝑠
6

(5)

where CI = connectivity index; AI = accessibility index; int. density = intersection density measure.

5.2.1. Intra-index comparison: W1, W2
The two walkability indices were mapped for each standardization method using a 7 class
quantile classification (Figure 5.16., 5.17.). W1 has 47 tracts with Null values, due to the
dwelling density criteria (with 2 Null values) and net retail area criteria (with 45 Null values).
The spatial distribution of the values for all three standardization methods looks similar, with
higher values mainly in Tampa City (central and south), St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo, and
smaller concentrations with high-medium values in Plant City, Brandon (central), and Tarpon
Springs (Figure 5.16.). Z scores values range between -1.587 and 3.321, deciles between 1 and
10, and equal interval between 1.2 and 9.2. The frequency distribution of z scores is right
skewed, the one for deciles is slightly left skewed and the one for equal interval approaches a
normal distribution.
W2 has Null values in 127 tracts, due to the one from stops and destinations accessibility
measures, added to the ones from dwelling density and net retail area. The spatial pattern is
similar for all three standardization methods, with higher values grouped mainly in Tampa City
(central and south), St. Petersburg and Clearwater (Figure 5.17.). Z scores values range between
-1.221 and 3.189, deciles between 1.200 and 9.422, and equal interval between 1.456 and 8.645.
Z scores frequency distribution is right skewed due to some outliers, and the ones for deciles and
equal interval are almost approaching a normal distribution.
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W1Z

W1D

W1E

Figure 5.16. W1 (502 tracts) for the three standardization methods. Note: tracts in gray have Null

values.
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W2Z

W2D

W2E

Figure 5.17. W2 (422 tracts) for the three standardization methods. Note: tracts in gray have Null

values.
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The two walkability indices with each standardization method were also tested for spatial
autocorrelation (Table 5.7.), for both queen contiguity 1 st order and queen contiguity 2 nd order,
using randomization and permutations. The results are all statistically highly significant at the
level between 0 and 0.001, confirming the clustered spatial pattern displayed by the maps. They
are slightly higher at permutations approach compared to the randomization one, and greater for
queen contiguity 1st order than for queen contiguity 2nd order. For W1, the 501 tracts case has
higher Moran’s I values compared to 421 tracts case.
Table 5.7. Moran’s I test for walkability indices in two cases: under randomization assumption
and using 9999 permutations
Tracts
#
Z scores
𝑾𝟏

Deciles
Equal interval

Deciles

Queen (2nd order)

randomization permutations randomization permutations

501

0.699 ***

0.709 ***

0.577 ***

0.586 ***

421

0.644 ***

0.652 ***

0.512 ***

0.518 ***

501

0.742 ***

0.753 ***

0.639 ***

0.648 ***

421

0.685 ***

0.694 ***

0.579 ***

0.586 ***

501

0.730 ***

0.741 ***

0.618 ***

0.626 ***

421

0.673 ***

0.681 ***

0.552 ***

0.559 ***

0.660 ***

0.668 ***

0.545 ***

0.551 ***

0.711 ***

0.720 ***

0.623 ***

0.630 ***

0.721 ***

0.730 ***

0.629 ***

0.636

Z scores
𝑾𝟐

Queen (1st order)

421

Equal interval
Significance code: 0 ‘***’ 0.001.

Table 5.8. presents the summary statistics for both indices with the three standardization
methods (z scores, deciles and equal interval). The values for W2D and W2E have more decimals
compared to the values for W1D and W1E because it includes the accessibility indices which have
one of the terms weighted with raw values of one measure. For example, W1D has minimum of 1
and maximum of 10, while W2D has minimum of 1.2 and maximum of 9.422.
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Table 5.8. Summary statistics for walkability indices

Min.
Max.
Median
Mean
Std.

W1Z
-1.587
3.321
0.046
0.030
0.683

(n=502)
W1D
1.000
10.000
6.000
5.614
2.115

W1 (n=502)

W1E
1.200
9.200
5.000
4.960
1.564

W2Z
-1.221
3.189
0.126
0.154
0.532

(n=422)
W2D
1.200
9.422
5.591
5.544
1.742

W2E
1.456
8.645
5.333
5.326
1.414

W2 (n = 422)

Figure 5.18. Scatterplots for the three standardization methods of each index.
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Figure 5.18. shows the scatterplots for W1 and W2 between their standardization methods
and they all display strong, monotone and almost linear relationships, with a few outliers. The
strong associations is also confirmed by the highly correlated values for both Spearman and
Pearson correlations methods (shown in Table 5.9.).
Table 5.9. Correlation values for the three standardization methods of each index

W1Z
W1D

W2Z
W2D

Spearman
W1D
0.978
Spearman
W2D
0.976
-

W1E
0.982
0.981
W2E
0.975
0.988

W1Z
W1D

W2Z
W2D

Pearson
W1D
0.949
Pearson
W2D
0.933
-

W1E
0.968
0.977
W2E
0.945
0.987

The walkability indices were also compared using the difference between them based on
their raw values (Figure 5.19.) or based on their ranked values (Figures 5.20., 5.21.). For W1 the
difference between deciles and equal interval (W1D – W1E) based on raw values rendered 383
tracts where the values for deciles are greater than the values for equal interval, and these cover
Pinellas County almost completely, and most of the Tampa City; 82 tracts have a difference
value less than zero, and are present mainly in census designated places form Hillsborough
County, and around Plant City; and 37 tracts have the same value for deciles and equal interval
classification methods, being grouped around Brandon-Riverview area, NW of Tampa City and a
few in Pinellas County between St. Petersburg and Largo.
For W2 the deciles – equal interval difference (W2D – W2E ) based on raw values has no
zeros, since the formula for this index is more complex and the included accessibility indices
have weighted terms which rendered values with more decimals. In this case there are more
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tracts with difference values greater than zero (289) located mainly in Tampa City, St.
Petersburg, Largo, Clearwater, Palm Harbor, Tarpon Springs and a few grouped in Brandon. The
less than zero values (133 tracts) are mainly in census designated places of the study area.
Raw values
Deciles minus Equal interval
W1D – W1E

Min = -0.800
Max = 2.200
Median = 0.800
Mean = 0.654
Std. = 0.675

W2D – W2E

Min = -0.722
Max = 1.148
Median = 0.226
Mean = 0.219
Std. = 0.412

Figure 5.19. Maps, histograms and summary statistics for W1D – W1E and W2D – W2E raw values.
Comparing to the raw values difference pattern which is more clustered, the difference
between deciles and equal interval based on ranked values shows a scattered pattern (Figure
5.20.). W1 has values greater than zero in 242 tracts, less than zero in 243 tracts, and equal to
zero in 17 tracts. W2 has values greater than zero in 219 tracts, less than zero in 192 tracts and
equal to zero in 11 tracts, scattered across the study area.
For both indices, the number of tracts where deciles values are greater than equal interval
values, predominate in the raw values case, compared to the ranked values case where the
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number of tracts with greater or lower than zero values is relatively equal. The range of
difference values is smaller for the raw values case, for both indices, since deciles and equal
interval had an initial range of 1 to 10. Thus, W1D – W1E ranges between -0.8 and 2.2, and W2D –
W2E ranges between -0.722 and 1.148. Comparatively, the range for differences based on ranked
values is very large, since this ranking implied assigning values from 1 to the total number of
tracts (502 for W1, and 422 for W2), W1 ranging between -142 and 93.5, and W2 between -56
and 57. The frequency distribution of values for deciles minus equal interval in all cases: both
indices, and both raw and ranked values differences, are approaching a normal distribution.
Ranked values
Deciles minus Equal interval
W1D – W1E

Min = -142.000
Max = 93.500
Median = 0.000
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 28.403

W2D – W2E

Min = -56.000
Max = 57.000
Median = 1.500
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 18.647

Figure 5.20. Maps, histograms and summary statistics for W1D – W1E and W2D – W2E ranked
values.
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Ranked values
Z scores minus Deciles
W1Z – W1D

W2Z – W2D

Min = -73.500
Max = 254.500
Median = -1.250
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 30.674

W1Z – W1E

Min = -83.000
Max = 200.000
Median = -2.500
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 26.930

Z scores minus Equal interval
W2Z – W2E

Min = -99.000
Max = 250.500
Median = -0.250
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 27.856

Min = -97.000
Max = 175.000
Median = 0.000
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 27.191

Min = -99.000

250.500values of z scores minus deciles, and of z scores minus
Figure 5.21. Difference maps Max
for =ranked

equal interval.

Median = -0.250
Mean = 0.000
Std. = 27.856
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The difference between z scores and deciles, and z scores and equal interval was
performed only for the ranked values to have the same scale (Figure 5.21.). Both differences for
both indices display mainly a scattered pattern, with right skewed frequency distribution of their
values. For the z scores and deciles difference, W1 has values greater than zero in 231 tracts, less
than zero in 267 tracts (with noticeable clusters in St. Petersburg and Largo-Clearwater area),
and equal to zero in 4 tracts. W2 has 183 tracts with values greater than zero, 228 tracts with
values less than zero (with noticeable clusters in St. Petersburg and Largo-Clearwater area,
similar to the pattern for W1), and 11 tracts with values equal to zero (Figure 5.21.). For the z
scores and equal interval difference, W1 has values greater than zero in 245 tracts, less than zero
in 251 tracts, and equal to zero in 6 tracts. W2 has the same number for values greater than zero
and values less than zero (203) and 16 tracts with values equal to zero.
The ranges for the differences in both cases (z scores minus deciles and z scores minus
equal interval), for both indices are very large, with W1 ranging between -73.5 and 254.5, and
W2 between -83 and 200 for z scores minus deciles, and with W1 ranging between -99 and 250.5,
and W2 between -97 and 175 for z scores minus equal interval.
The results for the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and the parametric t test
for the deciles minus equal interval difference based on raw values are presented in Tables 5.10.
The significant Wilcoxon test rejects the null hypothesis of samples with similar distributions,
while an approximately equal number of positive and negative ranks, and approximately the
same sum of ranks would support the null hypothesis. The numbers of positive and negative
ranks from Wilcoxon test are the same with the greater than zero and less than zero numbers
reported above at the differences based on raw values. For both W1 and W2, Wilcoxon and t tests
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are highly significant, rejecting the null hypothesis of samples with similar distributions and the
same mean values.
Table 5.10. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and t test for W1 (n = 502) and W2 (n = 422)

W1D – W1E
W2D – W2E

ranks #

ranks ∑

Wilcoxon

Test statistic

-

+

-

+

test (w)

z score

82

383

8692

99653

8692

-15.719

0.000*** 21.713 0.000***

133 289 20923 68330

20923

-9.455

0.000*** 10.904 0.000***

Sig.

t
test

Sig.

Note: # means number; ∑ means sum; Sig. means significance.
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

5.2.1.1. Regression modeling results
Classical regression modeling was performed for both walkability indices (W1, W2), with
each of their three standardization methods (z-scores, deciles, equal interval). Walkability index
was the dependent variable in each case and the socio-economic and demographic variables were
used as predictors. The regression modeling started with all ten independent variables and using
variable selection methods and regression diagnostics, the best model was decided for each
index. In some cases, a power transformation was applied to the response to render a better fit.
Also, through outlier and influential observations investigations, some tracts were taken out from
further analysis.
The purpose of regression modeling was to see the associations between census variables
and each index, and to compare the differences or similarities between the results, based on the
different walkability indices and the standardization methods. The intra index comparison for
both indices, and the inter index comparison between indices were based on the 421 common
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tracts. For simplicity the independent variables names were shortened when presented in the
models’ results.
5.2.1.1.1. Intra-index comparison: W1
The comparison between standardization methods for W1 was performed for the 421
common tracts, having W1Z, W1D and W1E as the dependent variables (Table 5.11.). In total,
eight independent variables were included in the three models, with % age ≥ 65 and median
income being excluded from all, and six of them are common to all three models. The signs of
the associations between independent variables and responses are consistent across all three
models, but their statistical significance changes.
Amongst the common variables, population density and % 0 vehicles households are
highly significant (0 – 0.001 level) and positively associated with the indices across all three
models, and % Hispanic is highly significant (0 – 0.001 level) but negatively associated with the
indices across the models. The variable % below poverty is positively associated with the indices
in all three cases and highly significant, with higher significance for W1Z (at a level between 0 –
0.001), and % higher education is also positively associated with the indices in all three cases,
and statistically significant, but at different significance levels: 0 – 0.001 for W1Z, 0.05 - 0.1 for
W1D and 0.001 – 0.01 for W1E. The variable % age < 18 is negatively associated with the indices
in all three cases, and is statistically significant, but its significance levels are increasing from 0 –
0.001 at W1Z, to 0.001 – 0.01 at W1D, and to 0.05 - 0.1 at W1E model. The variable % Black
appears only at W1Z model and is positively associated with the index, but not statistically
significant, and % ≥ 2 vehicles households appears only at the model for W1E, and is statistically
significant but negatively associated with the index. The Adjusted R-squared values for the
models are all over 50%, with the lowest value for W1Z and the greatest for W1E.
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Table 5.11. Comparing regression results for W1 between standardization methods
n = 421
Population density

W1Z
*** ( + )

W1D
*** ( + )

W1E
*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

% Black

“ ”(+)

--

--

% age < 18

*** ( - )

** ( - )

.(-)

% below poverty

*** ( + )

** ( + )

** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

--

--

** ( - )

% higher education

*** ( + )

.(+)

** ( + )

Adjusted R-squared

0.547

0.566

0.589

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.

Figure 5.22. shows the effect plots for the six variables common to all three models. The
x-axis displays the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response
variable in the transformed form (except for W1D where the response’s values were used in the
original form in the regression modeling). Each graph has on the left side the minimum and
maximum values of the response range which the independent variable affect (manually untransformed for W1E) and inside each graph is the range value. Combining all range values for
deciles and equal interval methods from both indices, and separately the ones from z scores
standardization method, the ranges were classified into three categories: high, medium and low.
Even though z scores method has a different scale than the other two standardization methods,
the response ranges can be comparable through the three categories.
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% age < 18
(1.40, 1.21)

% below poverty
(1.14, 1.40)

0.26
1.05

1.90

(5.96, 4.65)

1.73

(5.48, 4.91)

(4.86, 8.58)

(4.29, 7.31)

3.72

(4.36, 5.83)

0.19

(7.06, 5.33)

0.20

(6.60, 5.55)

(1.37, 1.77)

Population density

0.40

(4.97, 6.87)

(1.42, 1.22)

% Hispanic

W1Z
W1D
W1E

3.02

1.31

0.57

1.47

Figure 5.22. Effect plots for W1Z, W1D and W1E - common variables.
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(4.56, 5.84)

0.12

2.53

1.28

0.51

(4.98, 5.64)

0.33

W1E

(4.79, 7.32)

(1.14, 1.47)
(1.27, 1.39)

W1D

(5.91, 6.42)

% 0 vehicles hhlds
% higher education

W1Z

0.66

% Black

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

W1Z

W1E

0.06

(5.84, 4.75)

(1.28, 1.34)

Figure 5.22. (Continued)

1.09

Figure 5.23. Effect plots for W1Z and W1E - uncommon variables.
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Population density is the only variable that has a high range for the affected response
across the three models, and % higher education affects a low response range in all three models.
The variables % Hispanic and % below poverty affect medium response ranges for W1Z and
W1D, and a low response range for W1E. The variable % 0 vehicles households affects high range
for W1Z and W1D, but a low range for W1E; and % age < 18 affects a medium range for W1Z and
low ranges for and W1E and W1D. The two independent uncommon variables (Figure 5.23.)
affect low response ranges.
5.2.1.1.2. Intra-index comparison: W2
The regression modeling results for the three standardization methods of W2 are
presented in Table 5.12. Eight independent variables were included in total in the three models,
median income being excluded from all models. The signs of the associations between
independent variables and responses are consistent across all three models, but their statistical
significance changes.
Population density and % 0 vehicles households are the only variables highly significant
(0 – 0.001 level) in all three cases, and positively associated with the indices. The variable %
Hispanic is negatively associated with the indices in all cases and it is statistically significant (at
0.01 – 0.05 level for W2Z and W2D, and at 0 – 0.001 level for W2E). The variable % Black is
positively associated with the index in all three cases, and statistically significant (at 0.001 – 0.01
level for W2Z, 0.01 – 0.05 for W2D, and 0.05 – 0.1 for W2E). The variable % age < 18 is
negatively associated with the indices in all three cases, and is statistically significant (at 0 –
0.001 level for W2Z and W2E, and at 0.001 – 0.01 level for W2D). The variable % below poverty
is positively associated with the indices in all three cases and highly significant (at 0 – 0.001
level for W2Z and W2E, and at 0.001 – 0.01 for W2D). % higher education is positively associated
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with the indices in all three cases, and statistically significant (at 0 – 0.001 level for W2Z, 0.01 –
0.05 for W2D and 0.001 – 0.01 for W2E. The variable % age ≥ 65 is included in the final model
only at W2E, and it is negatively associated with the index at a level of significance between 0.01
– 0.05. The Adjusted R-squared values for the models are all over 40%, with the lowest value for
W2Z, and the highest for W2E.
Table 5.12. Comparing regression results for W2 between standardization methods
n = 421

W2Z

W2D

W2E

Population density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*(-)

*(-)

*** ( - )

% Black

** ( + )

*(+)

.(+)

% age < 18

*** ( - )

** ( - )

*** ( - )

% age ≥ 65

--

--

*(-)

% below poverty

*** ( + )

** ( + )

*** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% higher education

*** ( + )

*(+)

** ( + )

Adjusted R-squared

0.449

0.452

0.493

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
Figure 5.24. shows the effect plots for the six variables common to all three models. The
x-axis displays the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response
variable in the transformed. Each graph has on the left side the minimum and maximum values
of the response range which the independent variable affects and inside each graph is the range
value. Combining all range values for deciles and equal interval methods from both indices, and
separately the ones from z scores standardization method, the ranges were classified into three
categories: high, medium and low. Even though z scores method has a different scale than the
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(1.28, 1.09)

% age < 18

0.10

0.19
(5.05, 5.81)

0.76

(5.83, 4.80)

0.92

(5.02, 5.47)

(5.94, 5.02)

0.10

(1.23, 1.49)

(5.77, 8.52)

(5.53, 7.78)

2.75

(5.98, 4.53)

(1.24, 1.14)

(1.14, 1.24)

Population density

0.26

(6.12, 4.73)

% Hispanic

% Black

W2Z
W2D
W2E

1.39

2.25

1.03

0.45

1.45

Figure 5.24. Effect plots for W2Z, W2D and W2E.
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(4.21, 6.04)

2.74
(4.08, 6.48)

2.40

0.75
(4.98, 5.77)

(1.13, 1.31)

(4.39, 6.20)

(1.00, 1.37)

% higher education

0.18

1.83

(4.10, 6.84)

(1.02, 1.31)

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.37

1.81

(5.17, 5.92)

% below poverty

0.29

(5.98, 4.80)

% age ≥ 65

W2Z
W2D
W2E

0.79

1.18

Figure 5.24. (Continued)
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other two standardization methods, the response ranges can be comparable through the three
categories.
The variable % below poverty affects medium response range across the models and the
variables % Hispanic and % Black affect low response ranges across all three models.
Population density affects medium ranges at W2Z and W2E, but a high range at W2D. The
variable % age < 18 affects a medium response range at W2Z and low ranges at W2D and W2E.
The variable % 0 vehicles households affects high ranges at W2Z and W2D, but a medium range at
W2E. The variable % higher education affects a medium range for W2Z, but low ranges for W2D
and W2E.The variable % age ≥ 65 presented only at W2E affects a low response range.
5.2.1.2. Spatial regression results
Spatial regression modeling continued the classical regression modeling for both
walkability indices, with the 421 common tracts, applying the same selected variables and
investigation decisions (e.g. response transformations, outliers’ exclusion). Through spatial
regression modeling, the best spatial model was decided for each index, for each standardization
method.
5.2.1.2.1. Intra-index comparison: W1
The intra-index comparison for the spatial regression results was performed based on the
final spatial models decided at each standardization method, on the spatial weights matrix used,
on the residual maps for classical regression (ordinary least square – OLS) and for spatial
regression models, and based on their regression coefficients (impacts) that the independent
variables rendered at each model.
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Table 5.13. shows the final spatial models chosen for each model. Both W1Z and W1D
have the spatial Durbin model as the best fit spatial model, and W1E has the spatial Durbin error
model. To account for spatial autocorrelation in the data, W1Z used queen contiguity 1 st order
spatial matrix, and W1D and W1E used queen contiguity 2nd order (cumulative). In all three
models the spatial coefficients rho and lambda are highly significant, which mean that the spatial
models are better fitted for the data, than classical models. The Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) values are shown comparatively with the OLS AIC values, and in all cases the lower AIC
values for the spatial models confirm its better fit. The Lagrange Multiplier test for residual
autocorrelation (named “Res. auto.” in the table) are not statistically significant for the spatial
Durbin models (at W1Z and W1D) meaning that the spatial autocorrelation was accounted for by
the selected spatial models. The spatial Durbin error model from W1E is an extension of the
spatial error model which accounts for spatial dependence in the data through the error term, thus
its left residuals are uncorrelated.
The table (5.13.) shows also the p-values of anova test which investigates which model is
better: spatial lag model or spatial Durbin model. Its high significance confirms the decision of
choosing the spatial Durbin model for both W1Z and W1D. The next test, of common factor
hypothesis (named “C. F. hyp.” in the table) investigates which model between spatial Durbin
and spatial error is the best. Its highly significant p-value at W1Z and W1D confirms that the
spatial Durbin model is the best in these cases. The common factor hypothesis test between
spatial Durbin and spatial error model for W1E rendered a non-significant value (0.244), which
suggested that the spatial error model was better. After applying the spatial error model and then
its extension - the spatial Durbin error model, based on the lowest AIC value, spatial Durbin
error model was decided as best fitted in this case.
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Table 5.13. Spatial regression results for W1Z, W1D and W1E
W1Z

W1D

W1E

Spatial model

Durbin

Durbin

Durbin Error

Spatial matrix

Queen 1st

Queen 2nd

Queen 2nd

Rho

0.340 ***

0.570 ***
0.656 ***

Lambda
AIC
AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)
Anova (p-value)
C. F. hyp. (p-value)

-447.580

1230.000

-280.900

-417.390

1277.300

-221.710

0.566

0.938

3.132e-09 ***

7.556e-05 ***

5.3e-10 ***

2.107e-05 ***

0.244 (see note)

Note: common factor hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model,
before deciding the spatial Durbin error model. Significance code: 0 ‘***’ 0.001
Figure 5.25. shows the maps of residuals for all three models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation at the spatial models (excluding spatial error
models). Moran’s I test values for OLS residuals are highly significant in all three cases, and
confirm the spatial pattern displayed by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in
the cities (Tampa, St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban
areas, in all three models. The spatial autocorrelation test for the spatial models has nonsignificant p-values, meaning that the spatial models used accounted for the autocorrelation. This
is also confirmed visually by the less clustered spatial pattern displayed by the residual maps.
Table 5.14. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their impacts from the spatial models. The spatial models
have direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts for each included variable.
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Residuals

W1Z

W1D

W1E

0.248 ***

0.245 ***

0.230 ***

0.566

0.938

(see note)

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.25. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression, for W1.
Note: W1E has spatial Durbin error model as the best fit.
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The direct impact represents the coefficient of the variable from a spatial unit, indirect impact
represents the effect of the same variable but from the neighboring spatial units, and the total
impact is their sum. Since OLS regression doesn’t account for spatial dependence, its
coefficients are equivalent to direct impacts from spatial regression modeling. W1E has the
spatial Durbin error model as the chosen model, and the impacts in this case are represented by
variable coefficients as direct impacts, and by the lagged variables’ coefficients as the indirect
impacts. Their sum gives the total impact, but its statistical significance calculation is not
implemented in the R statistical language yet, so it was left empty in the table.
The variables coefficients form OLS regression are not identical with the direct impact
from the spatial regression in any case, for any variable, and their significance levels are
different most of the time. The only independent variable which has the same high significance
(0 – 0.001 level) across the three models (except for total impact significance unknown for W1E),
and which has positive coefficients and impacts across the models, is population density. The
other variables have the same sign for direct impacts as the one for OLS coefficients (except for
% Hispanic at W1Z), but the indirect and total impacts change signs most of the times.
The variable % Hispanic, which is highly significant at OLS and negatively associated,
has negative impacts in all cases, except for the direct impact at W1Z (not statistically
significant). The variable has two significance level for its impacts (0.01 – 0.05 and 0.001 –
0.01) and it has several non-significant impacts, like for example all three impacts from W1D.
The variable % Black, included only at W1Z, is positively associated and non-significant for all
(coefficient and impacts). The variable % age < 18 has negative OLS coefficients and spatial
impacts in all cases, except for positive indirect and total impacts at W1E. Its spatial impacts have
two significance levels (0.01 – 0.05 and 0.05 – 0.1) or no significance at all.
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Table 5.14. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W1
W1

OLS

Spatial

OLS

W1D

Spatial

OLS

0.006***
0.067***
0.046***
0.011***
I
0.004***
0.062***
T
0.010***
0.108***
D
-0.046***
0.001
-0.393***
-0.119
-0.065***
% Hispanic
I
-0.051*
-0.169
T
-0.050**
-0.288
D
0.014
0.011
---% Black
I
0.006
-T
0.017
-D
-0.005***
-0.003*
-0.026**
-0.016*
-0.003 .
% age < 18
I
-0.003
-0.007
T
-0.006 .
-0.024
D
0.067***
0.035*
0.432**
0.235 .
0.074**
% below poverty
I
-0.107*
-1.788*
T
-0.072
-1.554 .
D
0.084***
0.064***
0.643***
0.476***
0.072***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
0.160***
1.664*
T
0.224***
2.140**
D
-----0.003**
% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds
I
--T
--D
0.033***
0.099 .
0.087 .
0.028**
% higher education 0.024***
I
-0.027*
-0.330*
T
0.006
-0.243
Note: D = direct impact, I = indirect impact, T = total impact. “--” variable not included in the model.
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
D

Population density

0.008***

W1Z

W1E

Spatial

0.008***
0.009***
-0.029*
-0.058
----0.001
0.008
0.025
-0.120
0.019
0.088
-0.004***
-0.007*
0.017 .
-0.005
-
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The variable % below poverty, which is positively associated with the indices at OLS
regression, has positive direct impacts for all models, but negative indirect and total impacts in
all three cases, which means the indirect impacts are greater than the direct ones. Its spatial
impacts have two significance levels (0.01 – 0.05 and 0.05 – 0.1) or no significance. The variable
% 0 vehicles households has all coefficients and impacts positively associated with the indices in
all three cases, and they have different significance levels, or no significance at all (at W1E). The
variable % ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds included only at W1E, is statistically significant and negatively
associated with the index. The variable % higher education, positively and significant associated
with the indices at OLS regression, has positive direct impacts in all three cases, but negative
indirect ones in all cases, with positive total impacts (except for W1D). The variable has
difference level of significance for its impacts or no significance at all.
5.2.1.2.2. Intra-index comparison: W2
Table 5.15. shows the final spatial models chosen for each model: W2Z, W2D and W2E.
They all have the spatial Durbin model as the best fit spatial model, and used queen contiguity 1 st
order spatial matrix to account for spatial autocorrelation. In all three models the spatial
coefficients rho are highly significant, which mean that the spatial models are better fitted for the
data, than classical models. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) values are shown
comparatively with the OLS AIC values, and in all cases the lower AIC values for the spatial
models confirm its better fit. The Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation (named
“Res. auto.” in the table) are not statistically significant in any case meaning that the spatial
autocorrelation was accounted for by the selected spatial models. The significant anova test
between spatial lag model and spatial Durbin model, and the significant common factor
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hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model, confirm the better match
to the data of the spatial Durbin model.
Table 5.15. Spatial regression results for W2Z, W2D and W2E
W2Z

W2D

W2E

Spatial model

Durbin

Durbin

Durbin

Spatial matrix

Queen 1st

Queen 1st

Queen 1st

Rho

0.453 ***

0.482 ***

0.443 ***

AIC

-477.930

-48.664

-251.740

-418.580

29.134

-182.020

0.951

0.339

0.156

Anova (p-value)

1.634e-12 ***

0.000 ***

0.000 ***

C. F. hyp. (p-value)

6.308e-06 ***

0.010 *

6.987e-05 ***

AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)

Significance code: 0 ‘***’ 0.001
Figure 5.26. shows the maps of residuals for all three models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation at the spatial models. Moran’s I test values
for OLS residuals are highly significant in all three cases and confirm the spatial pattern
displayed by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in the cities (Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban areas, in all three models.
For W2D the spatial pattern of residuals for OLS is closer to the spatial pattern of OLS residuals
for W2E, especially around south Tampa. The spatial autocorrelation test for the spatial models
has non-significant p-values, meaning that the spatial models used accounted for the
autocorrelation. This is also confirmed visually by the less clustered spatial pattern displayed by
the residual maps.
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Residuals

W2Z

W2D

W2E

0.319 ***

0.379 ***

0.363 ***

0.951

0.339

0.156

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.26. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression, for W2.
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Table 5.16. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W2
W2
D

OLS

W2Z

Population density

0.005***

% Hispanic

-0.023*

% Black

0.024**

% age < 18

-0.005***

I
T
D
I
T
D
I
T
D
I
T
D

% age ≥ 65

--

I
T

0.003***
0.004**
0.006***
0.028*
-0.059**
-0.032
0.020*
0.010
0.031
-0.003**
-0.004
-0.007*
----

OLS

W2D

0.010***

-0.045*

0.037*

-0.007**

--

Spatial

0.005***
0.008***
0.014***
0.039*
-0.091*
-0.052
0.039*
0.035
0.074 .
-0.004*
-0.012*
-0.016*
----

OLS
0.008***

-0.051***

0.022 .

-0.008***

-0.058*

0.029 .
0.090**
0.027
0.092***
-0.105*
-0.285**
T
-0.076
-0.257*
D
0.092***
0.071***
0.150***
0.116***
0.133***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
0.159***
0.257***
T
0.230***
0.372***
D
0.042***
0.031*
0.048***
0.032**
% higher education 0.034***
I
-0.035**
-0.099***
T
0.008
-0.051*
Note: D = direct impact, I = indirect impact, T = total impact. “--” means missing variable.
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
D

% below poverty

I

0.067***

Spatial

W2E

Spatial

0.004***
0.008***
0.012***
0.008
-0.115***
-0.107***
0.022
-0.030
-0.008
-0.005**
-0.014**
-0.019***
-0.041 .
-0.286***
-0.327***
0.034 .
-0.168*
-0.134 .
0.094***
0.243***
0.336***
0.026**
-0.051**
-0.024
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Table 5.16. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts from the
spatial models. The variables coefficients form OLS regression are different than the direct
impact from the spatial regression, except for % Black at W2E. The variable % 0 vehicles
households is the only one that have the same high significance (0 – 0.001 level) for all OLS
coefficients and spatial impacts across the three models and has positive coefficients and impacts
across all models. Population density variable has almost identical consistency for significance
levels and association signs across models, except for the indirect impact from W2Z with a lower
significance level (0.001 – 0.01). The variable % age < 18 has a negative association with
indices in all three models, for both kind of regression, with different significance levels,
including a non-significant indirect impact at W2Z.
The variable % Hispanic has negative association with the index for the OLS regression
and for the spatial regression (indirect and total impacts), but positive direct impacts across all
three models. The variable has different significance levels across the models, including three
non-significant spatial impacts. The variable % below poverty, with a positive and significant
association at OLS regression, has positive direct impacts, but negative indirect and total impacts
across the three models. The variable has different significance levels across the models,
including a non-significant direct impact at W2D. The variable % Black has a positive association
across models, except for indirect and total impacts from W2E, and only three out of nine spatial
impacts across the models are significant at 0.01 – 0.05 and 0.05 – 0.1 levels. The variable %
higher education has positive association for OLS coefficients and direct impacts across the
three models, but negative association for indirect and total impacts across the models (except
for a positive total impact at W2Z). The variable has different significance levels across the
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models including two non-significant total impacts. The variable % age ≥ 65 included only at
W2E has a negative association for both OLS and spatial regressions with stronger significance
levels for indirect and total impacts (0 – 0.001).
5.2.2. Inter-index comparison between W1 and W2
For the inter index comparison, the two indices were mapped for z scores standardization
method using the breaks of -1.5, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5. Both indices show similar spatial
distribution of their values with higher values clustered mainly in Tampa City, St. Petersburg,
Clearwater and Largo. W1Z has a larger range, between -1.587 and 3.321, compared with W2Z
ranging between -1.221 and 3.189. Both have right skewed distribution of their values (Figure
5.27.).
Deciles and equal interval versions of the two indices were mapped using 9 classes with
breaks of 2, 3 … 9. W1D and W2D show similar spatial variation of their values, with clusters of
higher values mainly in Tampa City, St. Petersburg, Clearwater and Largo. The range for W1D
values is between 1 and 10, and for W2D is smaller, between 1.200 and 9.422. Both have left
skewed towards normal distributions (Figure 5.28.). Similarly, W1E and W2E have the same
spatial patter as for deciles method, and their ranges are between 1.2. and 9.2 for W1E , and
between 1.456 and 8.645 for W2E, with their values almost approaching normal distributions
(Figure 5.29.).
Using only the 422 tracts common to both walkability indices, the indices were
investigated with scatterplots and Spearman and Pearson correlations values, between z scores,
deciles and equal interval. Figure 5.30. shows that all three cases have strong correlation values
and display monotonic and almost linear relationships, with several outliers.
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W1Z

W2Z

Figure 5.27. W1Z and W2Z: maps and histograms.

W1D

W2D

Figure 5.28. W1D and W2D: maps and histograms.
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W1E

W2E

Figure 5.29. W1E and W2E: maps and histograms.

The inter index comparison of the differences maps was performed between z scores,
deciles and equal interval of both indices based on the raw values also for the 422 common tracts
(Figure 5.31.). The values for W2Z – W1Z show mainly a scattered pattern, but with some
noticeable patches of greater than zero values in Brandon, Riverview, NW Tampa, and north of
St. Petersburg. This difference rendered 221 tracts with values greater than zero and 201 tracts
with values less than zero, with a range of values from -1.656 to 0.814. The values for W2D –
W1D are predominantly less than zero in 328 tracts, with the values greater than zero (in 94
tracts) grouped in main two patches between SE Tampa and Brandon and North of St.
Petersburg. The range of values for this difference is between -2.486 and 2.532. The values for
W2E – W1E display a more random pattern with 228 tracts where the difference values are greater
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than zero and 194 tracts where they are lower than zero. The range for this difference is between
-1.637 and 2.375.

(n = 422)

Scatterplot

Spearman

Pearson

W1Z – W2Z

0.925

0.923

W1D – W2D

0.929

0.925

W1E – W2E

0.908

0.906

Figure 5.30. Comparison between indices - correlation values and scatterplots (n = 422).
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W2 minus W1 (raw values)

W2Z – W1Z
Min = -1.656
Max = 0.814
Median = 0.009
Mean = -0.010
Std. = 0.252

W2D – W1D

Min = -2.486
Max = 2.532
Median = -0.504
Mean = -0.521
Std. = 0.720

W2E – W1E
Min = -1.637
Max = 2.375
Median = 0.041
Mean = 0.042
Std. = 0.614

Figure 5.31. Comparison between the two indices, for each: z scores, deciles and equal interval,
using raw values (maps, histograms and summary statistics).
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Table 5.17. Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and t test for W1 and W2 (n = 422) between each
standardization method
ranks #

ranks ∑

Wilcoxon

Test statistic

-

+

-

+

test (w)

z score

Sig.

test

Sig.

W1Z – W2Z

201

221

45300

43953

43953

-0.269

0.788

-0.802

0.423

W1D – W2D

328

94

76669

12584

12584

-12.781 0.000***

W1E – W2E

194

228

41365

47888

41365

-1.301

0.193

t

-14.860 0.000***
1.394

0.164

The inter index comparison between W1 and W2 produced a significant Wilcoxon test
value for W1D – W2D, which means the deciles values for each index come from different
distributions (Table 5.17.). The Wilcoxon test between z scores for both indices, and equal
interval for both indices, rendered insignificant values, meaning the distributions the samples are
coming from are quite similar. The t tests between W1 and W2 reject the null hypothesis of
sample with the same mean value for deciles difference, but did not reject the null hypothesis at z
scores differences and equal interval differences.
5.2.2.1. Regression modeling results
5.2.2.1.1. Inter-index comparison between W1Z and W2Z
Table 5.18. presents the regression results of z scores method for both walkability
indices. All seven independent variables are common to both W1Z and W2Z, and the signs of the
associations between the independent variables and the walkability indices are the same for both
models. The variables population density, % below poverty, % 0 vehicles households and %
higher education are positively associated with the indices and highly significant for both models
(at 0 – 0.001 level). The variable % age < 18 is negatively associated with the indices and highly
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significant (at 0 – 0.001 level) for both models. The variable % Hispanic is negatively associated
with the indices and statistically significant (at 0 – 0.001 level for W1Z, and at 0.01 – 0.05 level
for W2Z), and the variable % Black it positively associated in both cases and statistically
significant for W2Z (at 0.001 – 0.01 level) but statistically insignificant for W1Z. The Adjusted Rsquared is greater, over 50% for W1Z compared to over 40% for W2Z.
Table 5.18. Regression results for W1Z and W2Z
n = 421

W1Z

W2Z

Population density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*(-)

% Black

“ ”(+)

** ( + )

% age < 18

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

% below poverty

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% higher education

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

Adjusted R-squared

0.547

0.449

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant.
Figure 5.32. shows the effect displays for both models, W1Z and W2Z. The x-axis displays
the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response variable in the
transformed form (both square root transformed, W1Z values being shifted with 1.6 and W2Z
values being shifted with 1.3). Each graph has on the left side the minimum and maximum
values of the response range which the independent variable affect and inside each graph is the
range value. Combining all the ranges affected by the variables at z scores standardization
method, the range values were broadly classified into three categories: high, medium and low.
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The variable % 0 vehicles households is the only one that affects a high response range in
both models, the variables % age < 18 (which has the same range value in both cases) and %
below poverty affect medium response ranges in both models, and % Black affects a low
response range in both models. The variable population density affects a high response range for
W1Z but a medium range for W2Z; the variable % Hispanic affects a medium response range for
W1Z but a low range for W2Z; and the variable % higher education affects a low response range
for W1Z but a medium range for W2Z.

0.20

0.06

(1.24, 1.14)

0.40

(1.23, 1.49)

W2Z

(1.14, 1.24)

(1.42, 1.22)

(1.28, 1.34)

(1.37, 1.77)

% Hispanic
% Black

Population density

W1Z

0.26

0.10

0.10

Figure 5.32. Effect plots for W1Z and W2Z (n = 421).
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W1Z

W2Z
0.19

(1.40, 1.21)
(1.14, 1.40)

% 0 vehicles hhlds

(1.14, 1.47)

0.33

(1.27, 1.39)

0.12

(1.02, 1.31)

0.29

(1.00, 1.37)

0.37

(1.13, 1.31)

(1.28, 1.09)

% age < 18
% below poverty

0.26

% higher education

0.19

0.18

Figure 5.32. (Continued) Effect plots for W1Z and W2Z (n = 421).

5.2.2.1.2. Inter-index comparison between W1D and W2D
Table 5.19. presents the regression results of deciles method for both walkability indices.
Six out of seven independent variables are common to both W1D and W2D, and the signs of the
associations between variables and the indices are the same for both models. Population density
and % 0 vehicles households are positively associated with the indices and highly significant (at
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0 – 0.001 level) for both models. The variable % below poverty has a positive association with
both indices and is statistically significant at a level between 0.001 – 0.01 for both models, and
% age < 18 is negatively associated with the indices and statistically significant for both models
(at 0.001 – 0.01 level). The variable % Hispanic is negatively associated with the indices in both
cases, and it is statistically significant (at 0 – 0.001 level for W1D, and 0.01 – 0.05 for W2D); the
variable % higher education is positively associated with both indices and statistically significant
(at 0.05 – 0.1 level for W1D, and 0.01 – 0.05 level for W2D); the variable % Black it not included
at W1D, and is positively associated with W2D and statistically significant at a level between 0.01
– 0.05. The Adjusted R-squared is greater for W1D (over 50%) compared to W2D (over 40%).
Table 5.19. Regression results for W1D and W2D
n = 421

W1D

W2D

Population density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*(-)

% Black

--

*(+)

% age < 18

** ( - )

** ( - )

% below poverty

** ( + )

** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% higher education

.(+)

*(+)

Adjusted R-squared

0.566

0.452

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
Figure 5.33. shows the effect displays for both indices, W1D and W2D. The x-axis
displays the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response
variable in the transformed form (except for W1D where the response’s values were used in the
original form in the regression modeling). Each graph has on the left side the minimum and
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maximum values of the response range which the independent variable affect (manually untransformed for W2D) and inside each graph is the range value. Combining all the response
ranges affected by the variables from the deciles and equal interval methods, the range values
were classified into three categories: high, medium and low.
The variables population density and % 0 vehicles households are the only ones affecting
high response ranges in both models. The variable % below poverty affects a medium range in
both models, and the variables % age < 18 and % higher education affect low ranges in both
models. The variable % Hispanic affects a medium range at W1D, but a low range at W2D. The
variable % Black included only at W2D affects a low response range.

1.73

1.05

(5.94, 5.02)

3.72

(5.77, 8.52)

W2D

(6.12, 4.73)

(4.86, 8.58)
(7.06, 5.33)
(6.60, 5.55)

% age < 18

% Hispanic

Population density

W1D

2.75

0.92

1.39

Figure 5.33. Effect plots for W1D and W2D (n = 421).
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(4.39, 6.20)
(4.10, 6.84)

2.74

(5.17, 5.92)

(4.97, 6.87)
(4.79, 7.32)
(5.91, 6.42)

0.51

1.81

0.75

(5.05, 5.81)

% below poverty

2.53

% Black

1.90

% 0 vehicles hhlds

W2D

% higher education

W1D

0.76

Figure 5.33. (Continued) Effect plots for W1D and W2D (n = 421).

5.2.2.1.3. Inter-index comparison between W1E and W2E
Table 5.20. presents the regression results of equal interval method for both walkability
indices. Six out of nine independent variables are common to both W1E and W2E, and the signs of
the associations between the variables and the indices are the same for both models. The
variables population density and % 0 vehicles households are positively associated with the
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index and highly significant for both indices (at 0 – 0.001 level). The variable % Hispanic is
negatively associated with both indices, and statistically significant at both models (at 0 – 0.001
level). The variable % higher education is positively associated with both indices and
statistically significant at a level between 0.001 – 0.01 for both models.
Table 5.20. Regression results for W1E and W2E
n = 421

W1E

W2E

Population density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

% Black

--

.(+)

% age < 18

.(-)

*** ( - )

% age ≥ 65

--

*(-)

% below poverty

** ( + )

*** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

** ( - )

--

% higher education

** ( + )

** ( + )

Adjusted R-squared

0.589

0.493

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
The variable % age < 18 is negatively associated with the indices and it is statistically
significant (at 0.05 – 0.1 level for W1E and at 0 – 0.001 level for W2E); the variable % below
poverty has a positive association with both indices and is statistically significant (at 0.001 – 0.01
level for W1E and at 0.001 – 0.01 level for W2E). The variable % Black is included only at W2E
and is positively associated with the index and statistically significant at a level between 0.05 –
0.1; % age ≥ 65 included only at W2E is negatively associated with the index and statistically
significant at a level between 0.01 – 0.05; and the variable % ≥ 2 vehicles households included
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only at W1E, is negatively associated with the index and statistically significant at a level
between 0.001 – 0.01. The Adjusted R-squared is greater for W1E (over 50%) compared to W2E
(over 40%).

3.02

(5.53, 7.78)

(4.29, 7.31)

W2E

(5.83, 4.80)

0.57

1.47

1.45
(5.98, 4.53)

(5.48, 4.91)
(4.36, 5.83)

2.25

1.03

(4.21, 6.04)

% age < 18

(5.96, 4.65)

1.31

% below poverty

% Hispanic

Population density

W1E

1.83

Figure 5.34. Effect plots for W1E and W2E (n = 421) – common variables.
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(4.98, 5.64)

0.66

(4.08, 6.48)

(4.56, 5.84)

1.28

2.40

(4.98, 5.77)

% 0 vehicles hhlds

W2E

% higher education

W1E

0.79

(5.84, 4.75)
(5.02, 5.47)

(5.98, 4.80)

% ≥ 2 vehicles
% age ≥ 65

% Black

Figure 5.34. (Continued) Effect plots for W1E and W2E (n = 421) – common variables.

1.09
W1E

W2E
0.45

1.18
W2E

Figure 5.35. Effect plots for W1E and W2E (n = 421) – uncommon variables.
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Figures 5.34. shows the effect displays for both indices, W1E and W2E. The x-axis
displays the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response
variable in the transformed form. Each graph has on the left side the minimum and maximum
values of the response range which the independent variable affect (manually un-transformed)
and inside each graph is the range value. Combining all the response ranges affected by the
variables from the deciles and equal interval methods, the range values were classified into three
categories: high, medium and low.
The variables % Hispanic, % age < 18 and % higher education affect low response
ranges for both models. The variables % below poverty and % 0 vehicles households affect low
response ranges at W1E and medium response ranges at W2E. The variable population density
affects a high response range at W1E and medium response ranges at W2E. All three uncommon
variables (Figure 5.35.) affect a low response range.
5.2.2.2. Spatial regression results
5.2.2.2.1. Inter-index comparison between W1Z and W2Z
Table 5.21. shows that both models, W1Z and W2Z, have the spatial Durbin model as the
best fit spatial model, and used queen contiguity 1 st order spatial matrix to account for spatial
autocorrelation. They both have highly significant spatial coefficients greater for W2Z and lower
AIC values for the spatial models compared to AIC from OLS regression, confirming the better
fit of the spatial models. The Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation (named “Res.
auto.” in the table) are not statistically significant in any case meaning that the spatial
autocorrelation was accounted for by the selected spatial models. The significant anova test
between spatial lag model and spatial Durbin model, and the significant common factor
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hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model, confirm the better match
to the data of the spatial Durbin model.
Table 5.21. Spatial regression results for W1Z and W2Z
W1Z

W2Z

Spatial model

Durbin

Durbin

Spatial matrix

Queen 1st

Queen 1st

Rho

0.340 ***

0.453 ***

AIC

-447.580

-477.930

-417.390

-418.580

0.566

0.951

3.132e-09 ***

1.634e-12 ***

5.3e-10 ***

6.308e-06 ***

AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)
Anova (p-value)
C. F. hyp. (p-value)

Significance code: 0 ‘***’ 0.001

Figure 5.36. shows the maps of residuals for both models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation at the spatial models. Moran’s I test values
for OLS residuals are highly significant in both cases and confirm the spatial pattern displayed
by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in the cities (Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban areas. The spatial autocorrelation test
for the spatial models has non-significant p-values, meaning that the spatial models used
accounted for the autocorrelation. This is also confirmed visually by the less clustered spatial
pattern displayed by the residual maps.
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Residuals

W1Z

W2Z

0.248 ***

0.319 ***

0.566

0.951

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.36. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression for W1Z and W2Z.
Table 5.22. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts from the
spatial models. The variables coefficients form OLS regression are different than the direct
impact from the spatial regression, but they have the same sign of the association, except for %
Hispanic variable with positive sign for the direct impacts from both models. The variable % 0
vehicles households is the only one that has the same high significance (0 – 0.001 level) for all
OLS coefficients and spatial impacts across both models and has positive coefficients and
impacts across both models. The variable population density has positive association for both
models and both regressions, and high significance across the models (0 - 0.001), except for the
indirect impact from W2Z with a lower significance (0.001 - 0.01).
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Table 5.22. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W1Z and W2Z
Z scores

W1Z
OLS

Spatial

OLS

0.006***
0.005***
I
0.004***
T
0.010***
D
-0.046***
0.001
-0.023*
% Hispanic
I
-0.051*
T
-0.050**
D
0.014
0.011
0.024**
% Black
I
0.006
T
0.017
D
-0.005***
-0.003*
-0.005***
% age < 18
I
-0.003
T
-0.006 .
D
0.067***
0.035*
0.067***
% below poverty
I
-0.107*
T
-0.072
D
0.084***
0.064***
0.092***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
0.160***
T
0.224***
D
0.033***
0.034***
% higher education 0.024***
I
-0.027*
T
0.006
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
D

Population density

0.008***

W2Z
Spatial
0.003***
0.004**
0.006***
0.028*
-0.059**
-0.032
0.020*
0.010
0.031
-0.003**
-0.004
-0.007*
0.029 .
-0.105*
-0.076
0.071***
0.159***
0.230***
0.042***
-0.035**
0.008

The variable % Black has a positive association for both models and both regressions, but
the OLS coefficient and impacts from W1Z, and the indirect and total impacts from W2Z are nonsignificant. The variable % age < 18 has negative association for both models and both OLS
coefficients and spatial impacts, with different significance levels, including non-significant
indirect impacts at both models. The variable % Hispanic has a negative association for OLS
coefficients and indirect and total impacts for both models, but direct impacts have a positive
sign. The variable has different significance levels, including non-significant impacts (direct
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impact at W1Z and total impact at W2Z). The variable % below poverty has positive association
for OLS coefficients and direct impacts for both models, but negative association for the indirect
and total impacts. The variable has difference significance levels, with a stronger significance for
OLS coefficients than the impacts, at both models, and the total impacts from both models are
non-significant. The variable % higher education has positive association and the same
significance level (0 - 0.001) for OLS coefficients and direct impact from both models, and
positive but non-significant total impact at both models. Its indirect impacts at both models are
negative and statistically significant.
5.2.2.2.2. Inter-index comparison between W1D and W2D
Table 5.23. Spatial regression results for W1D and W2D
W1D

W2D

Spatial model

Durbin

Durbin

Spatial matrix

Queen 2nd

Queen 1st

Rho

0.570 ***

0.482 ***

AIC

1230.000

-48.664

1277.300

29.134

0.938

0.339

Anova (p-value)

7.556e-05 ***

0.000 ***

C. F. hyp. (p-value)

2.107e-05 ***

0.010 *

AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Table 5.23. shows that both models, W1D and W2D, have the spatial Durbin model as the
best fit spatial model, but they used different spatial matrices: queen contiguity 2nd t order spatial
matrix for W1D and queen contiguity 1 st order spatial matrix for W2D. They both have highly
significant spatial coefficients greater for W1D, and lower AIC values for the spatial models
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compared to AIC from OLS regression, confirming the better fit of the spatial models. The
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation (named “Res. auto.” in the table) are not
statistically significant in any case, meaning that the spatial autocorrelation was accounted for by
the selected spatial models. The significant anova test between spatial lag model and spatial
Durbin model, and the significant common factor hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model
and spatial error model, confirm the better match to the data of the spatial Durbin model.
Residuals

W1D

W2D

0.245 ***

0.379 ***

0.938

0.339

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.37. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression for W1D and W2D.
Figure 5.37. shows the maps of residuals for both models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation at the spatial models. Moran’s I test values
for OLS residuals are highly significant in both cases and confirm the spatial pattern displayed
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by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in the cities (Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban areas. The spatial autocorrelation test
for the spatial models has non-significant p-values, meaning that the spatial models used
accounted for the autocorrelation. This is also confirmed visually by the less clustered spatial
pattern displayed by the residual maps.
Table 5.24. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W1D and W2D
Deciles

W1D
OLS

Spatial

OLS

0.046***
0.010***
I
0.062***
T
0.108***
D
-0.393***
-0.119
-0.045*
% Hispanic
I
-0.169
T
-0.288
D
--0.037*
% Black
I
-T
-D
-0.026**
-0.016*
-0.007**
% age < 18
I
-0.007
T
-0.024
D
0.432**
0.235 .
0.090**
% below poverty
I
-1.788*
T
-1.554 .
D
0.643***
0.476***
0.150***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
1.664*
T
2.140**
D
0.087 .
0.031*
% higher education 0.099 .
I
-0.330*
T
-0.243
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
D

Population density

0.067***

W2D
Spatial
0.005***
0.008***
0.014***
0.039*
-0.091*
-0.052
0.039*
0.035
0.074 .
-0.004*
-0.012*
-0.016*
0.027
-0.285**
-0.257*
0.116***
0.257***
0.372***
0.048***
-0.099***
-0.051*
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Table 5.24. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts from the
spatial models. The variables coefficients form OLS regression are different than the direct
impact from the spatial regression, but they have the same sign of the association, except for %
Hispanic variable with positive sign for the direct impact from W2D. The variable population
density is the only one that has the same high significance (0 – 0.001 level) for all OLS
coefficients and spatial impacts across both models and has positive coefficients and impacts
across both models.
The variable % age < 18 has negative association for OLS coefficients and impacts at
both models, with lower significance for spatial impacts (0.01 - 0.05) than OLS coefficients
(0.001 - 0.01) or non-significance for indirect and total impacts at W1D. The variable % 0
vehicles households has positive association for OLS coefficients and impacts for both models,
and with the same significance level for coefficients and impacts (0 - 0.001) except for indirect
and total impacts from W1D with lower significance. The variable % Hispanic has negative
association for OLS coefficients and spatial impacts at both models, except for the direct impact
at W2D. All impacts from W1D and the total one form W2D are not significant for this variable.
The variables % below poverty and % higher education show the same pattern across the models,
with positive association for OLS coefficients and direct impacts, but with negative association
for indirect and total impacts. They have different significance levels, including two nonsignificant impacts (direct impact for % below poverty at W2D and total impact for % higher
education at W1D). The variable % Black included only at W2D has positive association for OLS
coefficient and spatial impacts, and a non-significant indirect impact.
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5.2.2.2.3. Inter-index comparison between W1E and W2E
Table 5.25. Spatial regression results for W1E and W2E
W1E

W2E

Spatial model

Durbin Error

Durbin

Spatial matrix

Queen 2nd

Queen 1st
0.443 ***

Rho
Lambda

0.656 ***

AIC

-280.900

-251.740

-221.710

-182.020

AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)

0.156

Anova (p-value)
C. F. hyp. (p-value)

0.000 ***
0.244 (see note)

6.987e-05 ***

Note: * common factor hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model,
before deciding the spatial Durbin error model. Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’
0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Table 5.25. shows the final spatial models chosen for each model: W1E and W2E. W1E has
the spatial Durbin error model as the best fitted model, and it used queen contiguity 2 nd order
spatial matrix to account for the spatial autocorrelation in the data. W2E has spatial Durbin model
and it used queen contiguity 1 st order to account for the spatial autocorrelation in the data. Both
models have highly significant spatial coefficients (rho and lambda) which mean that the spatial
models are better fitted for the data, than the classical regression models. The Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) values are shown comparatively with the OLS AIC values, and in
both cases the lower AIC values for the spatial models confirm its better fit. The Lagrange
Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation (named “Res. auto.” in the table) at W2E is not
statistically significant for the spatial Durbin model meaning that the spatial autocorrelation was
accounted for by the selected spatial model. The spatial Durbin error model from W1E is an
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extension of the spatial error model which accounts for spatial dependence in the data through
the error term, thus its left residuals are uncorrelated.
The significant anova test between spatial lag model and spatial Durbin model and the
significant common factor hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model
at W2E confirm the better match to the data of the spatial Durbin model. The common factor
hypothesis test between spatial Durbin and spatial error model for W1E rendered a nonsignificant value (0.244), which suggested that the spatial error model was better. After applying
the spatial error model and then its extension - the spatial Durbin error model, based on the
lowest AIC value, spatial Durbin error model was decided as best fitted in this case.
Residuals

W1E

W2E

0.230 ***

0.363 ***

(see note)

0.156

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.38. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression for W1E and W2E.
Note: W1E has spatial Durbin error model as the best fit.
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Figure 5.38. shows the maps of residuals for both models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation for the spatial Durbin model at W2E.
Moran’s I test values for OLS residuals are highly significant in both cases, and confirm the
spatial pattern displayed by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in the cities
(Tampa, St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban areas, in all
three models. Visually there are more tracts with higher OLS residual values grouped in south
Tampa and St. Petersburg for W2E than for W1E. The spatial autocorrelation test for the spatial
Durbin model has non-significant p-value, meaning that it accounted for the autocorrelation. This
is also confirmed visually by the less clustered spatial pattern displayed by the residual map.
Table 5.26. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts from the
spatial models. W1E has the spatial Durbin error model as the chosen model, and the impacts in
this case are represented by variable coefficients as direct impacts, and by the lagged variables’
coefficients as the indirect impacts. Their sum gives the total impact, but its statistical
significance calculation is not implemented in the R statistical language yet, so it was left empty
in the table. The variables coefficients form OLS regression are different than the direct impact
from the spatial regression, but they have the same sign of the association, except for % Hispanic
variable with positive sign for the direct impact from W2E.
The variable population density is the only one that has the same high significance (0 –
0.001 level) for all OLS coefficients and spatial impacts (except unknown for total impacts at
W1E) across both models and has positive coefficients and impacts across both models. The other
variables common to both models have most spatial impacts significant at difference significance
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levels for W2E, compared to the impacts from W1E which are mostly not significant. Regarding
the sign of the association between variables and indices, population density and % 0 vehicles
households have positive OLS coefficients and positive impacts for both models.
Table 5.26. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W1E and W2E
Equal interval

W1E
OLS

D

Population density

0.011***

% Hispanic

-0.065***

I
T
D
I
T
D

% Black

--

I
T
D

% age < 18

-0.003 .

I
T
D

% age ≥ 65

--

I
T

Spatial
0.008***
0.009***
-0.029*
-0.058
----0.001
0.008
----

OLS
0.008***

-0.051***

0.022 .

-0.008***

-0.058*

0.025
0.092***
I
-0.120
T
D
0.072***
0.019
0.133***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
0.088
T
D
-0.004***
-% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds -0.003**
I
-0.007*
T
D
0.017 .
0.032**
% higher education 0.028**
I
-0.005
T
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
D

% below poverty

0.074**

W2E
Spatial
0.004***
0.008***
0.012***
0.008
-0.115***
-0.107***
0.022
-0.030
-0.008
-0.005**
-0.014**
-0.019***
-0.041 .
-0.286***
-0.327***
0.034 .
-0.168*
-0.134 .
0.094***
0.243***
0.336***
---0.026**
-0.051**
-0.024
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The variable % Hispanic has a negative association for OLS coefficients and impacts,
except for the direct impact at W2E; the variable % age < 18 has a negative association for OLS
coefficients and impacts, except for the indirect and total impacts at W1E; the variable % below
poverty has a positive association for OLS coefficients and direct impact for both models, but a
negative association for indirect and total impacts for both models, the variable % higher
education has a positive association for OLS coefficients and direct impact for both models,
negative association for the indirect impacts at both models, and positive (at W1E) and negative
(at W2E) association for the total impacts.
The variable % Black included only at W2E has a positive association for OLS coefficient
and direct impact, but a negative one for indirect and total impacts; the variable % age ≥ 65
included only at W2E has negative association for OLS coefficient and spatial impacts, with all
highly significant; and the variable % ≥ 2 vehicles households included only at W1E has negative
association for OLS coefficient and spatial impacts.
5.2.3. Overall comparison of the regression results
5.2.3.1. OLS regression modeling
Table 5.27. shows the ten independent variables used in the regression modeling with
their statistical significance and association signs for both walkability indices, each with the three
standardization methods, for the 421 common tracts. Regarding the variable selection in the
models, median income was not included in any final model, and % age ≥ 65 and % ≥ 2 vehicles
households appear only once in two different models, both of the equal interval method; six
variables are common to all six models, and % Black is missing for W1 of deciles and equal
interval methods. The direction of association between the indices and variables is the same
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across all six models with a positive association for population density, % Black, % below
poverty, % 0 vehicles households, % higher education, and a negative association for %
Hispanic, % age < 18, % age ≥ 65, % ≥ 2 vehicles households (when the last 2 variables appear
in the model).
The variables population density and % 0 vehicles households have the same highest
level of significance across all models (0 – 0.001). The next highly significant variable is %
below poverty with significance levels between 0 – 0.001 at three models (W1Z, W2Z and W2E),
and between 0.001 - 0.01 at the other three models. The variable % Hispanic is highly significant
at four models (0 – 0.001), and is has a significance between 0.01 - 0.05 for W2Z and W2D. The
variable % age < 18 is highly significant at three models ((0 – 0.001), and it has a significance
between 0.001 - 0.01 for both indices of deciles method, and between 0.05 - 0.1 for W1E. The
variable % higher education is highly significant (0 – 0.001) for both indices at z scores
standardization method, and it has a significance between 0.001 - 0.01 for both indices at equal
interval standardization method, and between 0.01 - 0.05 for W2D, and 0.05 - 0.1 for W1D.
The variable % Black is significant in all three models of W2 with significance between
0.001 - 0.01 for W2Z, between 0.01 - 0.05 for W2D and between 0.05 - 0.1, but it is nonsignificant in at W1Z, and it’s missing from the other two models of W1. The variable % ≥ 2
vehicles households included only at W1E has a significance between 0.001 - 0.01, and the
variable % age ≥ 65 included only at W2E has a significance between 0.01 - 0.05. The adjusted
R-squared is greater for W1 models (over 50%) compared to the values for W2 models (over
40%).
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Table 5.27. OLS regression models: significance and signs of the included variables
W1Z

W2Z

W1D

W2D

W1E

W2E

Pop. density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*(-)

*** ( - )

*(-)

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

% Black

“ ”(+)

** ( + )

--

*(+)

--

.(+)

% age < 18

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

** ( - )

** ( - )

.(-)

*** ( - )

% age ≥ 65

--

--

--

--

--

*(-)

% below poverty

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

** ( + )

** ( + )

** ( + )

*** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

--

--

--

--

** ( - )

--

% higher education

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

.(+)

*(+)

** ( + )

** ( + )

--

--

--

--

--

--

0.547

0.449

0.566

0.452

0.589

0.493

Median income
Adjusted R-squared

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.

5.2.3.2. Spatial regression modeling
Spatial regression modeling continued the classical regression modeling using the same
model decisions and variable inclusion. Table 5.28. shows the nine independent variables
included in any model with their statistical significance and sign of association for the OLS
coefficients and the direct, indirect and total impacts from spatial models.
Regarding the sign of the association between the variables and the walkability indices,
reflected in the signs of the OLS coefficients and the signs of the spatial regression impacts,
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population density and % 0 vehicles households are the only variables with the same positive
sign across all six models for both OLS coefficients and spatial models impacts; and % below
poverty has the same pattern across all six models: its OLS coefficients and direct impacts are
positive, but its indirect and total impacts are negative. The variables % age ≥ 65 and % ≥ 2
vehicles households appearing once in two different models, have the same negative sign for
OLS coefficients and impacts. The other four variables have both positive and negative signs for
the association across the models. Thus, the variable % Hispanic has mostly negative signs for
OLS coefficients and impacts, except for direct impacts at four models: W1Z, W2Z, W2D and
W2E. In the four models it appears, the variable % Black has mostly positive association signs,
except for negative indirect and total impacts at W2E. The variable % age < 18 has mainly
negative signs across the models, except for indirect and total impacts at W1E. The variable %
higher education has positive signs for OLS coefficients and direct impacts across all six models,
but negative signs for the indirect impacts across the models. The variable has three positive total
impacts at W1Z, W2Z and W1E and negative total impacts at the other three models.
Regarding the significance of the OLS coefficients and impacts across the models, the
variables have different significance levels across the models (except for total impacts at W1E
with unknown significance) and they display no obvious pattern. Population density is the
variable with the most highly significant OLS coefficients and impacts across the six models,
and % 0 vehicles households is the next variable with most of coefficients and impacts highly
significant except for all three impacts at W1E non-significant. The variable % Black is at the
other extreme with most of its coefficients and impacts not significant across the models.
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Table 5.28. OLS and spatial regression models: significance and signs of the included variables
W1Z

W2Z

W1D

W2D

W1E

W2E

OLS

Sp.

OLS

Sp.

OLS

Sp.

OLS

Sp.

OLS

Sp.

OLS

Sp.

Pop. density

+ ***

+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ ***

+ ***
+ **
+ ***

+ ***

+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ ***

+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ ***

+ ***
+ ***
+()

+ ***

+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

% Hispanic

- ***

-*

-

-*

-*
-()

- ***

% age < 18

- ***

+*
-*
+*
+
+.
-*
-*
-*

- ***

+

+*
- **
+*
+
+
- **
-*

- ***

% Black

+
-*
- **
+
+
+
-*
-.

+
- ***
- ***
+
- **
- **
- ***
-.
- ***
- ***
+.
-*
-.
+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ **
- ***

+*
- **

-*
-

- **

+.
-.

+
+()

% age ≥ 65

-*

% below poverty

+ ***

% 0 vehicles hhlds

+ ***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds
% higher education

- ***

+*
-*
+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ ***
+ ***

+.
-*
+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ **
+ ***

+.
-*
-.
+ ***
+*
+ **

+ **
+ ***

+
- **
-*
+ ***
+ ***
+ ***

+ **
+ ***
- **

+ ***

+ *** + *** + *** + .
+*
+ *** + **
+.
-*
- **
-*
- ***
+
+
-*
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1. ( ) means unknown significance.

+
-()
+
+
+()
- ***
-*
-()
+.
+()

+ ***
+ ***

+ **

+ **
- **
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5.2.4. Research question 3: Inter-index comparison between W1Z (n = 421) and
W1Z (n = 501)
The third research question was applied only to the classical and spatial regression
results, and it was investigated only for the z scores standardization method for W1 in two cases:
one with the 421 common tracts and one with the 501 tracts covered only by W1 (Figure 5.39.).

Figure 5.39. Tracts covered by W1 and W2 (in red), and extra tracts covered only by W1 (in
yellow).
5.2.4.1. Regression modeling results
Table 5.29. shows that the two models included different number of variables, 6 for W1Z
(n = 501) and 7 for W1Z (n = 421), with 5 common variables: population density, % Hispanic, %
below poverty, % 0 vehicles households and % higher education. In both cases the common
variables are highly statistically significant and have the same direction for the association
(positive or negative) with the index. Thus, population density, % 0 vehicles households and %
higher education are positively associated with the indices and highly significant at the same
level (0 - 0.001) for both models. The variable % Hispanic is negatively associated with the
index and highly significant at the same level (0 - 0.001) for both models. The variable % below
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poverty is positively associated with the indices in both cases, and statistically significant (at
0.001 - 0.01 level for W1Z (n = 501) and at 0 - 0.001 level for W1Z (n = 421)). The variable %
Black included only at W1Z (n = 421) is positively associated with the index, but not statistically
significant; the variable % age < 18 included only at W1Z (n = 421) is negatively associated with
the index and highly statistically significant (at 0 - 0.001 level); and the variable % ≥ 2 vehicles
households included only at W1Z (n = 501) is negatively associated with the index and highly
statistically significant (at 0 - 0.001 level). The adjusted R-squared is greater (over 60%) for W1Z
(n = 501) compared to over 50% for W1Z (n = 421).
Table 5.29. Regression results for W1Z (n = 501) and for W1Z (n = 421)
W1Z

W1Z

(n = 501)

(n = 421)

Population density

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% Hispanic

*** ( - )

*** ( - )

% Black

--

“ ”(+)

% age < 18

--

*** ( - )

% below poverty

** ( + )

*** ( + )

% 0 vehicles hhlds

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

*** ( - )

--

% higher education

*** ( + )

*** ( + )

Adjusted R-squared

0.632

0.547

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
Figure 5.40. shows the effect displays for the variables included in both cases. The x-axis
displays the independent variable in the original form and the y-axis displays the response
variable in the transformed form. Each graph has on the left side the minimum and maximum
values of the response range which the independent variable affect and inside each graph is the
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range value. Combining all the ranges affected by the variables at z scores standardization
method, the range values were broadly classified into three categories: high, medium and low.

0.47

(1.37, 1.77)

(1.34, 1.81)

421 tracts

(1.42, 1.22)

0.16

(1.14, 1.40)

0.26

0.26

(1.14, 1.47)

(1.36, 1.16)
(1.13, 1.33)
(1.12, 1.38)
(1.19, 1.35)

0.20

0.33

(1.27, 1.39)

% Hispanic
% below poverty
% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.40

0.20

0.20

% higher education

Population density

501 tracts

0.12

Figure 5.40. Effect displays for W1Z (n = 501) and for W1Z (n = 421) – common variables
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(1.28, 1.34)

% Black

0.06

0.19
(1.40, 1.21)

% age < 18

421 tracts

(1.39, 1.15)

0.24
hhlds

% ≥ 2 vehicles

421 tracts

501 tracts

Figure 5.41. Effect displays for W1Z (n = 501) and for W1Z (n = 421) – uncommon variables.
The variable population density is the only one which affects a high response range in
both models. The variables % Hispanic and % below poverty affect medium response ranges in
both models, with % Hispanic having the same range value in both cases. The variable % 0
vehicles households affects a medium response range for W1Z (n = 501) but a high range for W1Z
(n = 421). The variable % higher education affects a medium response range for W1Z (n = 501)
and a low response range for W1Z (n = 421). The uncommon variables (Figure 5.41.) affect
medium response ranges (for % age < 18 at W1Z (n = 421) and for % ≥ 2 vehicles households at
W1Z (n = 501)), and a low response range (for % Black at W1Z (n = 421)).
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5.2.4.2. Spatial regression results
Table 5.30. shows that both models, W1Z (n = 421) and W1Z (n = 501), have the spatial
Durbin model as the best fitted spatial model, and used queen contiguity 1st order spatial matrix
to account for spatial autocorrelation. They both have highly significant spatial coefficients and
lower AIC values for the spatial models compared to AIC from OLS regression, confirming the
better fit of the spatial models. The Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation (named
“Res. auto.” in the table) is not statistically significant in any case meaning that the spatial
autocorrelation was accounted for by the selected spatial models. The significant anova test
between spatial lag model and spatial Durbin model, and the significant common factor
hypothesis test between spatial Durbin model and spatial error model, confirm the better match
to the data of the spatial Durbin model.
Table 5.30. Spatial regression results for W1Z (n = 421) and W1Z (n = 501)
W1Z

W1Z

(n = 421)

(n = 501)

Spatial model

Durbin

Durbin

Spatial matrix

Queen 1st

Queen 1st

Rho

0.340 ***

0.351 ***

AIC

-447.580

-492.960

-417.390

-455.060

0.566

0.345

3.132e-09 ***

7.920e-12 ***

5.3e-10 ***

9.437e-15 ***

AIC (OLS)

Res. auto. (p-value)
Anova (p-value)
C. F. hyp. (p-value)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Figure 5.42. shows the maps of residuals for both models from classical and spatial
regression, along with the spatial autocorrelation test for residuals: Moran’s I for OLS case, and
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Lagrange Multiplier test for residual autocorrelation at the spatial models. Moran’s I test values
for OLS residuals are highly significant in both cases and confirm the spatial pattern displayed
by the maps, with higher residual values clustered mainly in the cities (Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Clearwater, Largo), and lower residual values in suburban areas. Since W1Z (n = 501) expands
over more tracts, the OLS residuals show clusters of high and low values also around Plant City.
The spatial autocorrelation test for the spatial models has non-significant p-values, meaning that
the spatial models used accounted for the autocorrelation. This is also confirmed visually by the
less clustered spatial pattern displayed by the residual maps.
Residuals

W1Z (n = 421)

W1Z (n = 501)

0.248 ***

0.229 ***

0.566

0.345

OLS

Moran’s I

Spatial model

Autocor. (p value)

Figure 5.42. Residual maps for OLS and spatial regression for W1Z (n = 421) and W1Z (n = 501).
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Table 5.31. shows the variables included in each model with their coefficients from
classical regression models, and with their direct (D), indirect (I) and total (T) impacts from the
spatial models. The variables coefficients form OLS regression are different than the direct
impact from the spatial regression. The variable population density is the only one that has the
same high significance (0 – 0.001 level) for all OLS coefficients and spatial impacts across both
models and has positive coefficients and impacts across both models. Its coefficients and impacts
have close values, being identical for the direct impact from both models. The variable % 0
vehicles households has positive association for both models and both regressions, and high
significance across the models (0 - 0.001), except for the indirect and total impacts from W1Z (n
= 501) with a lower significance (0.001 - 0.01). The variable % Hispanic has negative
association for OLS coefficients and indirect and total impacts for both models, but positive
association for the direct impacts which have the same value at both models. The significance
levels for % Hispanic are between 0 - 0.001 for both OLS coefficients, between 0.001 - 0.01 for
total impacts, and between 0.01 - 0.05 for indirect impacts. The direct impacts are nonsignificant at any model.
The variable % below poverty has positive association for OLS coefficients and direct
impacts at both models, but a negative association for indirect and total impacts. The variable has
different significance levels across the models including two non-significant impacts (total
impact at W1Z (n = 421) and direct impact at W1Z (n = 501)). The variable % higher education
has positive association for the OLS coefficients and direct and total impact at both models, but a
negative association for both indirect impacts. The OLS coefficients and direct impacts are
highly significant (0 - 0.001) and the total impacts at both models are not statistically significant.
The variable % Black included only at W1Z (n = 421) has a positive association for OLS
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coefficient and spatial model impacts, and they are all non-significant. The variable % age < 18
included only at W1Z (n = 421) has a negative association for OLS coefficient and spatial model
impacts, with different levels of significance, including a non-significant indirect impact. The
variable % ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds has a negative association for OLS coefficient and spatial model
impacts, with the same significance level for OLS and direct impact (0 - 0.001).
Table 5.31. Regression coefficients and spatial impacts for W1Z (n = 421) and W1Z (n = 501)
W1Z (n = 421)
OLS
Spatial

0.006***
0.009***
I
0.004***
T
0.010***
D
-0.046***
0.001
-0.047***
% Hispanic
I
-0.051*
T
-0.050**
D
0.014
0.011
-% Black
I
0.006
T
0.017
D
-0.005***
-0.003*
-% age < 18
I
-0.003
T
-0.006 .
D
0.067***
0.035*
0.045**
% below poverty
I
-0.107*
T
-0.072
D
0.084***
0.064***
0.066***
% 0 vehicles hhlds
I
0.160***
T
0.224***
D
---0.003***
% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds
I
-T
-D
0.033***
0.031***
% higher education 0.024***
I
-0.027*
T
0.006
Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
D

Population density

0.008***

W1Z (n = 501)
OLS
Spatial
0.006***
0.005***
0.011***
0.001
-0.045*
-0.044**
------0.020
-0.114**
-0.094*
0.041**
0.118**
0.160***
-0.002***
-0.003*
-0.005**
0.034***
-0.019 .
0.016
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Chapter six:
Discussions
In the course of this research, several methodological contributions were made in
calculating the walkability measures and when answering the research questions. These are listed
as follows:


Calculating the accessibility measures separately for each tract including its

surrounding area, in order to overcome the limitation of representing the administrative borders
of the units of analysis like real obstacles and the implied assumption that people will not cross
the boundaries to reach destinations.


Generating service areas for destination polygons for each of their main vertices,

to better represent reality and overcome the limitation of large surface destinations which would
include most of the service area when generated from their centroid.


Calculating the accessibility measures for the number of residential units in a tract

which is usually greater than the number of residential parcels, in order to assess the measure in
relation to the households, and thus people living in a unit of analysis.


Creating two new accessibility measures: one representing the median number of

destinations accessible for residential units in a tract, named destinations – median number of
service areas, and its byproduct and opposite measure named destinations – zero service area,
representing the percentage of residential units that don’t have access to any destination.
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Proposing a new standardization method for the walkability measures included in

the index, named modified equal interval. This is better than the deciles method because it
considers the values of the observations when grouping them into classes, and represents the
frequency distribution of the original data more accurately than the deciles method which renders
a uniform frequency distribution.


Developing two new accessibility indices: one for transit stops and one for non-

transit destinations, both using one of the included measures as a weight to better capture the
pattern and spread of residential units with access to destinations in the study area.


Developing a new, comprehensive walkability index which, compared to the

common walkability index used in research (L. D. Frank et al., 2010; IPEN, 2012), replaces
intersection density with a connectivity index composed of eight measures, and adds the two
accessibility indices to the formula.
The purpose of answering the three research questions was to see the similarities or
differences in using walkability indices with different compositional measures and with
measures standardized in different ways, and to investigate their relative statistical associations
with census socio-economic and demographic variables. The first index, W1, used the formula
commonly used in research, composed of intersection density as a measure of connectivity
(times 2), land use mix, dwelling density and net retail area. The second index, W2, was the one
created for this research, composed of a connectivity criterion (with eight measures), land use
mix, dwelling density (with two averaged measures), net retail area, and an accessibility criterion
(with nine measures).
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The first research question analyzed the differences in each of the walkability indices
based on three standardization methods: z scores, deciles and the modified equal interval
standardization method.
Visually, the mapped results for z scores, deciles and equal interval methods, for each
index, show a similar pattern with concentrations of higher values mainly in cities. This clustered
pattern is confirmed by the highly significant Moran’s I test values, assessing their spatial
autocorrelation. The pattern of higher values in the cities is normal, since walkability measures
are and should be higher in urban than in suburban areas, and the visual similarity between the
standardization methods is also normal since each method is based on the same raw values of the
walkability measures. For the same reason their correlation values are very high for both indices,
and the correlation between deciles and equal interval are higher because they both classified the
values into ten classes. Similarities between the three standardization methods are also displayed
by the OLS residual maps having the same pattern across the three methods and for both indices,
with higher values in cities and lower values in suburban areas. This clustering is confirmed by
the Moran’s I test for the OLS residuals which are highly significant across all models. The
similarity can also be noticed through the maps of residuals from the spatial models, where they
are less clustered than the residuals from OLS models.
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and t test between deciles and equal interval versions
rendered highly significant values, rejecting the null hypothesis of samples with similar
distributions or similar mean values. The maps for the differences in the raw values show
predominance in urban areas of deciles values over equal interval values, and this can be
explained by the method of classification which for deciles is approximately forcing values into
10 classes of the same number of observations, whereas with the equal interval method the
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classification represents the data better by grouping the observations in 10 classes with the same
range of values.
The maps of differences based on ranked values show large ranges for the difference
values at both indices, for each pair of standardization methods. This can be better understood at
each tract level. For example, W2 has the highest difference between deciles and equal interval of
57; meaning that, for that tract, the rank of the deciles value is greater with 57 ranks than the
rank for the equal interval values of the same tract. Being ranked from 1 to the total number of
tracts, these differences based on ranked values are more sensitive to the differences in the value
of each measure included in the index.
The results from OLS regression modeling show the differences between the three
standardization methods through the selected variables in the final models, with % Black
included in the W1 model only for z scores version, but included in all three versions of W2, with
% ≥ 2 vehicles households included only at W1 of equal interval version, and with % age ≥ 65
variable included only at W2 of equal interval version. The rest of the variables were included in
both indices in each standardization version. The significance of variables is different across the
models, with the exception of population density and % 0 vehicles households which have the
same high significance level across the three standardization methods, for both indices, and of %
Hispanic at W1 which has the same high significance level across the three models. At W1 the
rest of the variables have a greater significance when included in the z scores model, compared
to deciles and equal interval models. At W2 the rest of the variables have different significances
for the three methods, without any consistent pattern.
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The OLS regression results show consistent association of the independent variables with
the indices, having the same sign across the three methods, and also for both indices. Thus,
population density, % below poverty, % 0 vehicles households, % higher education, and % Black
(when included) have a positive association, and % Hispanic, % age <18 have a negative
association, along with % ≥ 2 vehicles households and % age ≥ 65, when included. Regarding
the response range affected by the variables, two variables at W1 affected the same kind of
ranges across the three models: population density - high range, and % higher education - low
range. For the rest of the common variables at W1, the response ranges affected are greater for z
scores and deciles than for the equal interval model. At W2 the variable % below poverty affects
a medium response range, and % Hispanic and % Black affect a low response range across the
three methods, but the rest of variables affect different ranges across the three models.
Compared to the variables’ coefficients from the classical regression modeling, spatial
regression modeling generated three coefficients named direct, indirect and total impacts. The
direct impacts correspond to the OLS coefficients, and represent the association the variable has
with the walkability index in a unit of analysis. The indirect impacts represent the influence the
association of a variable with the index has from the neighboring units. Total impacts represent
the sum of direct and indirect impacts. Compared to the OLS regression results where the signs
of the association between variables and indices were consistent across the models, at spatial
regression some variables have different signs for different impacts across the models.
The variables that have the same association sign for the OLS coefficients and for the
direct, indirect and total impacts for the models of the three standardization methods for both
indices are population density and % 0 vehicles households, with a positive association. This
means that the positive association is given by the variable inside a spatial unit and also by the
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same variable’s values from the neighboring units. The tracts with higher walkability scores have
more people and more households with zero vehicles, both locally and also in the neighboring
tracts.
Another variable with a consistent pattern across the three methods for both indices is %
below poverty with positive association for OLS coefficients and direct impacts, but with
negative association for indirect and total impacts. This means that the association of % below
poverty with the walkability indices in the neighboring spatial units is different and greater than
the local association and thus the total impact of % below poverty is negative. The tracts with
higher walkability index scores have a greater number of households with income below poverty
level, but they are surrounded by tracts with a smaller number of households with income below
poverty level.
The variable % age <18 has a negative association for OLS coefficients and direct,
indirect and total impacts for the three standardization at W2, and at W1 for z scores and deciles
methods. The variable % Hispanic which has consistent negative association at OLS regression,
has negative direct, indirect and total impacts at W1, except for the direct impact from the z
scores method. At W2 the same variable has a pattern of negative indirect and total impacts, but
of positive direct impacts across all three standardization methods. This means that % Hispanic
at W2 has a positive association with the walkability index at local level, but the influence the
variable has from the neighboring units is negative and greater. Thus, for W2 the tracts with
higher walkability scores have high number of Hispanic people, but the surrounding tracts have a
small number of Hispanic ethnicity. The variable % higher education shows a pattern across the
three models for each index with positive OLS coefficients and direct impacts, but negative
indirect impacts across all models. The total impacts have different signs: positive for z scores
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and equal interval at W1 and z scores at W2. The tracts with high walkability scores have more
people with higher education degree, but the neighboring tracts have small number of people
with higher education degree.
The variable % Black excluded from deciles and equal interval models of W1 has positive
OLS coefficients and direct, indirect and total impacts across the models, except for the negative
indirect and total impacts from equal interval at W2. The tracts with higher walkability scores
tend to have more African American people locally and also in the neighboring tracts. The
variable % ≥ 2 vehicles households present only at equal interval of W1 has negative OLS
coefficient and direct, indirect and total impacts. This means that the tracts with higher
walkability scores have small number of households with two or more vehicles, both locally and
in the surrounding tracts. Similarly, the variable % age ≥ 65 included only at equal interval of
W2 has negative OLS coefficient and direct, indirect and total impacts, meaning that the tracts
with higher walkability scores have a small number of population aged 65 or older locally and in
the surrounding tracts.
Regarding the significance levels resulted in the spatial regression modeling, the direct,
indirect and total impacts have different significance for variables across the three
standardization methods for each index. The only variable constantly highly significant across all
models is population density. The variable % 0 vehicles households has the same high
significance across the three models only for the second index.
Overall the similarities between the methods of standardization of walkability measures
are displayed visually by maps with the spatial variation of their values, and by maps of their
residuals from the regression modeling. A visual assessment is not enough, and statistical tests
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like Wilcoxon and t test, along with difference maps, helped to differentiate between the spatial
variations of walkability scores given by the three standardization methods. The association of
the census variables with the three index versions, for both indices, is constant across the models
for OLS coefficients - and with a few exceptions - the variables have the same pattern of positive
or negative signs for direct, indirect and total impacts across the models from spatial regression,
for both indices. But most variables have different significance levels for OLS coefficients and
impacts across the models. So, the independent variables included in the regression modeling, in
the studied area, did not show a considerable change of the association signs with the two
walkability indices across their three standardization methods.
The second research question investigated the differences of the two walkability indices
based on different compositions. The inter-index comparison was performed between the indices
separately for each standardization method, to have the same scale for their values. The purpose
was to investigate if adding accessibility measures and more connectivity measures into the
walkability index would noticeably change the walkability scores for the tracts in the study area,
and if this addition would change the association of the index with the socio-economic and
demographic data.
Similarities between the two indices are shown through the maps that display the same
patterns for the common tracts with higher values mainly in cities, and through the highly
correlated values between the indices for each standardization method. The visual similarity and
the high correlation are normal since the measures which compose the first index are included
into the second index and the extra measures of W2, like connectivity and accessibility measures
are supposed to have higher values in the urban areas.
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From the maps of the differences between raw values, only for the deciles standardization
method there is a noticeable predominance of tracts in urban areas with deciles values for W1
being greater than deciles values for W2, and this difference between the indices is confirmed by
the significant Wilcoxon and t tests. This difference can be due to the index compositions, where
the values of the first index are more rounded and the values for the second index have more
decimals because its formula includes weighted measures. Comparatively, the difference
between the two indices based on z scores and equal interval methods is not so obviously noticed
in the maps and also their Wilcoxon and t tests are not significant, meaning they do not reject the
null hypothesis of samples (the two indices) coming from similar distributions and with the same
mean values.
The commonalities from regression modeling results were already discussed in research
question one, with variables showing a consistent pattern of their association with the indices
across all models, and with population density and % 0 vehicles households having the same
highest significance level across all models. One difference from the classical regression
modeling between the indices for the three methods is given by the higher adjusted-R squared
values for W1 (over 50%) compared to the ones from W2 (over 40%). This means that the
independent variables explain more their association with the first walkability index, compared
to the second walkability index. Another difference comes from the variable selection in the
models, with % Black being included and significant in all three models of W2, but just once for
W1 and not significant (for z scores), and with % ≥ 2 vehicles households selected only by W1E,
and % age ≥ 65 included only by W2E.
Regarding the variables’ significance from the regression modeling, besides population
density and % 0 vehicles households mentioned above, the variable % below poverty has
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approximately similar significance levels for both indices at each standardization method. The
variable % Hispanic has the highest significance level for W1 of all three methods, but a lower
level for W2 at z scores and deciles versions. The variable % age <18 has the same significance
level for both indices at z scores and deciles versions, but the variable is noticeably more
significant for W2 than for W1 at equal interval method. The variable % higher education has the
same significance level for both indices for the z scores and equal interval versions, but a lower
significance for W1 than for W2 for the deciles method.
Some differences can be noticed in the response ranges affected by the variables for both
indices, with population density affecting a high range for W1 at z scores and equal interval
compared to a medium range W2. The variable % Hispanic affects a medium range at W1
compared to a low range at W2 for both z scores and deciles methods. The variables % below
poverty and % 0 vehicles households affect a low range for W1, but a medium range for W2, both
at equal interval method, and the variable % higher education affects a low range for W1 but a
medium range for W2 using the z scores method.
The results from the spatial regression modeling for inter-index comparison show
similarity between the indices regarding the consistency of signs for the associations at the OLS
coefficients and at each direct, indirect and total impacts, for the z scores standardization
method. The only differences in the associations are given by the variable % Hispanic with a
negative direct impact at W1 but a positive one for W2 using the deciles and equal interval
standardization methods, and also by the % age <18 variable with positive indirect and total
impacts for W1 but negative indirect and total impacts for W2 using the equal interval
standardization method. The significance levels of the impacts don’t show a consistent pattern
for the variables across the indices for the three standardization methods, except for % 0 vehicles
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households at z scores and for population density at deciles with the highest significance levels
for both indices and for all OLS coefficients and impacts.
Overall, the similarities between the two walkability indices were given by maps with
their spatial variation of values, by Wilcoxon and t tests for z scores and equal interval
standardization methods, and by the pattern of the variables’ association with the indices, which
shows consistency across the two indices for the OLS coefficients and approximate consistency
for the spatial regression impacts. Dissimilarities between the two walkability indices were
noticed through difference maps and Wilcoxon and t tests at the deciles standardization method,
and through the exclusion of some variables during regression modeling. Also, some variables
have different significance levels for the indices at OLS regression, and most of the common
variables have different significance levels for the spatial regression impacts.
The third research question investigated the differences in the associations of census
socio-economic and demographic variables with the same walkability index but with two
different study area extents. This research question is a supplementary question which came up
during the research, from creating the first walkability index which rendered values in more
tracts than the second walkability index. For the intra-index and inter-index comparisons, the
first index was reduced only to the common tracts extent. This question was investigated with
OLS and spatial regression modeling and the results were presented only for the z score
standardization method.
The differences between the two extents study areas are present at the variable selection
from regression modeling, where the model with less tracts included % Black and % age <18 but
the model with more tracts didn’t included these variables, but it selected % ≥ 2 vehicles
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households, not selected by the less tracts model. The signs of association between the variables
and the indices are the same across the two models, and their significance is the same (highest
level) for population density, % Hispanic, % 0 vehicles households and % higher education. The
variable % below poverty is the only one included in both models with different significance
levels, higher for the model with less number of tracts. Three common variables affect the same
response range for both models, with population density affecting a high range, and % Hispanic
and % below poverty affecting a medium response range. For the spatial regression models the
association signs for direct, indirect and total impacts of the common variables show the same
pattern across both models, but with differences in the significance levels for the impacts.
So, does the extent of the study area matter? Yes, if the concern is to investigate which
census variables have a relationship with walkability. Thus some variables were included or not
in the regression modeling based on the number of tracts analyzed. In the studied area, the
positive or negative association didn’t change for the indices with different extents, but this
might be different in other study areas. Also, when comparing walkability in two different
places, it matters to similarly define the border, and to delineate it based on a contrast like
between urban-suburban areas, or between urbanized and rural areas. When policy decisions for
improving walkability are made based on the relationships between demographics in a smaller
area, the same relationships might differ when the area is enlarged, and applying the same
policies to it would render unrealistic conclusions.
Overall, a common feature appeared for all the three research questions regarding the
association of the walkability indices with census variables from the studied Tampa-St.
Petersburg urbanized area. This is the positive and highly significant association of population
density and of percent of households with zero vehicles with the walkability indices both at OLS
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regression modeling, and at spatial regression modeling. This positive association of both
variables is not surprising, but its consistency across models with different walkability
compositions and different methods of standardizations, and the constant high significance which
sets them apart from the other census variables used, is an important finding of this research.
Using spatial regression modeling and including a more complex spatial model (spatial
Durbin model), and also calculating the direct, indirect and total impacts of the independent
variables which are “mandatory” in spatial econometrics (Bivand et al., 2013, p. 310), showed
that the association of some census variables changes with its impacts. For example, for the OLS
regression models, the association of percent of households below poverty level with walkability
indices is positive, and stopping the research here would give incomplete conclusions. By further
performing spatial regression modeling, the same variable has a negative association from the
influence of the neighboring tracts, which is greater than the local positive association, and thus
the total association accounting for spatial autocorrelation is negative.
Another finding resulted from using spatial regression modeling is that some variables
(like percent Hispanic in this study) can have different association signs for the OLS coefficient
compared to the equivalent, direct impact. Thus, locally the association of the variable might not
have the same direction when considering spatial autocorrelation in the modeling compared to
just using the OLS regression modeling.
The Environmental Justice (EJ) hypothesis was investigated in the study area by the
variables that represent vulnerable populations: % Hispanic, % Black, % of population aged
under 18, % of population aged 65 and older, % households with income below poverty level,
and % households with zero vehicles. The OLS regression modeling showed that in the studied
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area % Hispanic, % of population aged under 18, and % of population aged 65 and older have a
negative association with the walkability indices, meaning that the people represented by these
variables live mostly in less walkable tracts. The other three variables: % Black, % households
with income below poverty level, and % households with zero vehicles have a positive
association with walkability indices, meaning that in the studied area the more walkable tracts
have a greater number of people represented by these variables.
The results with negative association support the EJ hypothesis of vulnerable populations
being discriminated against, and the ones with positive association reject the EJ hypothesis. It
should be mentioned though that the analysis did not account for people’s preferences. The fact
that socio-economic vulnerable populations live in more walkable areas is not surprising and it
has been documented in previous research (Turrell et al., 2012).
When further analyzed with spatial regression modeling, the associations between
walkability indices and the EJ variables show some noticeable differences. Thus, in four out of
six index versions, % Hispanic had positive direct impact, but negative indirect and total
impacts, meaning that in a tract the local association is positive but its influences from the
neighboring tracts are negative. Another difference is given by the variable % households with
income below poverty level which had negative indirect and total impacts, and at some index
versions the indirect impact was more significant than the direct one. This means that locally the
association of this variable with the walkability index is positive, but the influence it has from
the neighboring tracts is negative. The variables % of population aged under 18 and % of
population aged 65 and older maintained their negative association for the impacts, and the
variables % Black and % households with zero vehicles, maintained their positive association.
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Even though the three research questions were investigated and their results proved both
differences and commonalities, it is important to mention the limitations that were acknowledged
and accepted into the research process. First, the study has a cross-sectional structure and it
created walkability indices using the available data only once, and did not account for the
changes that might occur in time. Also, the association of the indices with the census socioeconomic and demographic variables represents only the year when the census data was
collected. Second, the indices used only objective measures and omitted qualitative walkability
criteria, which could improve the walkability index to better reflect the reality.
Third, using GIS data, the study has the entailed limitations of GIS data, like the
simplifying process of representing real objects, and the precision of acquiring geographic
features such as census TIGER files or parcel data, or the accuracy of collecting socio-economic
and demographic information. Another data limitation is represented by incomplete and missing
data.
Another type of limitation is brought into the research by several methods. For example,
the dwelling density measures do not account for high residential buildings which could greatly
increase the measure’s value in a tract, such that it becomes an outlier, as it happened in this
thesis. Land use mix criterion used only entropy measure, but several measures could be added
or a more complex one could be used (as presented in the literature review). The included
accessibility measures differentiated only between transit stops and non-transit destinations, but a
further separation of non-transit destinations could increase the accuracy of accessibility scores.
Also the accessibility measures used a ¼ mile as a distance threshold, which can act as an
artificial barrier discriminating between destinations close to the ¼ mile border, but on different
sides of it. The other methods’ limitations are the assumptions that come with classical
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regression modeling (mentioned in the methods chapter) and with the spatial regression
modeling which assumes that the analyzed variables are homogenously distributed across the
study area.
Some of the mentioned limitations could be further attenuated and corrected to improve
the study. Future research can also be achieved by applying local spatial statistics techniques, or
investigating the data with different spatial models. The walkability indices could be validated by
comparing them with other indices’ scores (like Walk Score®) and by investigating them with
travel survey data. Different index compositions could also be applied and dimension reduction
techniques like principal component analysis or factor analysis could be used to combine the
connectivity and accessibility measures.
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Chapter seven:
Conclusions

In the past several years, walkability has become a fashionable topic, being discussed by
the media, ranking websites, and used by people and businesses in their decisions. The
walkability topic has also been studied in fields like urban planning, public health and
transportation planning for different purposes and with different approaches. Being a
multidisciplinary topic, it is difficult to derive a definition of walkability accepted by all and a
common method of operationalizing the concept. Some studies do not require a complex
walkability index, but a simpler one which is added just as a variable to a broader research. Some
studies emphasize the qualitative aspects of walkability and use qualitative measures for
walkability score. Some studies use more objective data to develop different walkability indices.
Even though there are so many ways of defining and approaching the walkability
concept, its value and importance has been proved and accepted both by experts and non-experts
alike. Now the topic is brought to policy makers and walkability improvements are happening in
different cities, at different stages, based on different factors like community outreach, funding,
or willingness. At the policy decision phase, the problem of differences in walkability definition
and measurement appears when areas are compared and policies are generalized.
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This thesis attempts to bring some light into this issue, by investigating the three research
questions and measuring the differences between two walkability indices, and the differences of
standardizing the measures in three different ways. The results show that there are differences in
the walkability scores across the study area based on index compositions or index
standardization methods. But, overall their association, positive or negative, with sociodemographic variables has mostly the same pattern for indices with different compositions or
with different standardization methods, though their association strength varies for several
variables across the indices and across the impacts from spatial regression. Changing the study
area extent shows differences in the inclusion of some variables in the regression modeling. This
can have implications in the policy decision process when conclusions about the relationship of
walkability with socio-demographics in an area are applied to larger or smaller areas.
Apart from the innovative contributions to the walkability research achieved through the
analysis, this thesis is also a first in calculating walkability indices for the Tampa Bay area.
Though the area is generally considered non-walkable, the results show the variation of
walkability scores in the area which reflect the urban and suburban pattern. It is also worth
mentioning that things are changing here too, and community outreach efforts are made, like the
Walkability Day Tampa Bay event (http://partnersinobesityprevention.com/).
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Appendix A: Maps of walkability measures
Cul-de-sac density*
a. Z scores

[-8.849, 1.605]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A1. Cul-de-sac density measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values.
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Percent 4 and more-way intersections
a. Z scores

[-1.659, 3.611]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A2. Percent 4 and more-way intersections measure.
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Connected node ratio
a. Z scores

[-3.660, 1.961]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A3. Connected node ratio measure.
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Street density
a. Z scores

[-2.147, 3.356]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A4. Street density measure.
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Gamma index
a. Z scores

[-2.053, 3.049]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A5. Gamma index measure.
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Block density
a. Z scores

[-1.365, 4.344]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A6. Block density measure.
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Block length*
a. Z scores

[-5.337, 1.353]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A7. Block length measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values.
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Stops – service area
a. Z scores

[-1.188, 1.776]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A8. Stops – service area measure.
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Stops – pedestrian catchment area
a. Z scores

[-4.345, 4.573]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A9. Stops – pedestrian catchment area measure.
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Stops – pedestrian route directness*
a. Z scores

[-10.763, 2.084]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A10. Stops – pedestrian route directness measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values. Gray = Null values.
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Destinations – zero service areas*
a. Z scores

[-2.147, 1.368]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A11. Destinations – zero service areas measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values.
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Destinations – median number of service areas
a. Z scores

[-0.860, 11.756]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A12. Destinations – median number of service areas measure.
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Destinations – pedestrian catchment area
a. Z scores

[-4.695, 3.661]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A13. Destinations – pedestrian catchment area measure.
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Destinations – network distance*
a. Z scores

[-2.683, 4.479]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A14. Destinations – network distance measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values. Gray = Null values.
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Destinations – pedestrian route directness*
a. Z scores

[-7.573, 1.978]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A15. Destinations – pedestrian route directness measure.
* signifies measure with reversed values. Gray = Null values.
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Dwelling density
a. Z scores

[-1.192, 7.882]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A16. Dwelling density criterion. Gray = Null values.
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Entropy index
a. Z scores

[-2.910, 3.023]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A17. Entropy index measure.
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Net retail area
a. Z scores

[-1.974, 5.555]

b. Deciles

c. Equal interval

Figure A18. Net retail area criterion. Gray = Null values.
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Appendix B: OLS regression modeling results
Table B1. OLS regression results for W1Z (n = 421)
W1Z (n = 421)

Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.008

***

% Hispanic

-0.046

***

% Black

0.014

“ ”

% age < 18

-0.005

***

% below poverty

0.067

***

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.084

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

--

--

% higher education

0.024

***

Constant

0.536

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.547

Condition Index

29.899

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.284

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
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Table B2. OLS regression results for W1D (n = 421)
W1D (n = 421)

Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.067

***

% Hispanic

-0.393

***

% age < 18

-0.026

**

% below poverty

0.432

**

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.643

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

--

--

% higher education

0.099

.

Constant

0.481

“ ”

Adjusted R-squared

0.566

Condition Index

27.517

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.578

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
“ ” means the variable is included in the model, but is not statistically significant;
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
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Table B3. OLS regression results for W1E (n = 421)
W1E (n = 421)

Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.011

***

% Hispanic

-0.065

***

--

--

% age < 18

-0.003

.

% below poverty

0.074

**

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.072

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

-0.003

**

% higher education

0.028

**

Constant

1.456

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.589

Condition Index

36.571

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.787

% Black

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
Table B4. OLS regression results for W2Z (n = 421)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.005

***

% Hispanic

-0.023

*

% Black

0.024

**

% age < 18

-0.005

***

% below poverty

0.067

***

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.092

***

% higher education

0.034

***

Constant

0.450

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.449

Condition Index

29.541

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.270

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05
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Table B5. OLS regression results for W2D (n = 421)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.010

***

% Hispanic

-0.045

*

% Black

0.037

*

% age < 18

-0.007

**

% below poverty

0.090

**

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.150

***

% higher education

0.031

*

Constant

1.196

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.452

Condition Index

29.541

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.476

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05
Table B6. OLS regression results for W2E (n = 421)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.008

***

% Hispanic

-0.051

***

% Black

0.022

.

% age < 18

-0.008

***

% age ≥ 65

-0.058

*

% below poverty

0.092

***

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.133

***

% higher education

0.032

**

Constant

1.486

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.493

Condition Index

45.187

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.137

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1
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Table B7. OLS regression results for W1Z (n = 501)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.009

***

% Hispanic

-0.047

***

% Black

--

--

% age < 18

--

--

% below poverty

0.045

**

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.066

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

-0.003

***

% higher education

0.031

***

Constant

0.592

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.632

Condition Index

32.896

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.590

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
-- means the variable is not included in the model.
Table B8. OLS regression results for W1D (n = 501)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.049

***

% Hispanic

-0.246

***

% age < 18

-0.011

*

% below poverty

0.194

*

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.342

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

-0.010

*

% higher education

0.073

*

Constant

1.197

**

Adjusted R-squared

0.669

Condition Index

35.421

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.139

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Table B9. OLS regression results for W1E (n = 501)
Coefficient

Significance

Population density

0.013

***

% Hispanic

-0.066

***

% Black

0.019

.

% age < 18

-0.003

*

% below poverty

0.046

*

% 0 vehicles hhlds

0.064

***

% ≥ 2 vehicles hhlds

-0.004

***

% higher education

0.028

***

Constant

1.433

***

Adjusted R-squared

0.677

Condition Index

37.378

Breusch-Pagan test (p-value)

0.835

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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23.24., page 199).
I am explaining the chart in text, but I also reproduced the chart to be easier for the readers to
understand. I attached here the figure reproduced in my thesis.
I am emailing you to ask your permission of using this reproduction in my thesis.
Best regards,
Oana McKinney
“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””
Sure, as long as you provide the reference, which apparently you did.
Best,
L.
-Luc Anselin, PhD
Regents' Professor and Walter Isard Chair
Director, GeoDa Center for Geospatial Analysis and Computation
School of Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning
Arizona State University
Visiting Professor
Department of Urban Studies and Planning
MIT
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Appendix E: Permission granted by Investigaciones Regionales
Hello,
I'm Oana McKinney, student at the University of South Florida. I'm finishing my master thesis in
Geography and I referenced one of the articles published by you (attached here).
I also reproduced Figure 1, page 41. And in my thesis it looks like in the picture attached.
Can I have your permission to use it in my thesis this way?
Thank you,
Oana McKinney
“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””
Dear Oana McKinney:
It´s perfect. You can use it in this way.
Best wishes,
Julieta Llungo Ortiz
Revista Investigaciones Regionales
“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””
Disclaimer
La revista Investigaciones Regionales forma parte del conjunto de publicaciones de libre
acceso (Open Access Journals) por lo que el acceso a sus contenidos no conlleva ningún
recargo para sus lectores o sus instituciones. The Regional Research journal is part of the set
of open access publishing (Open Access Journals) so access to its content carries no charge
to readers or their institutions. Los lectores ''tienen el derecho a leer, descargar, copiar,
distribuir, imprimir, buscar o enlazar los textos completos de sus contenidos'', según la
definición de la Iniciativa por el Libre Acceso de Budapest (BOAI) Readers 'have the right
to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of their contents', as
defined by the Open Access Initiative Budapest (BOAI)
No obstante, el usuario se compromete a utilizar los contenidos de estar páginas web de
acuerdo a la ley, con este aviso legal y con otros avisos, reglamentos de uso e instrucciones
que se hayan puesto en su conocimiento, así como con el orden público, la moral y las
buenas costumbres generalmente aceptados. However, the user agrees to use the content of
web pages to be according to the law, this legal notice and other notices, use regulations and
instructions that have been brought to their attention, as well as public order, morality and
decency generally accepted.
Concretamente, se compromete a abstenerse de suprimir, manipular o de cualquier otra
manera alterar el copyright y otros datos identificativos de la reserva de derechos de la
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Asociación Española de Ciencia Regional de sus titulares, de las huellas digitales o de
cualesquiera otros medios técnicos establecidos para su reconocimiento. Specifically, you
agree to not remove, manipulate or otherwise alter the copyright and other identifying data
of the reserved rights of the Regional Spanish Association of Science holders, fingerprints
or any other technical means established for recognition.
El usuario ha de abstenerse de obtener o intentar obtener los contenidos utilizando medios o
procedimientos diferentes de los que, según los casos, se hayan puesto a su disposición o se
hayan indicado con esta finalidad en las páginas web donde residan los contenidos o, en
general, de los que se utilicen habitualmente en Internet. You must not obtain or attempt to
obtain the contents using means or procedures which, where appropriate, have been made
available or indicated for this purpose in the web pages where the content resides, or in
general of which are used on the Internet
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